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ABSTRACT 
Process approach to writing, although advocated by the Education Bureau (formerly 
known as Education and Manpower Bureau), suffers peripheral existence in 
secondary education in Hong Kong. Students come into full contact with process 
writing only when they move on to tertiary education in Hong Kong. Such a change 
in writing approach implies a shift in the role of teacher feedback in writing 
pedagogy: teacher feedback, which is viewed as a means in indicating grammatical 
mistakes and justifying a grade for their papers in secondary school writing 
classrooms, is instead performing as hints for improvements under the process 
approach adopted by most writing classes in universities. 
Literature has focused more on the effectiveness of ways of delivering feedback on 
the part of writing instructors and less on the triangulation among teachers' feedback 
practice and student writers' views of and their actual revision behaviour towards the 
feedback given. This exploratory study was thus carried out in three writing classes 
of a university in Hong Kong to investigate the feedback given by teachers, the 
response of students to such a practice, the reasons behind students' preference, and 
the match (or mismatch) between the views of students and teachers. 
Questionnaires were distributed to students for expressing their opinions of teacher 
feedback, and sample writing assignments were collected for analysis on the giving 
and responding behaviour towards teacher feedback. Interviews were conducted with 
the writing instructors and some selected students for more in-depth and qualitative 
data. 
Results showed that teachers gave more feedback on form in later stages of writing, 
and students attempted to deal with all teacher feedback they received, whether it 
was on form or on meaning, easy or difficult, positive or negative. Yet, feedback on 
content and vocabulary were the likely victims of being deleted or ignored by 
students. Further analysis showed that the quality of feedback was more relevant than 
the aspects of feedback in determining the level of attention from students during 
revision for subsequent drafts. Students also liked critical (negative) feedback, which 
was viewed as conducive to their revision and writing skills, more than praises. Such 
a utilitarian view was translated into personal and interpersonal factors in influencing 
students' preference in responding to teacher feedback. A slight mismatch was also 
found between teachers' and students' revision strategies, which showed teachers' 
unawareness of students' difficulties in responding to and students' heavy reliance on 
i i 
teacher feedback. 
In view of the above situation, recommendations were made to enable fuller response 
of feedback from students through teachers' introduction of revision strategies to 
students and better implementation of the process approach to writing. Students were 
also advised to train their thinking skills and to have more contact with English in 
order to improve the situation in the long run. 
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In the opening chapter of this research thesis, the background of the study will 
be introduced by an overview of how writing being predominantly dealt with 
differently in the secondary school and the university settings in Hong Kong, 
highlighting two different roles teacher feedback takes thereof, and leading to a more 
thorough discussion of teacher feedback in the following chapter. This chapter will 
also point out the focus and potential contributions this study has to the writing 
practice in Hong Kong. 
1.1 Two Writing Approaches Practiced in Hong Kong Classrooms 
Although the Education Bureau (EDB)� of Hong Kong advocates a process 
approach to writing in secondary schools, product writing is largely practiced in 
reality among most secondary schools in Hong Kong. The majority of students in 
Hong Kong get into full contact with process writing only if they go on to study in 
universities. 
1.1.1 A Glimpse of the Situation of Hong Kong Secondary School Classrooms 
Secondary schools in Hong Kong which follow the curriculum set by the 
Curriculum Development Council (CDC) of the EDB tend to practise the product 
approach to writing because of the tight schedule and examination-oriented 
1 The Education and Manpower Bureau was renamed Education Bureau, effective from 1 July, 2007. 
2 These secondary schools include government secondary schools and aided secondary schools 
(grammar schools and technical schools). Situations in, for example, international schools or 
secondary schools under Direst Subsidy Scheme (DSS) may be quite different as students there may 
follow curricula which aim to prepare students for public examinations other than those found in 
Hong Kong (e.g. International Baccalaureate Middle Year Program or Diploma Program). However, 
the majority of students aged 12-18 in Hong Kong study in the former secondary schools rather than 
the latter, as shown by the much larger proportion of secondary schools being local than international 
or ESF (ratio stands at 503:25 for the academic year 2006-07) (Education Bureaii, 2007). 
2 
education system. Students in secondary schools have 7-8 periods per week for the 
English Language subject during secondary 1 to 5, and 5 periods per week for the 
Use of English (UE) during secondary 6 to 7 (Curriculum Development Council, 
1999a, 1999b). Lessons focus on cultivating the four language skills — listening, 
reading, writing, and speaking, as they constitute the main features of the English 
papers in the two public examinations: the Hong Kong Certificate of Education 
Examination (HKCEE), to be taken at the end of secondary 5 for places in secondary 
6, and the Hong Kong Advanced Level examination (HKALE), to be taken at the end 
of secondary 7 for places in the universities^. The paper on writing takes up 20% and 
18% of the total mark for English Language and UE respectively (Hong Kong 
Examinations and Assessment Authority, 2006b, 2006a/ . 
The newly proposed education reform on the English Language curriculum 
and syllabus (to be implemented in 2009) continues to put emphasis on the four 
language skills, and writing in the proposed Hong Kong Diploma of Secondary 
Education (HKDSE) Examination accounts for 30% of the total mark of the subject 
(Curriculum Development Council & Hong Kong Examinations and Assessment 
Authority, 2007). The four language skills are therefore the focuses of lessons either 
by alternation or by integration. In order to allow frequent practice in writing while 
facing this tight schedule, students have to finish a composition every two to three 
weeks (Lee, 2004, 2005). While process writing has been recommended for a long 
time 一 and is still recommended in the proposed new syllabus — by the CDC as the 
approach to writing instruction (Curriculum Development Council, 1999a, 1999b, 
3 The Hong Kong Certificate of Education Examination and the Hong Kong Advanced Level 
Examination are linked to the General Certificate of Education (GCE) Ordinary Level (0-level) and 
Advanced Level (A-level) Examinations respectively. 
4 Writing took up 26% of the total mark for the assessment of the English Language subject before 
2007 (Curriculum Development Council, 2004). It was changed to pave the way for the change in the 
education system (3-year junior secondary and 3-year senior secondary education) and the proposed 
Hong Kong Diploma of Secondary Education (HKDSE) Examination (to be taken at the end of the 
senior secondary education). 
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2002, 2005, 2007), it has not been encouraged to be practiced at length in the form of 
writing cycles for every composition in secondary school writing classrooms due to 
the time constraint: 
Time constraints are indeed a major problem for teachers in Hong Kong. 
However, this does not mean that process-based approaches are 
therefore irrelevant and have no place in the writing c u r r i c u l u m . . . . 
learners do not need to go through the entire writing process every time 
they are given a writing task. What is important is that teachers make 
use of each writing assignment to focus learners on strategies regarding 
a specific aspect of the writing process . . . When learners have gained 
mastery of these strategies, they apply them to a single assignment as a 
whole. Teachers may decide on when is appropriate and which 
assignment to use to take the learners through the entire process. 
(Curriculum Development Council, 1999a, p. 96) 
Teachers in secondary schools are thus given a choice of how to adopt, in CDC's 
term, “process-writing strategies" (Curriculum Development Council, 1999a, p. 95) 
in teaching writing. Whereas students are to be evaluated precisely by their writing 
products in the public examinations in order to gain a place in secondary 6 or 
universities, focus on form and accuracy is still highly valued and a product approach 
to writing is instead adopted in secondary school classrooms as a result (Braine, 2003, 
2005; Lee, 1998). 
Topics of writing vary among different secondary levels. Students in junior 
secondary (secondary 1-3, equivalent to the U.S. education system Grade 7-9) write 
in various genres, which include more imaginative writing such as narrative writing 
and descriptive writing. Students in senior forms (secondary 4-7, equivalent to the 
U.S. education system Grade 10-13) and especially in secondary 6 and 7, on the 
contrary, write more expository writing and argumentative writing (Hong Kong 
Examinations and Assessment Authority, 2006a). The difference arises, again, 
because of the different focuses of the two public examinations. 
4 
Students in secondary schools receive a writing topic in class, during which 
teachers will give some explanations on how to approach the topic, such as some 
useful vocabulary, sentence structure, and, if time allows, a brain-storming session in 
which teachers guide students to generate more ideas about the topic. Students are 
then required to start writing their composition for a designated minimum number of 
words in line with that required in the writing papers of the two public examinations: 
200 and 300 words for secondary 5 students preparing for the HKCEE English 
Syllabus A and Syllabus B respectively, and 500 words for secondary 7 students 
preparing for the HKALE UE (Hong Kong Examinations and Assessment Authority, 
2004, 2006a)5. These word limits, however, are the minimum word limits only; no 
maximum number of words is set for students and, in a sense, the more capable 
students write more (and thus regarded as "better") as they are able to show the 
vocabulary they possess for the topic. Students thus strive for length instead of 
quality of writing under this examination-oriented curriculum. 
Once students finished writing the composition, mostly in class as classwork 
or occasionally after class as homework (Braine, 2005), teachers are required to mark 
students' compositions by using some symbols to indicate the grammatical mistakes 
made, giving a grade to indicate the level students have demonstrated on that piece of 
writing, and, depending on the practice of individual teachers, making brief 
comments on the paper accompanying the grade given (Lee, 2005). 
When these marked compositions are returned, students may be required to do 
some corrections. These corrections may require students to re-write the whole essay 
5 Students will have to complete two writing tasks for the paper of writing from 2007 onwards. 
Students sitting for the 2007 HKCEE will have to write 100-150 words for the short, guided task, and 
200-250 words for the longer, open-ended task (Hong Kong Examinations and Assessment Authority, 
2006b). Students sitting for the proposed Hong Kong Diploma of Secondary Education (HKDSE) 
Examination will have to write about 200 words for the former task, and about 400 words for the latter 
task (Curriculum and Development Council, 2007). The word limits, however, may still serve as 
reference for minimum word limits only as there is no mention that marks will be deducted for longer 
essays. 
5 
once, during which students have to correct all the mistakes or re-write the wrong 
word or sentence once next to the corrections or symbols teachers made on their 
writing (Lee, 2004, 2005). Major re-writing in changing the content of the 
composition is usually not required (Lee, 2004, 2005). Depending on the practice of 
individual teachers, some students even do not have to do any corrections; they read 
the grade and the marking on their compositions, and then move on to write the next 
assignment. 
Only one version of the composition will be marked and given comments by 
secondary school teachers. There is no requirement for students to hand in more than 
one version of their writing for the same assignment, and teachers will usually give 
neither feedback on drafts (if any were written) nor a grade on the revised version of 
the same composition. Writing is treated, as noted by Lee (2004), as a “one-off’ 
activity, and is “tested rather than taught" (p. 288). 
Students in senior forms are sometimes required to hand in - together with 
their compositions — an outline which includes the stance of the essay and the main 
arguments of the essay, as most of their compositions are argumentative. Again, the 
outline is for teachers' reference only; no major comments or grade will be assigned 
to it. The main work to look at is still the composition itself, not any drafts or 
pre-final version materials incurred in the process. 
The practice in secondary schools is therefore predominantly product-oriented. 
Students are required to write a lot, i.e., in terms of words per composition and of 
assignments, per academic year. Revision of the same essay is not taken as 
immensely important, while writing more on different topics is. For students, grades 
are the most important element to look at when the composition is returned, as it 
indicates how good the composition is. 
6 
1.1.2 A Glimpse of the Situation of Hong Kong University Classrooms 
Writing classes offered at the university level are more likely to adopt a 
process approach to writing, especially in teaching undergraduates to write academic 
essays. For instance, the English Communication Skills course in the University of 
Hong Kong (Allison, 1995) and the English enhancement classes for humanities 
students in the Hong Kong Polytechnic University (Lee, 2002) adopted the process 
approach in teaching academic writing. Besides these two universities, most 
universities in Hong Kong nowadays set up a language unit or a centre offering 
courses to improving language skills of undergraduates. At least one 
discipline-specific or non-discipline specific writing course is offered by these 
language centres and units where the process approach is generally adopted in 
teaching the writing of English academic essays^. Students enrolled in these courses 
have to write at least one draft before handing in the final version of assignments, 
and peer review and teacher feedback are incorporated in the process. 
Students having finished secondary 7 and entering universities will therefore, 
for the first time, get some experience in writing academic essays, which has its own 
organisation framework, vocabulary, and citation style to follow. They will also have 
their first experience in process writing: to draft an outline as a pre-writing activity 
(Jacobs, Curtis, Braine, & Huang, 1998), and to revise their essays for a number of 
times — called the preliminary drafts 一 before handing in the final versions of the 
6 To name a few as reference: the English Centre at the University of Hong Kong offers writing 
courses such as Academic English for Arts Students (AEAS) (course code: ECEN 1201) 
(http://ec.hku.hk/); the English Language Centre at the Hong Kong Polytechnic University offers 
ELEP-WRITE3 : Writing Academic Essays (http://elc.polyii.edu.hk/); the English Language Teaching 
Unit at the Chinese University of Hong Kong offers ELT2402 Academic Writing I, ELT2451 
Expository Writing for Students of Social Science, and ELT1108 English Improvement strategies for 
Reading and Writing (http://www.cuhk.edu.hk/eltii/); the Language Centre at the Hong Kong 
University of Science and Technology offers LANG 106 English for Engineering Students I 
(http://lc.ust.hk/)； and the English Language Centre at the City University of Hong Kong offers 
EL0405 University English: Writing Academic Essays (http://www.cityii.edu.hk/elc/elc/aboutelc/index 
,html). 
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assignment (Arndt, 1993; Braine, 2003). 
After receiving feedback from their teachers on their preliminary drafts, 
students in universities have to revise accordingly, probably with the help of their 
classmates, and sometimes their teachers. The revision is no longer a mere copying 
job on correcting the mistakes; students may have to revise the content (meaning) of 
their essays in addition to correcting the language (form) used (Jacobs, Curtis, Braine, 
& Huang, 1998). After revision, the essay has to be re-submitted to their teacher for a 
grade (Jacobs, Curtis, Braine, & Huang, 1998). 
University writing as seen from above tends to be more process-oriented. 
Students do not have to cram for a large number of assignments, but they are 
required to do massive revisions for one writing assignment. Grades, though 
sometimes given on the preliminary drafts, are mostly given on the final versions 
where students have revised for several times before submission. Teacher feedback is 
available on the preliminary drafts during the revision process, during which students 
have to improve both the meaning (e.g. content, organisation) and form (e.g. 
grammar, citation) in order to arrive at a final product of their writing assignment 
(Jacobs, Curtis, Braine, & Huang，1998). 
Table 1 summarises the above descriptions of the situations in Hong Kong 
secondary school writing classrooms and university writing classes. Product writing 
tends to be adopted in most secondary schools in Hong Kong, and process writing is 
more likely to be used in the university setting in Hong Kong. 
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Writing in Secondary Writing in University 
School Classrooms Writing Classes 
Outline O 7 
Preliminary drafts ^ ^ 
Teacher feedback on 
- preliminary drafts N.A. ^ 
- final version O O 
Grades on 
- preliminary drafts N. A. O 
- final version ^ ^ 
Teacher feedback on 
- grammar ^ 
- content O " 
- citation style ^ ^ 
Revision on 
- grammar 7 ^ 
- content ^ " 
- citation style ^ ^ 
Format of revision Correcting the mistakes by Rewriting the whole essay 
rewriting the relevant part with massive changes on 
or the whole essay every aspect 
Table 1. A comparison of the differences of how writing is approached in secondary 
schools and universities in Hong Kong (KEY: ^ - obligatory, ^ - non-existent, O — 
optional, depending on the practice of individual teachers or the administration of the 
course, N. A. — not applicable) 
1.2 Different Roles of Teacher Feedback in the Two Writing Approaches 
Teacher feedback in the secondary schools following the curriculum by the 
CDC and that in most university writing courses are different in terms of what they 
encompass, when they appear, and why, as will be explained briefly below. More 
details can be found in the following chapter. 
1.2.1 The Content of Teacher Feedback 
The marking on the compositions of secondary school students takes the form 
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of giving ticks (“Z”)，using various symbols in denoting the types of mistakes 
students made in terms of grammar and (at times) vocabulary, and, most importantly, 
giving a grade either at the top or at the bottom of the essay, indicating the level of 
writing skills students have demonstrated on this particular piece of writing. Teacher 
feedback expressed in words is rare (and not recommended) as symbols are widely 
used and even encouraged in the syllabus - not only to save time in marking papers 
on the part of teachers, but also believed to be conducive for learning from mistakes 
on the part of students: 
Indicate mistakes so that learners can correct them. This is done by 
underlining the mistakes and / or using a correction code to alert learners 
to the kinds of mistakes they have made. (Curriculum Development 
Council, 1999a, p. 96) 
Students in universities, on the contrary, receive more abundant teacher 
feedback both in terms of quality (what is included) and quantity (number of words 
or amount of feedback). A more balanced feedback tend to be present in university 
writing classes: while grammar may still be corrected, more emphasis is put in the 
content and the citation style of the essay (see course outlines of the courses listed in 
Footnote 6 for the emphasis of using a correct citation style for the minimum number 
of sources included in the writing assignments). Symbols in indicating the 
grammatical mistakes may appear less in proportion to the feedback in words to 
express problems or suggestions with the content of the essay. All of these concerns 
are highly related to the genre of the assignment - an academic essay. 
1.2.2 The Timing of Teacher Feedback 
Most probably than not, only one chance is given for teacher feedback to take 
place for secondary school writing: the final — and only - version of the assignment, 
where a grade is also given to judge the level of writing students have demonstrated 
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in the assignment. Each composition is treated as a “final draft" when teachers give 
feedback on them (Lee, 2004). No more teacher feedback will be given after students 
make the required grammatical (and sometimes vocabulary) corrections (if any and if 
it is required to be handed in to teachers) in view of the teacher feedback made on 
their compositions. In other words, teacher feedback only comes at the end of the 
writing process. 
Teacher feedback in most university writing classrooms, however, usually 
appears on the preliminary drafts, which are handed in and returned for revisions, 
and also occasionally on the final versions. Students are given the chance to revise 
according to teacher feedback given for a subsequent draft, and teachers are given 
the chance to read the draft again to check if students have improved their essays as a 
result of the revision taken. Teachers may give further feedback on that draft to 
indicate any additional work students have to do to further revise the essay. Feedback 
is also given, at times, on the final version of the essay, although no further revisions 
are required (see course outlines for courses listed in Footnote 6, such as 
ELEP-WRITE3: Writing Academic Essays from the Hong Kong Polytechnic 
University where "revising" and “conferencing” are listed in the course topics for 
classroom instructions, meaning teacher feedback can be found both during and after 
the writing process). Teacher feedback in the university writing classrooms thus 
appear both during and after the writing process, in contrast to the situations in 
secondary school classrooms where teacher feedback only appears at the end of the 
process. 
1.2.3 The Purpose of Teacher Feedback 
Teacher feedback in the secondary schools is more likely to be comprised of 
massive use of symbols and much fewer words. It only appears at the end of the 
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writing process (Lee, 2004). Minimum revisions are required on the part of the 
students after reading the feedback; students' main revisions — or corrections — work 
is to copy or find the correct form of words and write it once (Lee, 2004). Language 
and grammar, the "low-level features", are the priorities in secondary school writing 
classrooms when compared to, for example, discourse features of writing (Lee, 1998). 
The focus of teacher feedback in secondary schools is, then, twofold: to correct, or 
rather to hint the place of, grammatical mistakes, and to justify a grade. 
Teacher feedback in university tends to be more diversified. It takes more 
words, and covers areas more than grammar; content and citation style are also 
included. It also appears in a more prolonged manner and is available throughout and 
even after the writing process (see, again, the course outlines of the courses listed in 
Footnote 6 where teacher feedback is given to the draft handed in mid-semester and 
also the final review or feedback session held at the end of the semester). Teacher 
feedback in university writing classrooms thus takes the role of helping students to 
improve their essays more than merely justifying a grade for the assignment. 
1.3 The Importance of Students' Views of Teacher Feedback in Process Writing 
The transition from studying in secondary schools to universities is not an easy 
task. As far as writing is concerned, students face a drastic change to a writing 
approach which is unfamiliar to them: they are writing in a different genre with a 
different set of requirements. Writing instructors in the universities may or may not 
understand the challenges students face in meeting these changes, and therefore 
giving feedback which may appear less helpful than it should be (Amdt, 1993; Zamel, 
1985). In the end, however, it is the students who have to write the essay, revise the 
preliminary drafts, and turn in the final version of the assignment. Teachers can help 
in the process, but what help do students exactly need for them to improve the drafts 
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and to enhance their writing skills as a whole? 
This study was conducted with the intention of understanding what students' 
needs are in terms of writing. In other words，this study tries to explore university 
students' views and uses of the help offered by their writing instructors in the form of 
written teacher feedback on their writing assignments. It is the first time for most 
university first-year students to face teacher feedback in such a large amount and in 
such a different quality for a purpose other than pointing out their grammatical 
mistakes and justifying a grade. Their views of this teacher feedback as well as how 
they respond to it will give some clues as to how teachers may better help student 
writers, especially those who have minimal experience in process writing, through 
giving the more suitable feedback during the process of writing. This exploratory 
study aims to elicit some pedagogical implications as a result. 
1.4 Overview of the Thesis 
This chapter begins the thesis by introducing and comparing the situations of 
the writing classrooms in the majority of secondary schools and in most writing 
classes offered by universities in Hong Kong. This comparison between writing 
classrooms of the secondary education and writing classes offered by the tertiary 
education corresponds to a large extent to the comparison between product approach 
and process approach to writing, which will be further elaborated in Chapter 2, 
highlighting the literature on students' views (and uses) of teacher feedback in 
English as a second language (ESL) and English as a foreign language (EFL) settings. 
Chapter 3 will provide the details of the methodology of this study, followed by 
Chapter 4 which reports the results of the study and discusses them immediately 
afterwards in order to answer the three research questions set out for the study. 
Chapter 5 is the concluding chapter, where a summary of the findings, the 
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contribution of this study to the literature in this area, as well as the limitations of this 




This chapter aims to delineate the scope of this study. First, the development of 
how writing is approached is reviewed in order to highlight the importance of teacher 
feedback on writing. Teacher feedback is then defined with a general overview of 
why and how it is carried out in the educational context. Previous studies are then 
reviewed to indicate the move from studying solely error feedback by teachers to 
feedback concerning other or all aspects of student writing. Finally, attention will be 
drawn to studies conducted to investigate the views held by students towards teacher 
feedback in the contexts of English as a second language (ESL) and English as a 
foreign language (EFL), and lastly, in the situation of Hong Kong. 
2.1 From Product to Process: A Brief Account of the Change in Teaching 
Approach Towards Writing 
2.1,1 Product Writing 
The teaching approach^ towards L2 writing is very much following the 
development of LI writing, as the process of writing for first language and that of 
second language are presumed and observed to be similar (Ferris & Hedgcock, 1998). 
Before 1960s, the approach to teaching writing was known as "the traditional 
paradigm” or the "product approach," which entails the introduction of "a rhetorical 
form or pattern in terms of a set of rigidly established rules or formulae" (Ferris & 
7 According to Edward Anthony (1963), an approach was "a set of assumptions dealing with the 
nature of language, learning and teaching" (quoted in Brown, 2001, p. 15). Brown (2001) expressed a 
similar view and defined an approach as ''theoretically well-formed positions and beliefs about the 
nature of language, the nature of language learning, and the applicability of both to pedagogical 
settings" (p. 16，emphasis added). Both definitions point out the emphasis of approach is on what the 
nature of something - here, the nature of writing 一 is, which dictates what "method" ("a generalised 
set of classroom specifications") to be used (Brown, 2001, p. 16). For example, what roles should 
teachers and students take respectively as a result of the chosen method in accordance with the 
approach adopted. 
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Hedgcock, 1998，p. 3), so that students could finish a writing task after reading a 
work of literature following a set pattern of writing. As suggested by its name, the 
product approach emphasises the final product, and the arrangement and style found 
in this writing product (Yan, 1995). Teacher feedback will only come at the final 
stage of writing “as a means for justifying a grade" (Ferris, 2003b, p. 21) instead of 
helping students to revise their writing. This approach, as mentioned in the previous 
chapter, tends to be adopted by most secondary schools in Hong Kong in teaching 
writing in English under the curriculum set by the CDC (see, e.g. Lee, 1998, 2005). 
2.1.2 Process Writing: The Overriding Concern over Writing Process 
In criticism of the above static view towards writing, the process approach 
emerged in the 1960s and became popular in the 1980s in the United States (Ferris & 
Hedgcock, 1998). This approach entails two views towards writing: the expressivist 
view sees writing as a process leading to "the discovery of the true se l f (Ferris & 
Hedgcock, 1998, p. 4)，"fluency and voice" are thus highly valued; while the 
cognitivist view sees “writing as problem-solving", which therefore values “higher 
order thinking and problem solving skills" (Ferris & Hedgcock，1998, p. 4). 
Although the two views emphasise different aspects of writing, the overriding 
concern of both views is the writing process: “a recursive process in which students 
are encouraged to revise as they write and to produce multiple drafts of their essays" 
(Connor & Farmer, 1990, p. 126), rather than the final product of writing. 
2.1.3 Process Writing: The Method 
Central to the process approach is the process in arriving at a final version of a 
written work. As described by Ferris and Hedgcock (1998), the writing process 
includes “invention and pre-writing tasks, drafting multiple versions of writing 
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assignments, abundant text-level (as opposed to sentence-level) revision, 
collaborative writing, feedback sessions, and the postponement of editing until the 
end of a composing cycle" (p. 4). In other words, students have to write at least one 
preliminary draft before arriving at a final version of a piece of writing, and teacher 
feedback will come during the writing process and before the writing up of the final 
version, so as to motivate students to revise (Ferris, 2003b). The role of teachers， 
then, is to “help students develop viable strategies for getting started, for drafting, 
and for revising" (Silva，1990, p. 15) rather than just evaluating the final versions of 
student writing. 
Such a change in teaching approach towards writing places all kinds of 
feedback - from teachers, peers, and self - in the foreground, and teacher feedback 
shifted from being ignored under product writing: “teacher feedback was ineffective 
and unappreciated" (Ferris, 2003a, p. 120)，to being valued under process writing: 
students not only regard teacher feedback as essential (Ferris & Hedgcock, 1998), 
they also value teacher feedback above all other sources of feedback, “if asked to 
choose, most students prefer teacher feedback to peer- or self-evaluation" (Ferris, 
2003a, p. 128). According to Ferris (2003a)，“while teacher-student conferences and 
peer feedback are certainly appealing alternatives to written teacher feedback on 
student writing, they will not and should not completely replace written teacher 
commentary" (p. 121). It is, therefore, worthy to examine teacher feedback in the 
context where the process approach is adopted to teach L2 writing. 
2.2 Teacher Feedback on Student Writing: Definition and Rationale 
In the broadest sense, feedback can be defined as "any input from reader to 
writer that provides information for revision" (Keh, 1990, quoted in Reid, 1993, p. 
218). In the writing classroom, the readers of writing are usually teachers who give 
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advice to student writers, whether oral or written, in the hope of improving their 
writing skills. This advice given by teachers to student writers as a whole is usually 
referred to as teacher feedback or teacher comments. In terms of written teacher 
feedback, which is the focus of the present study, Hyland (2003) defined any written 
intervention exemplified as "any comment, underlining, or correction made on the 
student text by the teacher" as a “feedback point" (p. 220), so written teacher 
feedback is comprised of individual feedback points made on a piece of student 
writing. 
Written teacher feedback can be broadly classified into feedback on form and 
feedback on meaning. According to Cohen (1987)，feedback on form includes 
feedback concerning grammar and mechanics, while feedback on meaning concerns 
comments on organisation, content, and vocabulary. In particular, with the strong 
emphasis on writing accuracy found in the writing classroom, teacher feedback on 
grammar is thus frequently researched, even being specifically referred to as "error 
correction" or "error feedback," defined as "responses to and comments on 
grammatical errors" (Lee, 2004, p. 286). 
The rationale behind the practice of teacher feedback is threefold: “we 
comment for three purposes: (a) to let student writers know whether or not their texts 
have conveyed their intended meanings; (b) to help students become aware of the 
questions and concerns of an audience so that they can ultimately evaluate their own 
writing more effectively; and (c) to give students a motive for revision — for without 
feedback from other writers, novice writers will typically revise narrowly or not at 
all" (Sommers, 1980, quoted in Ferris, 2003b, pp. 3-4). In sum, teachers provide 
feedback on student writing with the aim of helping students better revise their 
writing so that what they want to say can be effectively delivered. 
Some researchers, however, disagree that teacher feedback, error feedback in 
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particular, is doing any good for student writers. The most frequently cited piece of 
work is Truscott's (1996) review article, in which he argued that teacher feedback on 
grammar is ineffective, unhelpful and harmful and thus "has no place in writing 
courses and should be abandoned" (p. 328). Polio, Fleck and Leder's (1998) study 
seemed to agree with this position, as they found that the group receiving additional 
editing instruction, grammar instruction and feedback did not have significant 
improvement in accuracy when compared to the group only being given more time 
for revision. They thus concluded that "learners can and do correct their own 
language without feedback" (p. 61). 
Despite the opposition expressed by some researchers on written error 
feedback by teachers, teacher feedback in general is seen to be valuable and helpful 
to students' development of writing skills. Leki (1990) saw the writing and 
responding process as a dialogue between students and teachers when she remarked, 
“student writers need and deserve responses to their writing”（p. 66). Besides this 
psychological view in justifying teacher feedback, Ferris (1999) commented that 
there was practical value to provide teacher feedback: ‘'many students can improve 
their writing as a result of judicious and well executed teacher feedback" (p. 7). The 
issue, then, is no longer on whether to give teacher feedback, but on how to give 
teacher feedback that is most helpful to student writers. This is especially true in the 
• Q • • • • 
English as a second or foreign language (ESL / EFL) contexts , where writing ability 
in the English language is part of the assessed area within the English curriculum. 
Teachers are, therefore, ultimately required to give written response to student 
writing to improve students' writing ability, which is known as teacher feedback. 
8 A second language (SL) context is where "the classroom target language is readily available out 
there," while a foreign language (FL) context means "students do not have ready-made contexts for 
communication [in the target language] beyond their classroom" (Brown, 2001, p. 116). In other 
words, ESL contexts are where English is the language spoken by the majority of the people around 
the learners, whereas in EFL contexts, English is not spoken by the majority of the population where 
the learners stay. 
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2.3 From Error Feedback to All-round Teacher Feedback 
The most researched kind of teacher feedback is feedback on form, which is 
also known as error correction or error feedback. As mentioned above, this type of 
feedback concerns “responses to and comments on grammatical errors" (Lee, 2004, p. 
286). Specifically, there are strategies in carrying out error feedback: “direct error 
feedback" (also "overt correction") which involves "the provision of the correct 
forms or structures for students' faulty sentences" (Hendrickson, 1980, quoted by 
Lee, 2004, p. 286); and "indirect error feedback” which refers to “providing feedback 
on student errors without giving the correct forms or structures" (Lee, 2004, p. 286). 
Giving indirect error feedback triggers the question of whether to give error location 
directly - either by circling or underlying, or indirectly - by annotating in the 
margins; and whether to give error types in the form of error codes. All these 
strategies are investigated in terms of explicitness of error feedback: research studies 
(e.g. Chandler, 2003; Ferris & Roberts, 2001; Lee, 1997) have been using 
experimental and control group design to check and compare the effectiveness of 
direct correction (as the most explicit error feedback), coded (underlining plus error 
types indicated) indirect feedback, uncoded (underlining only) indirect feedback, and 
no correction on student writing in order to find the best technique to respond to and 
improve student writing, mainly in the area of writing accuracy. The general results 
from these studies indicated that error feedback given by teachers, in whichever 
strategy, led to significant improvement in student writing when compared to no 
teacher feedback. This establishes the importance of teacher feedback on student 
writing. 
However, these studies examined only one of the many aspects that teacher 
feedback deals with on student writing: the grammatical aspect in terms of error 
feedback. Teacher feedback actually encompasses "grammar, mechanics, vocabulary, 
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organisation, and content" (Cohen, 1987, p. 67), which all constitute students' 
writing competence in a language. 
This is especially true when writing is seen in the process approach. In process 
writing, writing is important both in form and meaning. In other words, teacher 
feedback no longer concerns the grammar of student writing only; whether students 
are able to convey their meanings in the appropriate discourse with an awareness of 
an audience to their writing is one of the many concerns in process writing (Ferris & 
Hedgcock, 1998, pp. 4-5). This means that teacher feedback will contain more and 
more feedback points related to elements like organisation and content when writing 
approach trended from product writing towards process writing. 
Moreover, there is a realisation that feedback on form and feedback on 
meaning are actually highly related and may not be easily dichotomised. This 
relationship can be demonstrated by the examples given by Ferris and Hedgcock 
(1998) such as "consistent verb-tense errors (form) can cause confusion for the 
reader about the time frame or immediacy of the action (content)" (p. 132). Ashwell 
(2000) also conducted a study to determine whether giving content feedback first 
followed by feedback on form will allow superior effect on improving student 
writing. The results showed that for the 50 Japanese students involved, giving 
feedback was superior to giving no feedback, but the order of giving content 
feedback, or even mixed with form feedback, did not significantly determine the 
extent of improvement of student writing. Judging solely by the mean gains, however, 
giving mixed content and form feedback "exhibited an advantage over the other two 
patterns" on improving accuracy and content of writing (p. 243). Therefore, it would 
be more appropriate to research teacher feedback concerning all these various aspects 
in order to have a fuller picture of teacher feedback nowadays. 
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2.4 Importance of Acknowledging Students'Views: the Claims 
In addition, the above studies mostly concerned the effectiveness of feedback 
techniques from the teachers' perspective: which is the best practice to be utilised by 
teachers in improving writing competence? The recipients of teacher feedback -
students, who also play a major role in this education scenario, are not given much 
consideration. As pointed out by Bumham (1986), irrespective of the types of 
feedback made, for it to be effective, teachers should avoid situations like "the 
student doesn't comprehend the response," “the student understands the response but 
does not know how to implement it," and “the student understands the response and 
implements it, but the writing is not improved" (quoted in Reid, 1993, p. 218). In 
other words, the effectiveness of teacher feedback is largely determined by the 
improvement in students' writing. The views of teachers as well as that of students 
concerning various kinds of feedback on writing are thus crucial in the development 
of writing competence of ESL or EFL students. In the following, some major studies 
on the views as claimed by students (and teachers) on teacher feedback are reviewed, 
beginning with the ESL situation, followed by a few EFL studies. 
2.4.1 ESL Context 
The importance of students' views towards teacher feedback in the ESL 
context was acknowledged and brought to light by Cohen (1987), who designed a 
13-item questionnaire given to 217 university students in 16 courses as one of the 
earliest studies in this area. He found that students would like to have feedback on 
various aspects including grammar, mechanics, vocabulary, organisation, and content, 
while teachers only provided the first two. Ii was also found that students had limited 
strategies to deal with teacher feedback, mainly by making a mental note. The 
questionnaire used in Cohen's (1987) study, as commented by Cohen (1987) himself, 
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is “brief yet informative regarding the form and substance of teacher feedback, and 
the ways in which learners dealt with this feedback" (p. 60). 
Radecki and Swales' (1988) study was another early study in this area. They 
used an 18-item questionnaire on 59 ESL students and interviewed eight of them to 
investigate students' attitudes towards teacher feedback. They classified learners into 
Receptors, Semi-resistors, and Resistors accordingly. It was also found that the 
higher their academic qualifications, the more resistant students were towards 
revision and written feedback. However, this study did not examine the actual 
marking on student writing to confirm what was claimed in the questionnaires and 
interviews. 
Leki's (1991) study focused on 100 university ESL students' opinion 
specifically on error feedback. She found that students were very concerned about 
accuracy and, as a result, liked to have comprehensive correction. Students also 
preferred to have their errors located rather than directly corrected by their teachers. 
This study was rather limited, however, as it only focused on error feedback, and it 
relied solely on questionnaires to elicit students' views on this specific teacher 
feedback. 
2,4,2 EFL Context 
Corresponding studies in the EFL context were conducted soon after the 
research done in the ESL context in an attempt to replicate and compare the findings 
between the two different contexts. 
Cohen and Cavalcanti's (1990) study investigated students' attitude towards 
teacher feedback in the Brazilian EFL context using Cohen's (1987) questionnaire. 
One EFL institute and two universities were involved, and data were collected from 
one teacher and three students in each of the above locations. Besides using Cohen's 
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(1987) questionnaire on students, instruments also included questionnaires on 
teachers, verbal protocols by teachers as they were marking student writing, verbal 
protocols by students as they were reviewing teachers' written feedback on their 
writing, and checklists made by students on feedback received and related actions 
taken. Though it involved a smaller sample size than the study by Cohen (1987), 
Cohen and Cavalcanti's (1990) study improved reliability by triangulating various 
instruments in discussing the findings. The study concluded by asking for 
compromise between teachers and students on the practice of written feedback as 
there were discrepancies found on the practice by the teacher and the preferences of 
students, as well as discrepancies on the claimed practice by the teacher and the 
feedback actually received by the students. The study, however, confirmed the lack 
of strategies on the part of students in dealing with teacher feedback: students only 
made a mental note of the teacher's feedback. Cohen and Cavalcanti's (1990) thus 
suggested that "training students at all proficiency levels in the use of alternative 
strategies" may be a possible solution to this phenomenon (p. 174). 
Enginarlar (1993) used the questionnaire in Radecki and Swales' (1988) study 
on 47 freshman-level students in an EFL context (Turkey) and similarly categorised 
learners into positive orientation, neutral, and negative orientation towards teacher 
feedback. Despite the small sample size and sole dependence on questionnaire data, 
Enginarlar (1993) concluded that effective teacher feedback should include response 
to linguistic errors, composition skills, and overall evaluation of content and quality 
of writing. In addition, the study suggested that noting students' proficiency level and 
having compromise between teachers and students may help in creating a more 
suitable environment to carry out the right type of feedback to students. This study, 
together with Radecki and Swales' (1988) study, pointed out that besides proficiency, 
there were other factors which might affect the receptiveness or attitude towards 
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teacher feedback, such as the role assigned to writing teachers by students. 
Hedgcock and Lefkowitz (1994) used Leki's (1991) survey to compare the 
response patterns of ESL and that of other foreign language (FL) students and find 
consistent differences between these two groups. They conducted another study in 
1996 by using the same questionnaire with the same aim, but this time they 
interviewed 21 of the students, and data from four of the interviewees were reported 
in this paper, which added more qualitative data to the established findings. Still, 
they could not answer the question they posted at the beginning of their research 
studies: to what extent learners' positive belief about teacher feedback corresponds to 
measurable improvement in the quality of their writing (Hedgcock & Lefkovvitz， 
1994, p. 157). This, again, called for an investigation into the actual writing of 
students and the extent students make use of the marking teachers made. 
Feeling that there was a lack of concern over the context of study in 
investigating student attitude towards teacher feedback, Ferris (1995) specified her 
study in the context of process writing classroom. She built on the methodology set 
out by Cohen (1987) and McCurdy (1992) to survey 155 university students in ESL 
writing classes. This multi-draft setting allowed her to compare the different attitudes 
students had between drafts, and it was found that students paid significantly more 
attention to teacher feedback on preliminary drafts than those on final versions. It 
was also found that some students were discouraged by having never rcceivcd 
positive comments, while some others, surprisingly, took critical remarks as positive 
comments. Ferris (1995) thus concluded by urging teachers to give more balanced 
feedback among grammar, content, and organisation, as students attend to all of them. 
In other words, teachers need to take students' conccrn into consideration when 
giving feedback. However, as pointed out by Ferris (1995), this study did not look 
into teachers' actual responding behaviours on student writing, which implies that a 
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triangulation among the perceptions of teachers and that of students with the actual 
marking of teachers and revision by students may be needed. However, this study 
echoed Reid's (1993) idea that “[r]esponding to student writing is an ongoing process, 
not a single act,’（p. 205), suggesting that the best context to research teacher 
feedback is where a process approach to writing is adopted. 
2.5 Importance of Acknowledging Students' Views: the Behaviour 
Apart from focusing on what students think of teacher feedback on their 
writing, there are some, though few, trying to link these claims from students with 
the resulting students' use of teacher feedback in their revision of writing. Dheram 
(1993) conducted a case study on five students from a ten-week course in a British 
university utilising questionnaires, interviews, classroom observation, and analysis of 
students' drafts and found that changes made in the revision can be categorised into 
two types: form-focused changes and text-focused changes. Form-focused changes 
are "mostly sentence-level changes which do not affect meaning" (p. 163). Examples 
include changes to tense, number concord, articles, punctuations, etc. Text-focused 
changes, on the other hand, are "changes which affect the meaning of the sentence 
and the meaning across sentence boundaries" (p. 163). Examples include adding 
details, deleting details, changing details, and shifting details (pp. 163-164). However, 
Dheram (1993) also noted that "some changes could belong to both categories" as 
“the relationship between meaning and form is both complex and subtle" (p. 164). As 
a result, she argued that the process approach to writing emphasises reader-based 
prose, for which is related to "the meaning the reader infers from the text" (p. 164). 
One of the limitations, however, was that even though Dheram (1993) had access to 
various sources of data, she did not fully triangulate them. For example, she did not 
ask the students why they had deleted some details in their revision even though she 
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was given the chance to interview them. In other words, she just classified the 
changes made by students on their revised writing after receiving feedback without 
accounting for the underlying reasons. Had it be done, there might have been a better 
interpretation of students' views and uses of teacher feedback on their writing. 
Focusing on the use of teacher feedback by students, Ferris (2001) interviewed 
the teacher of an ESL freshman writing course so as to understand the background of 
the eight student participants as well as the writing course. The 48 pieces of writing 
by the eight students were also examined, and Ferris (2001) found that the teacher 
feedback and student revisions examined can be categorised into comments leading 
to effective revisions, comments leading to ineffective revisions, and comments 
which were not addressed at all. Ferris' (2001) study showed that while "teacher 
commentary had a great deal of influence to student revision" (p. 312)，there was the 
possibility of "communication breakdowns" as “not all questions [the preferred form 
of delivering teacher feedback] are equally effective or accessible to all students" (p. 
314). However, Ferris' (2001) study relied heavily on her own speculation as to why 
students made some ineffective revisions or ignored some teacher feedback by 
deleting parts of their writing. Again, like Dheram's (1993) study, it would be 
valuable to ask the students the real reasons behind their use and non-use of teacher 
feedback. 
Hyland also conducted research on the use of teacher feedback by ESL 
university students in New Zealand. Focusing on 6 students by triangulating data 
collected from questionnaires, interviews, teacher think-aloud protocols, students' 
writing, and classroom observation, Hyland (1998) found that revisions made by 
students ‘‘often closely followed the corrections or suggestions made by the 
feedback" (p. 263), where feedback acted as an "initial stimulus" (p. 264). However, 
there were also cases of avoidance by “deleting the problematic feature without 
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substituting anything else" (p. 265), and that some revisions "appeared to be not 
related to the written feedback at all" (p. 265). In another study, Hyland (2003) 
focused her attention only on form feedback from teachers on six students and found 
that the rate of successful utilisation of form feedback varied across participants. 
Both studies, as concluded by Hyland, called for an understanding of students' 
individual variables which may have affected students' uses of teacher feedback in 
revising their writing, such as the cultural background (Hyland, 1998) and beliefs 
(Hyland, 2003) of the students. 
As noted by Ferris (2002), "Few studies of error correction have examined this 
issue [teacher feedback] directly by looking at preliminary student drafts and teacher 
feedback and then tracing the changes potentially attributable to that feedback in 
subsequent student writing" (pp. 13-14). The above shows that, not only for error 
correction, but for teacher feedback as a whole, students' views and their uses of 
teacher feedback in their revision are not usually linked together in research to 
understand how students react to teacher feedback. That is, students' views towards 
teacher feedback would be better understood by studying both the claims and the 
actual revision behaviour of the student writers. 
2.6 The Hong Kong Context 
It is arguable whether Hong Kong should be viewed as an ESL or an EFL 
context. English enjoys a high status in the Hong Kong society. Being one of the 
official languages (the other official language is Chinese), English is highly valued in 
terms of education and employment. English is also easily accessible in everyday life 
in terms of, for instance, entertainment. However, English is not normally used in 
daily life with friends and relatives, who may find English unfamiliar, if not 
"foreign" and unable to understand, and thus prefer using Cantonese. 
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In this light, the Hong Kong context should be examined separately rather than 
being classified under ESL or EFL contexts. There are also some studies specifically 
done in the area of students' views towards teacher feedback in the Hong Kong 
context. 
Amdt (1993) conducted a study in the City Polytechnic of Hong Kong (then a 
tertiary institution, now known as the City University of Hong Kong) and surveyed 
75 students plus eight teachers involved in the EAP (English for academic purposes) 
and ESP (English for specific purposes) courses. Among them, all teachers and ten of 
the students were interviewed. Amdt (1993) found great agreements among teachers 
and students about what to focus and how to give feedback on writing, but there was 
still room for further negotiation between teachers and students in the "choice of 
topic, and mode of working" (p. 112) in writing. In addition, while teachers thought 
that conferencing was the most helpful way of providing feedback, students 
welcomed all kinds of teacher feedback, whether it was verbal or written, dealing 
with content, organisation or language. Moreover, it was found that teachers believed 
students need to be more "independent, critical and confident in making their own 
decisions about their writing" and to have a “sense of priority in revision" in order to 
write well (p. 107). This study is valuable as it was an attempt to match the views of 
the two sides: views of the teachers and that of the students. The review of the 
advantages and disadvantages in using peer feedback and conferencing in writing 
courses by Amdt (1993) posed implications and suggestions for educational practice. 
However, no attempt was made to triangulate their views with the actual behaviour 
of giving and responding teacher feedback in this study. 
Lee also conducted research on students' attitudes towards teacher feedback, 
but her research studies mostly focus on the secondary school context, with the 
emphasis on error feedback as practiced by teachers. Lee (1998) surveyed 101 
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secondary school teachers and interviewed ten of them and found that there was a 
mismatch between teachers' beliefs and their actual practices about the teaching of 
writing. While 90% of the teachers believed that helping students understand textual 
coherence was essential to writing instruction, their practices gave the item "teaching 
students how to write grammatically correct English" the first priority, with "using 
appropriate vocabulary in writing" the second (pp. 64-65). This implies that a 
majority of teacher feedback concerns the form rather than the content (meaning) of 
writing. 
Focusing on error feedback and using convenience samples, Lee (2004) 
conducted another study and surveyed 206 teachers and 320 students; among them, 
19 teachers and 27 students were interviewed. It was found that both teachers and 
students preferred comprehensive error feedback. However, while teachers' error 
feedback was found to be limited in strategies and sometimes inaccurate, students 
were reliant on teachers' error feedback, which echoed the finding by Arndt (1993). 
Lee (2004) thus cautioned a possible danger in such practice and also called for 
future research which acknowledges the teacher and learner variables. 
Aiming instead at researching teacher feedback as a whole and investigating 
the actual practice of teacher feedback rather than self report or artificial marking 
tasks, Lee (2005) collected and analysed 174 student compositions from secondary 
one to five from 15 schools of different bandings and found that teachers adopted 
product writing and responded to errors comprehensively. Among the 5,353 feedback 
points, 94% was on form and 71% of this form feedback was direct feedback. She 
then moved on to discuss the benefits of using various strategies in giving feedback, 
such as the use of direct feedback would be more suitable for feedback on 
vocabulary which students found less easy to self-correct, while indirect feedback 
would bring more long-term benefits to students' writing development. Besides 
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seeing the necessity of investigating variables of teachers and students in the future, 
Lee (2005) called for an exploration of various feedback strategies by teachers so as 
to cater to different needs and proficiency level of individual students. 
2.7 Research Gaps: Triangulation in Understanding Students' Needs 
The aforementioned studies (Cohen, 1987; Cohen & Cavalcanti, 1990; 
Enginarlar, 1993; Ferris, 1995; Hedgcock & Lefkowitz，1994, 1996; Leki, 1991; 
Radecki & Swales, 1988) used mostly questionnaires to generate quantitative data 
about students' attitude towards teacher feedback. Sometimes, teachers' views were 
also included (Cohen & Cavalcanti, 1990). Some studies (Amdt, 1993; Hedgcock & 
Lefkowitz, 1996; Radecki & Swales, 1988) used interviews to supply qualitative data 
to supplement what they had found in the questionnaire, while some others (Dheram, 
1993; Ferris, 2001) examined the writing of the students, yet students were not 
interviewed for the reasons behind the use and non-use of the teacher feedback in 
their revision. Extensive research has been done by Dr. Icy Lee (e.g. 1998, 2004, 
2005) focusing predominately on the secondary school product writing context in 
searching for the optimal feedback strategies; relatively few studies, however, were 
conducted on university settings in studying the views and uses of teacher feedback 
by students in Hong Kong. Therefore, there is a need for triangulating teachers' 
perceptions, students' attitudes, and the actual teacher responding and student 
revising behaviour in writing. As urged by Goldstein (2001), "[b]ecause teacher 
commentary, student reactions to commentary, and student revisions interact with 
each other, research needs to look at all three simultaneously" (p. 86). 
In view of the lack of triangulation, this study tries to understand university 
students' views towards teacher feedback on their writing through looking into 
teachers' written feedback, students' views of teacher feedback, and their use of 
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teacher feedback in revision. The details of the methodology will be reported in the 
following chapter. Chapter 4 will analyse and discuss the findings, and Chapter 5 will 
conclude the study by drawing some implications to pedagogical practices as well as 




This chapter begins with the list of research questions to be explored in this 
study. The methodological design — a case study approach with an emphasis on 
triangulation — is then explained and justified, followed by the details of the research 
context: the writing courses, profiles of the informants, and the procedure of 
conducting this study. A brief account of how data was analysed in view of the 
limitations of the methodology is provided at the end of this chapter. 
3.1 Research Questions 
This study aims to address the following questions concerning process writing 
in English in the Hong Kong context: 
1. What aspect(s) (e.g. organisation, content / ideas, grammar, vocabulary, 
mechanics) of student writing do teachers focus on in their feedback? 
2. (a) What aspect(s) (e.g. organisation, content / ideas, grammar, vocabulary, 
mechanics) of this feedback do students attend to? 
(b) What are the reasons for their preferences? 
3. How do students' views match (or not match) with teachers' views on feedback 
on writing? 
The first question investigates the focus of teacher feedback on writing. As 
opposed to what teacher feedback covers as investigated by Ferris (1995), this study 
attempts to look at which aspect the teachers put their major efforts on in giving 
teacher feedback: organisation (thesis statement, topic sentences, and transitions 
between paragraphs), content (ideas, arguments, and supporting evidence), grammar 
(tenses and agreement), vocabulary (word choice), or mechanics (spelling, 
punctuation, and citation style). The second question explores the effort of students 
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in taking actions in response to，as opposed to merely reading through, the teacher 
feedback which asks or requires revision, whether successful or not. On the other 
hand, deleting the problematic texts as pointed out by teacher feedback is seen as 
deleting teacher feedback, while keeping the original version without making the 
changes as requested by the corresponding teacher feedback is seen as ignoring 
teacher feedback. In other words, feedback attended to, feedback deleted, and 
feedback ignored reflected the preference of students' response to teacher feedback 
as a whole. The third question is designed specifically for this study in order to 
understand where the converging point lies for the practice of teachers and that of 
students, so as to reveal the whole picture of teacher written feedback on students' 
writing from different angles. 
3.2 Research Design: The Case Study Approach 
3.2.1 Definition of Case Study 
According to Merriam (1988), a case study is "an examination of a specific 
phenomenon such as a program, an event，a person, a process, an institution, or a 
social group" (p. 9). The examination in a case study is detailed, and aims at 
revealing a holistic picture of the phenomenon being described and interpreted 
(Merriam, 1988). The phenomenon investigated ranges from an individual, a school, 
to a specific programme, as the phenomenon may include an issue or a hypothesis as 
long as its boundary appeals to common sense (Merriam, 1988). 
A case study is not limited to a specific site though. As illustrated by Wiersma 
(2000), various settings, such as the central office, the office of a high school, and a 
school board meeting, may be included where it is appropriate in examining, for 
example, the school administration system. In this sense, a multi-case study emerges 
when "two or more subjects, settings, or depositories of data" are investigated 
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(Bogdan & Biklen, 1998, p. 62; quoted in Wiersma, 2000，p. 207). 
It is common to place a case study at the qualitative end when classifying 
research designs according to the quantitative-qualitative continuum, as a case study 
"typically observes the characteristics of an individual unit" (Cohen & Manion, 1989, 
p. 124) by means of participant or non-participant observation. Besides the heavy 
reliance on observation, Mackey and Gass (2005) also noted that a case study is 
usually carried out longitudinally, in which "observations of the phenomena under 
investigation are made at periodic intervals for an extended period of time" (p. 171). 
As a result, this type of case studies is sometimes referred to as "observational case 
studies" (Wiersma, 2000, p. 206) or "qualitative case studies" (Merriam, 1988, p. 
11). 
A case study, however, does not necessarily employ methods which serve to 
collect qualitative data only: "case study does not claim any particular methods for 
data collection or data analysis . . . although certain techniques are used more than 
others" because of the descriptive and interpretative nature of a case study (Merriam, 
1988, p. 10). Nevertheless, both quantitative and qualitative data can be included in a 
case study (Merriam, 1988，p. 2). 
3.2.2 Rationale of Employing Case Study 
In this study, the phenomenon examined was process writing, in which writing 
instructors taught student writers how to improve writing skills through requiring 
students to write multiple drafts, reviewing their peers' work, and receiving teacher 
feedback in the process of writing for a final version. A case study research design 
was employed in this exploratory study both to address the limitations presented in 
previous studies and to take advantage of the methodological triangulation allowed 
and valued in case studies. 
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As mentioned in the previous chapter, a lot of research in the past investigated 
students' views towards teacher feedback quantitatively, i.e., via questionnaires. Such 
an investigation, while emphasizing students' views in general，overlooked the 
specific views held by students. Slavin (1992) commented that "when quantitative 
methods are impossible or inappropriate" in the investigation of a certain area, 
qualitative methods is then a possible way out (p. 73). On the other hand, Mackey 
and Gass (2005) argued that employing case studies allows the researcher to "focus 
on the individual in a way that is rarely possible in group research" (p. 172). All 
these point to the use of case study method in the proposed study, so as to allow 
students to express themselves in their own words in order to bring additional 
insights to the whole writing process in process writing. 
Although mostly associated with a qualitative paradigm, case studies, as 
mentioned earlier, do not actually specify which particular methods to be used. Case 
studies therefore also allow the collection and use of quantitative data, such as results 
from testing. This enables triangulation across methods in order to shed light on the 
complexity of the phenomenon in question. Kidder and Fine (1987) even commented 
quite positively that the combined use of qualitative and quantitative measures in a 
case study is ‘‘a form of triangulation that enhances the validity and reliability of 
one's study" (quoted in Merriam, 1988, p. 2). Triangulation is also useful, according 
to Cohen and Manion (1989), when “an established approach yields a limited and 
frequently distorted picture" (p. 277), which is to a certain extent the situation of the 
research area concerned in this study. 
Triangulation, according to Cohen and Manion (1989), may be defined as "the 
use of two or more methods of data collection in the study of some aspect of human 
behaviour" (p. 269), as an attempt to “map out, or explain more fully, the richness 
and complexity of human behaviour by studying it from more than one standpoint 
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and, in so doing, by making use of both quantitative and qualitative data" (p. 269). 
As a result of triangulation, biases may be eliminated and "method-boundedness" 
may be overcome (Cohen & Manion, 1989, pp. 269-270). In other words, results 
found are no longer distorted or limited by the particular method used, thus allowing 
a fuller picture reflecting complexity of the reality. 
This study employs methodological triangulation which includes “within 
methods triangulation" (using the same method on different occasions) and "between 
methods triangulation" (using different methods on the same object of study) (Cohen 
& Manion, 1989, pp. 272-275). As will be explained in the following, this study uses 
various independent methods so as to understand process writing through answering 
the research questions. The notion of convergence between these measures will be 
one of the concerns as a way of checking the validity in this study. 
Furthermore, by including two or more settings and individuals (which may 
vary from each other) in this study to arrive at a multi-case study enhanced the 
generalisability of the research (Wiersma, 2000) and allowed comparison among 
cases (Mackey & Gass, 2005; Wiersma, 2000). 
3.3 Instrumentation and Rationale Behind 
This study mainly included questionnaires administered to students and 
follow-up interviews on selected students to elicit students' views of teacher 
feedback. Teachers were also interviewed to elicit their views on the writing course 
in general and teacher feedback in particular. These methods would incorporate both 
the advantages of quantitative and qualitative research methods so as to match with 
the exploratory nature of this study: to allow teacher feedback be investigated from 
multiple angles. Text analysis was also employed to triangulate students' and 
teachers' perceptions (what they think about teacher feedback) with their behaviours 
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(how teachers provide written feedback on student writing and how students respond 
to it) for a more abundant picture of the issue. 
3.3.1 Questionnaires on Student Writers 
The questionnaire on students (see Appendix A) was an amalgamation of the 
questionnaires used by Ferris (1995) and Hedgcock and Lefkowitz (1994). Questions 
were adopted and re-sequenced so as to make them a coherent whole in eliciting 
information relevant to the proposed research questions. 
There were 19 questions in Part A, and seven questions in Part B. While most 
of the questions in Part A were "selected-response" or "forced-choice" items eliciting 
more quantitative data to "enhance consistency of response across respondents" 
(Wiersma, 2000, p. 170), questions 3，4, and 11-17 were open-ended items asking for 
more qualitative answers to uncover what could not have been revealed in the 
selected-response items. Part B of the student questionnaire aimed to elicit basic 
demographic information of the participants, which would help in the selection of 
students for follow-up interviews and the triangulation of data among different 
instruments used in this study. Confidentiality of data was ensured by distributing 
and collecting the questionnaires solely by the researcher, so that no one except the 
researcher had access to the questionnaire data. 
All the questions in Part A aimed to answer the three research questions. 
Question 5 dealt with research question 1, questions 1, 2, and 8 dealt with the first 
part of research question 2, questions 3, 4, 9, 11-13 dealt with the second part of 
research question 2, and questions 6, 7, 10, 14-19 dealt with research question 3. 
3.3.2 Interviews 
While questionnaires can reach a large population, interviews can only be 
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conducted with a selected few. As the writing instructors (teachers) and student 
writers (students) were the main individuals involved, they were interviewed to 
further elaborate what was discovered from the questionnaire survey. In this study, 
both interview guides for teachers and students were the adaptation of the sample 
interview prompts by Hedgcock and Lefkowitz (1996). As the interviews were not 
aimed at testing the participants' language proficiency, they were allowed to choose 
between using Cantonese or English, whichever language gave them the most 
freedom to express themselves fully in their chosen language. 
3.3.2.1 Interviews with Student Writers 
Interviews with student writers were conducted in a semi-structured manner 
and on a one-on-one basis. The student interview guide (see Appendix B), similar to 
the questionnaires on students mentioned above, also covered the three research 
questions to enable elaboration and comparison of what was found from the 
questionnaires. Question 16 dealt with research question 1. Research question 2 was 
dealt with by questions 8, 9, and 14 while research question 3 was dealt with by 
questions 1-7, 10-13，15 and 17 in the student interview guide. 
3.3.2.2 Interviews with Writing Instructors 
Individual semi-structured interviews were also conducted with teachers to 
reveal the views of the teachers - givers of teacher feedback on student writing. 
Research question 1 was dealt with by questions 5 and 6 on teacher interview guide 
(see Appendix C). Research question 2 was dealt with by questions 8-14 while 
research question 3 was dealt with by questions 1-4 and 7 in the teacher interview 
guide to gain the teachers' perspective. As a whole, these interviews with teachers 
allowed a comparison between the perspectives of teachers and that of students, so as 
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to better answer research question 3: the extent to which students' views and 
teachers' views match with each other in terms of teacher feedback. 
3.3.3 Text Analysis on the Marked Preliminary Drafts and Final Versions of 
Writing 
The text analysis guide (see Appendix D) was designed with reference to the 
research questions. The first item focused on overall impression, items 2 and 3 dealt 
with research question 1, items 7-9 were related to research question 2, and items 4-6 
to research question 3. The items were designed in the form of questions to allow 
more convenient analysis of students' preliminary drafts (the writing-in-progress 
version of their papers) and final versions (the end product resulted from revisions 
after receiving teacher feedback and peer review) of paper. 
3.4 Pilot Study 
A pilot study is “a small-scale trial of the proposed procedures, materials, and 
methods, and sometimes also includes coding sheets and analytic choices" (Mackey 
& Gass, 2005, p. 43). The aim of it is "to test — often to revise - and then finalise the 
materials and the methods" (Mackey & Gass, 2005, p. 43). In accordance with the 
aim of testing instruments, the pilot study was conducted largely to test the text 
analysis guide, which was not used in previous studies, while the questionnaires on 
students and interview guides for teachers and students were mostly adaptations from 
the instruments in past studies. 
In April, 2006, a writing instructor from the English Language Teaching Unit 
of the Chinese University of Hong Kong was contacted for the pilot study. With the 
help of this instructor, 10 writing samples (5 preliminary drafts and 5 corresponding 
final versions) were collected. These were writing from students who had taken the 
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course ELTl 108 English Improvement Strategies for Reading and Writing for the 
spring term in the academic year 2005-06. The preliminary drafts were all 
commented on by the instructor on the margins as well as on a feedback sheet, while 
the final versions were given grades only, without any written comments. 
3.4.1 Modification of Text Analysis Guide 
After examining the sample preliminary drafts and final versions of writing 
collected for the pilot study using the original text analysis guide, it was found that 
the original version was inadequate for a thorough analysis. The suggested 
“procedures for analysing teacher commentary" prepared by Ferris (2003, pp. 
137-139) were also consulted in the process of modifying the text analysis guide 
used in the main study. Items 1 and 4-7 were added, while item 3 was modified as a 
result. Item 1 checked the overall impression when students received their piece of 
marked preliminary drafts, items 4-6 concerned how the teacher feedback were 
delivered to students, while item 7 dealt with the comparison of the preliminary 
drafts and the final versions. 
3.4.2 Modification of Other Instruments 
Besides modifying the text analysis guide, item 9 was added to the 
questionnaire on student writers as a result of the pilot study. The added item would 
help to locate areas of difficulties for students during the process of understanding 
teacher feedback in revising their writing. 
As it was found that students sometimes ignored the teacher feedback on their 
preliminary drafts after analysing the final versions in the pilot study, question 10 
was added to the student interview guide. The specific practices observed from the 
collected student papers — the use of a feedback sheet and the provision of teacher 
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feedback only on preliminary drafts but not on final versions 一 were also taken into 
consideration by adding questions 15 and 16 respectively in the student interview 
guide. In addition, questions 1, 6, and 7 added to the student interview guide would 
help to explain what was observed from students' papers. 
The teacher interview guide was modified as well, with questions 1 and 9-11 
added and question 2 modified in order to understand what might be included in 
teachers' comments on student writing, and how these comments were presented to 
students. 
3.5 Main Study 
At the beginning of the autumn term, two of the instructors from the course 
ELT1108 English Improvement Strategies for Reading and Writing were contacted 
for the main study. An instructor from another writing course, ENG1310 
Communication for English Majors I, was also contacted for the study. An overview 
of the writing courses is given below along with the profile of the teacher and student 
participants, and the data collection process. The methods for analysing the data 
collected from the instruments will also be introduced at the end of this chapter. 
3.5.1 The Writing Courses 
As suggested by Ferris (1995)，the best context to research writing is where 
writing is taught through the process approach. All the writing classes involved in 
this study, in line with the definition of process approach by Ferris and Hedgcock 
(1998), used the process approach in teaching the writing of academic papers. 
Besides the adoption of process writing, the two writing courses were chosen 
because of the diversity of students involved (as will be explained below) so as to 
prevent the possible lopsided reflection of students' views and uses of teacher 
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feedback represented by students from only one of the disciplines. Moreover, 
students in these two courses were all students from their first year of attendance 
who were required by their major programmes to take these writing courses. Minimal 
exposure of process writing and thus the teacher feedback appeared under this 
approach was therefore ensured by including students from these two courses. This 
characteristic of students would also provide insights on how teachers can better help 
students in the transition of writing from the product approach to the process 
approach. In addition, as it was an exploratory study, it was believed that three 
classes, one from ENG1310 and two from ELT1108, should provide ample source 
for comparison and contrast of the sameness and differences in practice among 
writing instructors as well as the behaviours of students as far as teacher feedback is 
concerned. 
ENG1310 Communication for English Majors / is a compulsory course for 
first-year English majors and minors. There were five classes in total for the autumn 
term of 2006, with one instructor for each class of around 15 students. Classes met 
for three hours each week, in which students learned how to write better in different 
genres: narration and persuasion, for instance. There were three papers to complete 
for the whole semester, all requiring students to first hand in a proposal, then write 
up the preliminary drafts for peer review and teacher feedback, and lastly complete 
the final version of the paper. Each paper took around a month to finish. 
ELT1108 English Improvement Strategies for Reading and Writing is a course 
which deals with reading skills in the first half of the semester, writing skills in the 
second half of the semester, and Common English Foundation (CEF) — which 
concerns English grammar and vocabulary 一 throughout the semester. The course is 
open to students from all disciplines and required by several disciplines, preferably in 
their first year of attendance. There were 22 vacancies for each of the 10 classes 
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available in the autumn term of 2006, with five instructors teaching the whole course. 
The writing module for ELT1108 began around the sixth or seventh week of 
the thirteen-week autumn term, from when students in the course worked on a 
writing project, which was due at the end of the semester, while learning writing 
skills and strategies during their four-hour class meetings per week. Students handed 
in writing proposals and preliminary drafts for comments from their peers and 
feedback from their teachers before writing up the final versions of their writing 
project. 
In the following, the procedure of the three writing classes included in this 
study was explained one by one, with Table 2 summarising the procedure of the three 
classes at a glance. 
3.5.1.1 Writing Class A 
One of the classes from ENG1310 was selected for the study. There were 15 
first-year English majors in this class — Writing Class A — led by Teacher A. The 
second assignment was chosen to be the focus for this study, as it was a persuasion 
essay, which was of similar nature to what the students in ELTl 108 would complete 
for the writing module. 
Students started to choose their writing topic at the beginning of October. They 
then handed in their first drafts for teacher feedback, which was mainly a short 
overall comment at the end of their essay. They would then have their drafts peer 
reviewed before they handed in their second drafts for teacher feedback — this time 
for detailed comments on the margins. Some individual students handed in one or 
two more drafts for teacher feedback after the third draft. At the end of the month, 
students handed in their final versions, together with all the preliminary drafts as 
portfolios, for both teacher feedback and a grade. 
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3.5.1.2 Writing Class B 
One of the two writing classes from ELT1108 - Writing Class B 一 was led by 
Teacher B. There were 20 students in this class, all came from different disciplines. 
They started formulating their writing topic in the middle of October. They had their 
outlines of writing prepared for peer review and teacher comments before they 
embarked on their writing of the preliminary drafts. These first drafts were then peer 
reviewed in the middle of November, after which students made changes on their 
writing, and handed in the second drafts for teacher feedback 一 both on the margins 
and on a feedback sheet - and a grade. They would then utilise teacher feedback on 
their writing to complete their final versions, for which a grade would be assigned 
without any further comments from teachers. The grades for the second draft and the 
final version occupied 12% and 8% of the total grade for the writing project 
respectively. 
3.5.1.3 Writing Class C 
Another class from ELT1108 — Writing Class C — was led by Teacher C. There 
were 18 first-year Chinese majors in this class. Similar to students in Class B, 
students in Class C had to hand in their outlines for the writing project at the end of 
October. Teacher feedback was given on their first drafts, while students would also 
be given the chance to review their peers' (classmates') work in class. Students 
turned in their final versions by making changes in accordance with teacher feedback 
and peer review. Grades were given to the first draft and the final version; they 
respectively took up 12% and 8% of the total grade for the whole writing project. 
The procedure mentioned above was summarised in Table 2 below. 
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Actions Writing Class A Writing Class B Writing Class C 
Outline due Early October Late October Late October 
Draft due for peer Mid-October Mid-November Mid-November 
review 
Draft(s) due for Late October Late November Mid-November 
teacher feedback 
Final draft due Late October Early December Late November 
Table 2. Procedure of the three writing classes 
3.5.2 Profiles of Informants 
Questionnaires were distributed to the students in the three writing classes, that 
is, 15 English majors, 18 Chinese majors, and 20 from other disciplines in their first 
year of attendance. It was impractical, however, to interview all the students involved 
in the three writing classes. As a result, while all the three instructors involved were 
interviewed, only 10 student participants — 6 English majors from Writing Class A 
and 4 non-English majors from Writing Class B — were invited for interviews. In the 
selection of student interviewees, their writing instructors were consulted, and their 
writing assignments were given preliminary analysis, so that some of them 
demonstrated traits of a successful writer while some others showed some difficulties 
in the writing and revision process. Proficiency of students, although reflected in the 
interviews and text analysis of writing assignments and may be relevant in how 
successful students responded to teacher feedback, was not the main focus of the 
selection process as the primary concern of this study was to discover students' views 
of teacher feedback and the underlying reasons of the use (and non-use) of teacher 
feedback in the revision process. Whereas successful writer may provide some 
strategies as to how to approach revision with reference to teacher feedback in a 
successful way, students with difficulties in the revision process will be able to 
supply sources of difficulties in following teacher feedback in the process. The aim 
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of Student interviews, then, was to find possible (instead of representative or 
comprehensive) elaborations of the data found from the student questionnaire, as 
well as to provide insights into the three research questions. 
3.5.2.1 Profiles of Teacher Informants 
As shown in Table 3, Teachers A and C were native English speakers, while 
Teacher B was a native Cantonese speaker with English as his second language. 
Teacher A has worked the longest in teaching the writing class in the study; he has 
taught Writing Class A for English majors and minors for 8 years. Teachers B and C 
are relatively new to their teaching of Writing Classes B and C respectively. However, 
they had both attained their master's degree and had previous experience in working 
with Chinese learners in the area of writing before taking up their position and 
teaching the two writing classes. The differences in their first language and 
experience in teaching writing among the three instructors may (or may not) have an 
impact on how students viewed feedback given by them, which will be discussed in 
the following chapter. 
Teacher A Teacher B Teacher C 
First language English Cantonese English 
(Second language: 
English) 
Years of 8 years 1 year + 1 year with 1/2 year + previous 
experience Writing Across the teaching with 
Curriculum (WAC) Chinese learners 
programme 
Qualification Ph.D. M.Phil. M.A. 
Table 3. Profiles of the three writing instructors 
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3.5.2.2 Profiles of Student Informants 
The ten student informants (all pseudonymous) selected for interview were 
from their first year of attendance, with very similar backgrounds (see Table 4 below). 
A majority of them were Hong Kong based, with the exception of Erica, who studied 
in the United States for 3 years for her primary school education, and Jeff, who came 
from Macau to study in Hong Kong. Despite these differences, Erica and Jeff were 
still considered to be similar to the other eight informants as Erica has spent most of 
her time studying under the Hong Kong education system, while Jeff's education 
experience in Macau was in essence very similar to that of most Hong Kong students: 
he did not come across the process approach to writing in his secondary school 
education, and he 一 similar to many Hong Kong students — faced the pressure from 
public examinations before entering the university. 
Year of Previous Major Writing Experience with 
Attendance Education Class Process Writing 
in 
Angela 1 Hong Kong ENG A Nil. 
Bertha J Hong Kong ENG A Nil. 
Cathy J Hong Kong CUS B J ^ 
Dorothy 1 Hong Kong ENG A Nil. 
Erica 1 Hong Kong ENG A Nil. 
(3 years in 
U.S.) 
Florence 1 Hong Kong ENG A 2 years. 
Gladys J Hong Kong SWK B m 
Hilda J Hong Kong ENG A m 
Irene 1 Hong Kong REL B 2 years. 
Jeff 1 Macau JLM B Nil. 
Table 4. Profiles of the ten student informants (Key: ENG - English, CUS 一 Cultural 
Studies, SWK - Social Work, REL — Religious Studies, JLM — Journalism and 
Communication). 
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While they were all required to take the writing classes by their major 
programmes, the ten informants differ from each other in terms of their majors of 
study and experience with process writing. As shown in Table 4 (above), six of them 
were English majors while the other four came from other major programmes. It is 
also worth noting that both Florence and Irene had had some experience with process 
approach to writing: Florence came across process writing when she was doing her 
associate degree before becoming an undergraduate, whereas Irene's English teacher 
in her secondary 6 and 7 used the process approach to writing especially for her class. 
However, their experience of process writing was still not extensive, as both of them 
reflected that they were required to write only one draft before the final version, 
while Irene even did not have peer feedback in her previous experience. Both 
Florence and Irene should therefore be considered as having the full experience of 
process writing after entering the university. 
3.5.3 Data Collection Process 
After the instructors finished giving feedback on students' papers, copies were 
made for text analysis. For Class A, portfolios of the preliminary drafts and final 
versions of the second assignment of all 15 students were collected and photocopied 
by the researcher for analysis. Nine sets and eight sets of preliminary drafts (with 
teacher feedback) and graded final versions were collected from Classes B and C 
respectively for analysis. 
Due to situational differences and time differences in particular (please refer 
back to Table 2 on p. 45), student questionnaires were administered differently for 
the two courses. For Class A, student questionnaires were administered two days 
after students had received their graded and commented portfolios for their second 
assignment. Students were reminded by their instructor on the day they received their 
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portfolios to read the written teacher feedback so as to leam from it for future 
assignments. For Classes B and C, the questionnaires were administered instead after 
students had received their preliminary drafts from their teachers with feedback. 
Since students still had to write the final drafts for a grade, it was assumed that they 
would read through the teacher feedback before they made revisions for their writing 
project. However, students were unable to answer questions related to feedback on 
final versions because the final versions had not been returned to the students yet at 
the time when questionnaires were distributed. 
After a preliminary analysis on the collected student writing, teachers were 
interviewed. Preliminary analysis was also given to the data from student 
questionnaires in addition to the preliminary analysis on students writing before 
students were invited for a follow-up interview, in which answers to questionnaires 
could be further elaborated, and questions specific to their experience for writing and 
revising the assignment could be answered (see Appendices E and F for consent 
letters). 
3.5.4 Limitations 
This section attempts to outline the main limitations of the data collection 
process of the main study which influenced the analysis and report of data in the 
following chapter. More details of these limitations, together with some others, will 
be addressed again in the final chapter. 
The three classes were chosen, as mentioned earlier, in order to have access of 
an array of first-year undergraduates from different disciplines to avoid a lopsided 
representation of the undergraduates from only one discipline. Among the three 
writing classes, however, differences existed as Class A was completely devoted to 
teaching writing whereas Classes B and C were only partly devoted to writing. Apart 
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from the nature of the courses, the intention of keeping Classes B and C in order to 
have access to the views and uses of teacher feedback among first-year non-English 
majors was further diminished because of the uneven data collected from the three 
classes, as explained in the following. 
From the description above on the data collection process, it can be seen that 
Class A was the class where all instruments were most fully administered: writing 
portfolios of all students were collected for analysis, and six of the 15 students were 
interviewed in addition to the writing instructor. The six students from Class A were 
also the majority of the ten informants for this study. In contrast, not all writing 
assignments from the other two classes were collected, and no students from Class C 
were interviewed. Table 5 summarises the data collected from the three writing 
classes. 
Class A Class B Class C 
Class size _15 W 18 
Major programmes English Miscellaneous Chinese 
Interviews = 1 3 Teacher A & Teacher B & Teacher C 
6 students 4 students 
Text analysis = 32 15 sets 9 sets 8 sets 
(1 set = Preliminary 
draft(s) & final 
version) 
Table 5, Summary of the data collected from the three writing classes 
Besides, although questionnaires were administered to all three writing classes, 
only questionnaires from Class A reflected a complete set of data; data on students' 
views and uses of teacher feedback of the final version of the writing assignment 
were missing from Classes B and C because of the time limit: at the time of 
administering the questionnaire, students had not yet received their marked final 
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version of their assignment. 
In order not to bias the analysis and representation of the data collected for this 
study, data were thus analysed and will be reported in the following by focusing on 
those results found from Class A where data were most fully collected; results from 
Classes B and C would be specified and be drawn to with caution to compare and 
contrast with those from Class A to allow depiction of a fuller, instead of a lopsided, 
picture. Quotations from interviewees from both classes would be cited by 
identifying the informants for easier reference of who they were, enabling readers to 
trace the background of the student and the class he or she was from by referring 
back to Table 4 (on p. 47) for a fair evaluation of the findings. 
3.5.5 Data Analysis 
Questionnaire data was processed (with the help of SPSS software) by using 
descriptive statistical analysis for the quantitative, close-ended items. Content 
analysis was carried out with the interview data gathered from teacher and student 
interviews, together with the qualitative data collected from the open-ended items of 
the student questionnaires, so as to find out some themes among the two data sources. 
Data from questionnaires and from interviews were then triangulated with text 
analysis in order to reveal a full picture of university students' views and uses of 
teacher feedback on their writing. 
3.6 Chapter Summary 
This chapter has spelt out the investigation methods and rationale of using 
these methods. The procedure of administering these methods and the profiles of the 
participants were also detailed. In the following chapter, the results of the 
investigation into university students' views and uses of teacher feedback will be 
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presented and discussed, while the significance of this study and recommendations 
for future study will be presented in the last chapter. 
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Chapter 4 
Results and Discussions 
This chapter attempts to answer the three research questions one by one via 
presenting the findings and discussing them immediately afterwards. Emphasis is put 
on the students' perceptions and behaviours of teachers' written feedback as revealed 
from questionnaires, interviews, and text analysis, while data from interviews with 
teachers will also be referred to from time to time to reveal the match (or mismatch) 
between the two parties regarding teacher feedback. The first and the first half of the 
second research questions are more descriptive in nature, whereas the second half of 
the second research question and the third research question require more 
generalisations. As a result of the limitations of the methodology outlined in the 
previous chapter, results will be presented with the focus on Class A, supplemented 
by results of Classes B and C. Sub-conclusions may be drawn from the discussions 
of findings with these research questions, which would point to the conclusions and 
implications for this study. 
4.1 Teacher Feedback on Preliminary Drafts and Final Version 
This section attempts to answer the first research question by drawing data 
from student questionnaires, interviews with students, and interviews with teachers 
to show the perceptions of students and teachers towards teacher feedback, and from 
text analysis of students' papers to illustrate the actual behaviour occurred. The 
rationale of the observed feedback practice would be explained by the writing 
instructors near the end of this section before presenting the comparison between 
teacher feedback made on preliminary drafts and that on the final versions. 
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4.1.1 Teacher Feedback on Preliminary Drafts 
This part of the section investigates how students viewed teacher feedback as 
revealed by student questionnaires and student interviews before looking into the 
actual teacher feedback received by students on preliminary drafts through text 
analysis. 
4.1.1.1 Student Views of Teacher Feedback on Preliminary Drafts: Questionnaires 
and Interviews 
Questionnaires were distributed to the students of the three writing classes. 
The overall response rate was 79%, with a response rate of 80% in Class A. The 
majority (83% in all three classes, and 91% in Class A) of the student respondents 
were native Cantonese speakers, and around one-third of them were English majors, 
and two-third of them were non-English majors (please refer to Appendix G for 
details). 
Students in Class A reported in questionnaires that their teacher gave a lot or 
some feedback on organisation and content and, and a little or none on grammar, 
vocabulary and mechanics (e.g. punctuation and spelling) (see Figure 1). Students in 
Classes B and C, in contrast, perceived their teachers were giving more feedback on 
content and grammar, and less on the other three aspects (see Figures 2 and 3). 
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Figure 1. Student questionnaires: Distribution of teacher feedback across various 
aspects on preliminary drafts as perceived by students in Class A 
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Figure 2. Student questionnaires: Distribution of teacher feedback across various 
aspects on preliminary drafts as perceived by students in Class B 
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Figure 3. Student questionnaires: Distribution of teacher feedback across various 
aspects on preliminary drafts as perceived by students in Class C 
Most of the student informants believed that they received the kinds of 
feedback they had expected to receive for their preliminary drafts in revising for the 
final version, although presented in an unexpectedly detailed way. Most of them also 
expected to receive comments related to the ideas and organisation (structure) of 
their preliminary drafts. They noted in the interviews, though, that the feedback 
turned out to be very comprehensive and covered all aspects; while most of the 
feedback focused on organisation and second on content, some of the feedback also 
covered grammar and vocabulary. 
However, what the informants from both Classes A and B did not expect was 
the comprehensiveness and detailedness shown in the feedback. The feedback not 
only covered various aspects, but was also written in complete sentences or questions, 
without the use of symbols — a usual practice of teachers in secondary schools. A 
majority of the informants was impressed and surprised by this practice of their 
writing instructors, feeling that comprehensive and detailed feedback would help 
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them better revise their writing. As mentioned by Cathy from Class B: 
I expected that [the feedback] would be something like what was done in 
secondary schools 一 as it was a draft, I expected him to give some ticks 
after glancing through my paper, and not to correct my grammar, 
spelling mistakes, or typing mistakes. But then Teacher B gave very 
detailed comments on every aspect. Also, teachers in secondary 
schools...used symbols, like, more than 50 symbols...Every time we 
had to check the symbols against the list in order to find out what was 
wrong there; there is no way you can understand what the problem is 
just by looking at the symbols. But Teacher B did not mark in this way. 
When I read his comments and markings about mistakes on grammar or 
spelling, I immediately know what it means. (Interview with Cathy) 
Florence from Class A also expressed similar feeling of surprise towards the detailed 
feedback, and gave high praise towards such a practice: 
It was unexpected to me that [Teacher A's] feedback was so detailed. 
Like, he would tell you that this point needed further elaboration, or the 
structure or organisation of the whole was problematic, or your 
arguments were not good enough. He read and understood all my 
problems very thoroughly. His feedback was very detailed, but at the 
same time can point out some macro problems for the whole essay. 
(Interview with Florence) 
4.1.1,2 Text Analysis on Preliminary Drafts 
Text analysis showed that over half of the teacher feedback on preliminary 
drafts concerns grammar and vocabulary. A total of 2399 in-text feedback points^ 
were recorded from the text analysis of the preliminary drafts of student assignments 
from the three writing classes, with 1138，642, and 619 in-text feedback points from 
Classes A, B, and C respectively. While some concerns were present over 
organisation and mechanics, teachers had overriding concerns over students' 
grammar and vocabulary. The concerns about different aspects of feedback were 
9 Feedback made at the end of the draft (end-of-essay commentary), as pointed out by teachers and 
student informants, was repetition of the main points of the in-text feedback and thus was excluded 
from calculation here. 
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different for the three writing classes; feedback largely dealt with vocabulary, 
organisation, and content in Writing Class A, whereas an overriding focus on 
grammar was found in Writing Classes B and C (see Figure 4). The cases of Classes 
B and C echo the findings of Hyland (2003) in which over half of the feedback was 
found to be form-focused. The case of Class A, however, does not show a similar 
pattern of teacher feedback: only around 30% of the feedback was on form. 
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Figure 4. Text analysis: Distribution of teacher feedback across various aspects on 
students' preliminary drafts across the 3 writing classes 
For Class A, the results from text analysis showed a general match with the 
students' perception of the feedback teachers gave as reflected from questionnaire 
data, except that there was more feedback on vocabulary in reality than students 
perceived. For Classes B and C, a slight mismatch was found between what students' 
believed and what teachers actually gave concerning feedback on preliminary drafts. 
This mismatch could probably be accounted for by the fact that the shift of focus of 
teacher feedback from minimal to some feedback on content as a result of the shift of 
the writing approach from product writing in secondary schools to process writing in 
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these writing classes experienced by these informants, which might have distorted 
students' perception on the amount of feedback on content they received in reality. 
Earlier preliminary drafts, as illustrated from the preliminary drafts from 
Writing Class A, showed more concerns over organisation and content, while later 
preliminary drafts showed more concerns over grammar, vocabulary, and mechanics 
(Figure 5). This result of text analysis to a large extent matched with Teacher A's 
rationale (to be explained later). Such a trend could not be found in the other two 
writing classes since, as noted above, teachers in the other two writing classes only 
gave comments on one of the two preliminary drafts written by students (the other 
preliminary draft was peer reviewed). 
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Figure 5. Text analysis: Distribution of teacher feedback across various aspects on 
different preliminary drafts (Writing Class A only) 
4.1.2 Teacher Feedback on Final Version 
Students from Class A believed that teacher feedback on the final versions of 
assignments was largely the same as that received on preliminary drafts, even though 
text analysis on the teacher feedback present on the final versions of the assignments 
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from both Classes A and C showed otherwise. 
4,1,2,1 Students，Views of Teacher Feedback on Final Version 
Only the students in Writing Class A were included in this question, as students 
in Writing Class B and C had not yet received the feedback (if any) on their final 
version by the time they filled in the questionnaire. Respondents from Class A of the 
questionnaires believed that a similar feedback pattern was present on the final 
version: Lots of teacher feedback was on organisation, some on content and grammar, 
and a little or none on vocabulary and mechanics (see Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Student questionnaires: Distribution of teacher feedback across various 
aspects on students' final version of the writing assignment (Writing Class A only) 
Interviews with student informants revealed that all of them (including those 
interviewees from Class B) expected feedback from their instructors on their final 
versions, and some of the informants even expressed great concern over the feedback 
they received from their teacher on final versions. All the student informants said that 
they would read the feedback given on final version, seeing it as a way to evaluate 
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how well they performed in their last and best version of the same piece of writing: 
[Feedback on the final version] helps you to understand what are still not 
good enough and require further improvement when it is on the final 
version — the best written draft you have ever handed in for the same 
assignment. (Interview with Angela from Class A) 
I think I would read them [comments on the final draft], because that 
was the version that I have tried my best to write, I would like to know if 
there was still anything that I have to change. (Interview with Cathy 
from Class B) 
I don't think it is reasonable to just leave the final version there without 
looking at the comments on it. Because it was the final version already, 
and I had made so many changes by that time, I would like to know 
what was still problematic. (Interview with Irene from Class B) 
Besides evaluating how "perfect" their best performance in the same piece of 
writing, feedback on final versions also performed the function of improving their 
writing for future assignments, allowing them to leam and thus improve their writing 
ability. For example, Bertha recalled that the feedback on the final version of her first 
assignment asked her to pay more attention to grammar in her writing, which she 
believed had helped her to be more careful in the following two assignments 
concerning grammar. Both Erica and Hilda gave high credits to feedback on final 
drafts, saying that it helped them far more than to writing better assignments that 
followed, but also to improve their writing ability as a whole as "most of the 
comments are on the final version，，(Interview with Erica). Hilda expressed the same 
opinion, “[Teacher A] wrote the most comments on the final version than on any 
preliminary drafts" (Interview with Hilda), which led her to take greater concern for 
feedback made on final drafts than that on preliminary drafts. 
As the final version was not returned to the students yet for Writing Class B by 
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the time they were interviewed, student informants from Class B were asked about 
their expectations of the feedback on their final drafts. All four of them expected 
feedback from their instructors on their final drafts, and two of them valued it as an 
important means in proving that their works were worthwhile and memorable instead 
of trivial and imaginary: 
I think a piece of homework without comments is like throwing away all 
the notes after taking the public exams. It's like it does not matter any 
more, it's over. (Interview with Gladys) 
No comments...! would think that nothing has happened — what I 
handed in is what I got returned. (Interview with Jeff) 
In sum, students were found to be equally attentive, if not more attentive, towards 
teacher feedback provided on the final version of assignments when compared to the 
feedback on preliminary drafts. This piece of finding was contrary to Ferris' (1995) 
findings of the reverse. 
4.1.2.2 Text Analysis on Teacher Feedback on Final Version 
Analysis on the feedback teachers gave on final version of students' writing 
assignment showed an even greater concern over grammar and vocabulary than that 
on organisation and content. A total of 1599 in-text feedback points (excluding ticks) 
were recorded from the text analysis on the final version of student assignments from 
Classes A and C respectively. No feedback was given on final versions of 
assignments in Class B, the rationale of which will be explained later by the 
interview with the teacher. 
Feedback on the final versions of assignment in Class A was found to be more 
form-focused; more feedback was found on grammar and mechanics and less on 
organisation and content when compared with the feedback on preliminary drafts. 
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Feedback on vocabulary, however, remained the centre of attention of the teacher 
when giving feedback; it rose a certain percentage and continued to rank the highest 
among all types of feedback (Figure 7). Although a different pattern of feedback on 
students' final version of writing was found from text analysis, students seemed 
unaware of it when compared with the response from student questionnaires. 
\ 41% \ 30% / I • Organisation 
\ \ / • Content 
\ \ / • Grammar 
\ • Vocabulary 
\ • Mechanics 
Figure 7. Text Analysis: Distribution of teacher feedback across various aspects on 
students' final versions of the writing assignment in Writing Class A 
Feedback on final versions of assignment from Class C showed quite a 
different trend. Comparing with the feedback found on preliminary drafts, teacher 
feedback was found to contain less on grammar and more on mechanics. More 
proportion of the feedback was also found to be on organisation and content (Figure 
8). Views of students from Class C of this feedback on the final version of their 
assignments were, however, unavailable because at the time of administering the 
questionnaires, students had not received the feedback on their final versions of the 
assignment, and thus unable to report their views of it in questionnaires. 
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Figure 8. Text Analysis: Distribution of teacher feedback across various aspects on 
students' final versions of the writing assignment in Writing Class C 
This respective focus of the two teachers matched with their rationale in giving 
feedback to the students: Teacher A mentioned that vocabulary was a difficulty to 
most students in his class, and that it was also his usual practice of dealing more with 
grammar on the final version of the assignment. Teacher C, on the other hand, put 
more emphasis on acknowledging students' effort in correctly citing sources and in 
putting up a reference list on a final version of the assignment. The rationale of 
teachers with reference to feedback practice will be discussed in the part immediate 
follows. 
In sum, a stronger emphasis on form was found among the teacher feedback on 
final versions of student assignments: grammar (in Class A) and mechanics, 
especially on citations (in Class C), were given higher order of consideration in 
comparison with organisation and content. The only exception was feedback on 
vocabulary; it was given a considerable proportion in the feedback from Teacher A, 
while it was related to feedback on meaning. 
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In terms of the ratio between positive and negative feedback, text analysis 
showed that Teacher C made proportionately more positive feedback in words than 
Teacher A did on the final version of the assignment; it was three times more than 
Teacher A's positive feedback in terms of percentage (Table 6). The ticks (“Z”）given 
by Teacher C on final version were three times more than those given by Teacher A, 
while there were only 8 final versions collected from Class C and 15 final versions 
from Class A. If positive feedback (in words) and the ticks (treated as positive 
feedback in symbols) were counted together as '‘positive feedback" in a broader 
sense, Teacher C was indeed giving slightly more positive feedback relative to the 
negative feedback on final versions of students' essays, which was in accordance 
with his rationale of giving a “can do" statement for students on final version of 
assignments, as will be explained in the next part. 
Classes Total Teacher Positive Additional Positive Negative 
Feedback Points Feedback Ticks (“,，,） Feedback Plus Feedback 
and Ticks on (in words) Ticks 
Final Version 
A 1497 69 24 93 1404 
(100%) (4.61%) (1.60%) (6.21%) (93.79%) 
C 198 29 72 101 97 
(100%) (14.65%) (36.36%) (51.01%) (48.99%) 
Total 1695 98 96 194 1501 
(100%) (5.78%) 1(5.66%) (11.45%) (88.55%) 
Table 6. Text analysis: Positive and negative teacher feedback on students' final 
version of writing assignments (Writing Classes A and C only) 
4.1.3 Teacher Feedback on Preliminary Drafts and Final Version: Teachers' 
Rationale 
After understanding how students viewed feedback on preliminary drafts and 
final versions of their assignments, this part of the chapter is to reveal the underlying 
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reasons of what teachers did when giving feedback. While teachers in general gave 
feedback on students' papers with the aim of helping students write better subsequent 
drafts and essays, the rationale of the feedback given by the three teachers showed 
that improving students' writing of the subsequent drafts was not the only concern, as 
will be explored in this part. 
4,L3.1 TeacherA^s Rationale on Teacher Feedback 
Teacher A believed that he put different emphases on different drafts. He gave 
feedback focusing on the content for the first draft, asking students to do more 
research on the topic，helping students to locate the stronger and weaker arguments 
so as to expand the former and condense the later, and helping students to find the 
best place to put their counter-arguments. Feedback on the second draft focused on 
organisation, so that information was in the best place, the flow of the essay was 
smooth, and it was nearly the way it would look like in the final version. Feedback 
on the third draft focused on polishing up every aspect of the essay, so that the draft 
was ready to be turned in as a final version of the essay. 
Grammar was rarely corrected on preliminary drafts; if it was corrected, it 
would be by circling rather than direct correction, and would be done on the third 
(penultimate) draft. Grammar was certainly corrected on final version of the 
assignment. The rationale was that students were given a chance to think about how 
to correct the grammatical mistakes in preliminary drafts so as to leam something 
from the revision process instead of using direct correction and conveniently let 
students include things into the subsequent draft without learning from it: 
A student has to be incredibly highly motivated in order to see grammar 
corrections and be able to assimilate those into their own writing. . . I 
think at any stage, actual correction of grammar is something that, for 
most students it's simply gonna be a short cut for them - just simply 
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telling them how to do it, but they won't actually be able to leam how to 
it themselves. (Interview with Teacher A) 
On the contrary, it was hoped that students would read all the feedback on the final 
version and thus leam from the direct correction on grammar on the final version. 
Teacher A was also found to be placing lots of effort in giving feedback on 
organisation; he reported that he made "50% of my [his] effort is on organisation, 
and 25% on content, and 25% grammar" for preliminary drafts and roughly the 
same — though probably more on grammar — for the final version of the assignment 
(Interview with Teacher A). His effort was certainly felt by his students and 
exemplified by text analysis, as discussed earlier in this section. 
Teacher A also believed that it was important to let students to have their 
personal voice expressed and not to overwhelm his students by his many feedback 
points, so he tried distinguishing between directive and suggestive feedback, and 
made an effort to use more hedges like "perhaps" and "maybe" in feedback on 
preliminary drafts than that on the final version of an assignment. As a result, while 
he tried to tell his students what he wanted done, he also avoided taking over 
students' papers: 
At the beginning there are lots and lots of different things that could be 
worked on, and the goal is try to get the students take charge of the 
paper. . . You don't really want to tell students what you want to 
prioritise in additional to telling them what to do, because this is the kind 
of work they need to do on their own. . . (Interview with Teacher A) 
This might be a good intention. But to some students, it was hard to deal with this 
kind of uncertain teacher feedback, as shall be explained later on in this chapter. 
4.1.3.2 Teacher B^s Rationale on Teacher Feedback 
Teacher B only had one chance to give feedback on students' preliminary 
drafts - the second draft — for the assignment. To him, the ideal way to give feedback 
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was to put about 40% of the total effort on content, 40% on organisation, and 20% on 
grammar. However, in view of the weak grammar of his students, and the need of his 
students for concrete feedback on content, he put around 30% of the total effort on 
content, 20% on organisation, and 50% on grammar. His heavier emphasis on 
grammar was shown in text analysis and was appreciated by his students as a 
valuable opportunity to improve their writing ability, as commented by students in 
his class later on. 
Teacher B used indirect feedback on things related to the meaning of the essay, 
and direct feedback on things related to the form of the essay. He asked lots of 
questions in order to stimulate students to think more about the way the content was 
expressed, so that students would take their audience or readers into account. He 
used lots of hedges on things related to content as well, as he thought that he was not 
the expert of the topic and might have misunderstood the meaning of the essay. More 
statements or direct corrections were made when there were mistakes on grammar, 
wrong use of transitional phrases, or infringement on academic tone of the essay, as 
Teacher B was more certain of these mistakes: 
In other words, things that I am positive that I am correct in saying so, I 
will cross that out or give some upright suggestions. But if something 
that I am not so sure, or it is arguable, then I will use more hedging. 
(Interview with Teacher B) 
Teacher B also thought that feedback was used mainly for revising and 
improving the essay. As a result, feedback had to be given in a clear way. Symbols 
were rarely used in case students would not have a chance to meet him and ask for 
clarifications: 
Because I think the clearer they are, the better, as we may not have the 
chance to see each other again, and if I am not being clear enough in my 
feedback, they will not understand what I am saying，making it no 
difference whether to read my feedback or not. (Interview with Teacher 
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B) 
Besides, feedback had to be given only during the revision process and not after it. 
Teacher B thus gave no feedback on final version of the assignment, seeing it as a 
way to end the writing process without further overwhelming students with more 
feedback from him. While students in Writing Class B were surprised in a positive 
way by the detailed and clear feedback Teacher B gave, they were certainly not 
expecting to receive no feedback from their final versions of the assignment, as 
shown above from the interviews with his students. 
4,1.3.3 Teacher C，s Rationale on Teacher Feedback 
Teaching the same course as Teacher B did, Teacher C also had only one 
chance to give feedback on students' preliminary drafts - the first draft — of the 
writing assignment. He gave a mixture of feedback: 60-80% of the feedback related 
to "top-down", "major strategies" 一 organisation, content, and the use of referencing 
and sources, and 40-20% of feedback related to "bottom-up" strategies — spelling, 
grammar, and sentence structure. His effort, however, was not matched from the text 
analysis on the written teacher feedback given to the students' papers，which showed 
more feedback on grammar than that on other aspects. 
Teacher C put a lot of emphasis on how to get his feedback across. He thought 
that besides written teacher feedback, the best way to convey his idea or enhance 
what he thought about students' essays was to talk to the students directly. Therefore, 
he tried returning the drafts to the students during class meeting, so that he would 
have a chance to directly talk to the students while handing back the drafts to the 
students. He also added that there was some feedback not present on students' paper, 
as he made some of his comments verbally: 
There is a whole set of feedback which isn't present on the script，which 
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is verbal feedback which we have in class. . . often I'll need to talk to the 
person in person, make sure that he understand the comments which I 
made...which I would have written on the paper. (Interview with 
TeacherC) 
This verbal feedback might be the reason for the mismatch between his efforts in 
giving more feedback on meaning while less was seen on the written feedback from 
the students' papers. 
In contrast to Teacher B, Teacher C gave more directive than suggestive 
feedback, as he thought that after proof-reading the first draft by the student himself 
or herself and at least once by their peers before submission, it would be his job to 
tell them directly what was still problematic of the paper. He was direct in stating the 
problem of the essay as well, especially if it was big 一 problems relating to 
plagiarism such as not citing sources probably. Direct correction would be used if he 
thought that the mistake was beyond the students' ability to correct, while indirect 
corrections like underlining or putting an insertion mark were used if the mistake was 
small and where he thought the student would be able to correct. 
Teacher C, in contrast to the practice of Teacher B in giving no feedback to 
students' final version of the assignment, gave positive feedback like praises on final 
version of the assignment to signal the closure of the course, leaving students a sense 
of success at the end of the course: 
In a final draft, I'd like to have that closure to the course. It's almost as if 
they've got something like a "can do" statement to say, "yes, you've 
done that well, you've avoided plagiarism, you can do citations, you've 
organised it appropriately". I'd like the students know that at the end that 
they've successfully done in a practical way what they have been told to 
do for the course. (Interview with Teacher C) 
Perhaps this positive appraisal on the final version of the assignment would be better 
than no feedback on the paper, as interviews with students from the course showed 
their preference of having some feedback rather than none. 
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The rationale of the feedback practice of the three writing instructors influence 
the actual practice of teacher feedback as seen from text analysis of students' papers, 
and also how students viewed the feedback they received from their teachers, as will 
be illustrated in the following sections. 
4.1.4 Teacher Feedback on Preliminary Drafts and Final Version: A Comparison 
The above two parts showed that there were some differences between the 
feedback given on preliminary drafts and that on final versions in terms of coverage 
and functions. In terms of coverage, feedback on preliminary drafts concerned more 
about the organisation and ideas, and less about vocabulary and grammar than the 
feedback on final versions of the assignment as reflected in Class A, where Teacher A 
had to comment on multiple preliminary drafts. Student informants in this class could 
clearly recall what the different focuses Teacher A had when commenting different 
preliminary drafts. As recalled by Bertha, 
The practice was usually like this: for the first draft, I expected [Teacher 
A] to give me new ideas; or if some of my ideas are illogical or 
unconvincing, he would let me know so that I could correct them. 
Usually that's what I expect from the first draft, as it was usually a short 
and simple piece of writing. And for the second draft, besides ideas, I 
expected him to offer help in improving organisation and sentence 
structure through his feedback. For the third draft, I expected him to 
correct the repetitive use of certain words or sentence s t ruc tures . . . 
Feedback on the final version was about the overview, so I expected him 
to comment on what aspects that I needed to be aware of, what problems 
I still had, something like that. 
Florence recalled similar experience, 
[Teacher A] would not pay so much attention as to vocabulary and 
grammar until the final version. Although he corrected some grammar in 
the preliminary drafts, he focused a lot more on organisation and ideas. 
He would focus more on ideas at the beginning, and then organisation. 
Because when it came to second draft, your essay was more complete, 
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SO he was able to correct the organisation of the paper. Sometimes he 
would include comments on vocabulary. But it was not until I got the 
final version back that I know I had so many grammatical mistakes. 
In sum, comments on multiple preliminary drafts usually focused on ideas on the 
first draft，organisation on the second draft, word choice and sentence structure on 
the third, and grammar plus some general problems with the students' writing ability 
on the final version. 
A more balanced feedback between feedback on meaning and feedback on 
form was given on students' preliminary drafts in Class B, where the teacher only 
gave feedback once on students' preliminary drafts of the assignment. Class C was a 
bit different from the other two classes in that more feedback on form than on 
meaning was found on preliminary drafts of the assignment. Nevertheless, it was 
encouraging to see that, contrary to the commonly found results from previous 
studies (e.g. Cohen, 1987; Lee 1998) of finding teachers giving a majority of 
feedback on form, two teachers out of the three in this study held a more balanced 
concern over the form and meaning of the assignments in giving feedback. 
As a result of the different focuses of feedback on different versions of writing, 
students in both Classes A and B viewed feedback on different versions as 
performing different functions. Feedback on preliminary drafts was mainly for 
revising their papers for improvement while feedback on final versions was mainly 
for expressing the value of the present writing, preparing them for the subsequent 
writing assignments, and evaluating and improving their writing ability for the future. 
Such a view of feedback on different versions of writing as performing different 
functions was present regardless of how many preliminary drafts students were 
required to write, from two drafts in Classes B and C to three or more drafts in Class 
A, implying students' awareness of the shifted focus of teacher feedback under 
process writing. 
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4.2 Students' Response to Teacher Feedback: Attended to, Deleted, and Ignored 
In this section, the first part of the second research question — university 
students' preferences in responding to teacher feedback — is addressed through 
looking at the data from student questionnaires, interviews with student informants, 
and text analysis in understanding how much of the teacher feedback given on 
student writing was responded to. In particular, this section attempts to highlight the 
general picture of the revisions made by students in accordance with teacher 
feedback on their writing: which aspect(s) of teacher feedback students attended to 
and acted upon accordingly; which aspect(s) of feedback students partially attended 
to, and acted upon (or avoided) by deleting the related parts, and which aspect(s) of 
teacher feedback students completely ignored and did nothing in response to the 
feedback. The positive and negative views behind received feedback were also 
investigated. 
4.2.1 Feedback Attended to and Received Positively 
Teacher feedback on students' writing mostly requires actions taken by 
students after reading the feedback during their revisions of the preliminary drafts in 
order to produce the final version of a paper. In this section, aspect(s) of feedback 
students attended to, or feedback students had taken actions upon during revision, as 
well as the feedback received positively, or a particular piece of feedback welcome 
by students and see it as useful during revisions, were reported. Together, they reveal 
positive views of teacher feedback on the part of the students. 
4,2.1.1 Feedback Attended to: Student Questionnaires 
All students surveyed reported in the questionnaire that，converging with the 
results of text analysis, they would read over their assignments and attended to the 
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written feedback from their teachers when papers were returned to them by their 
teachers. As seen from Figure 9 below, none of the student respondents from Class A 
said they would receive their papers without having a look at the assignment and the 
feedback on it^^. The proportion of the assignment they read over when returned, in 
comparison, was more than the proportion of the feedback they would think carefully 
(attend to). This implies that students may choose to attend to some of the feedback 
while not to do so for some of it. The figures for the percentage of feedback on final 
version students read over and attended to for “all of it" were lightly higher than 
those for feedback on preliminary drafts, which might imply to a certain extent that 
students' attention to feedback on final versions was high, if not higher than that on 
preliminary drafts. This echoes the results of the previous section on students' level 
of attention paid to feedback on final versions of writing assignments, which was 
contrary to the findings from Ferris' (1995) study. 
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Figure 9. Student questionnaires: Teacher feedback on preliminary drafts and final 
version of the writing assignment students read over and attended to when returned 
(Class A only) 
� The same applies to student respondents in Classes B and C: None of them reflected that they 
would read or attend to none of the feedback given on preliminary drafts. Yet, their responses were not 
represented in the figure as there were no data concerning feedback on their final versions of 
assignments for reasons mentioned before so as not to distort the comparison. 
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Concerning the attention paid to different aspects of feedback on their 
preliminary drafts, students from Class A paid “a lot，，of attention to feedback on 
organisation and content (both over 80%), and paid relatively less attention on 
feedback on grammar, vocabulary and mechanics. Some students from Class A even 
said that they did not pay attention to the feedback on these three aspects (see Figure 
10). 
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Figure 10. Student questionnaires: Aspects of teacher feedback on preliminary drafts 
students of Class A attended to 
A slightly different trend was observed from the response of Classes B and C. 
Although still paying a lot of attention to feedback on content and organisation, 
students from these two classes paid comparatively more attention to feedback on 
content than to that on organisation. Moreover, students from these two classes also 
paid comparatively higher proportion of their attention on feedback on grammar, 
vocabulary and mechanics (Figures 11 and 12). This may be accounted for by the 
fact that they only received teacher feedback once before handing in the final version 
of their assignments, and the teacher feedback given was more balanced between 
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feedback on form and feedback on meaning. 
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students of Class B attended to 
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students of Class C attended to 
Students from Class A, again, paid more attention to feedback on content and 
organisation on final version when compared with the attention paid to feedback on 
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preliminary drafts of their assignments. However, they also paid more attention to 
other aspects as well: over 60% of the respondents paid “a lot" of attention to 
feedback on grammar and vocabulary, and over 50% of them paid “a lot" of attention 
to feedback on mechanics (see Figure 13). Students paid no attention to feedback on 
final version only on one aspect, feedback on mechanics, instead of three aspects as 
found on feedback of preliminary drafts. The results here were slightly different from 
Leki's (1991) findings which showed the students concerned a lot about accuracy. 
Students in this study, however, had greater concern over meaning on preliminary 
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Figure 12. Student questionnaires: Aspects of teacher feedback on final version of 
the writing assignment students of Class A attended to 
4,2,1.2 Feedback Attended to: General Picture From Text Analysis 
Text analysis showed the trend of students' attempt in attending all the 
feedback given on their papers by their teachers. Despite some extreme cases (as will 
be illustrated in later sections), the general percentage of teacher feedback attended 
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to was quite high at around 80% (see Table 7). The highest percentage of teacher 
feedback attended to was found in Class B, which was almost 90%, while the lowest 
was found in Class A, at nearly 80% (Table 7). The difference between the 
percentages of feedback attended to among the three classes may be accounted for by 
the difference of focus of feedback given in the three classes. As mentioned earlier, 
students of Class A received more feedback on meaning on their preliminary drafts, 
whereas more balanced feedback on form and on meaning was found in Class B, and 
more form-focused feedback in Class C. The comparatively lower attention rate of 
Class A showed that students might have encountered a higher level of difficulty 
when dealing with feedback on meaning than that found when dealing with feedback 
on form, but the comparatively higher attention rate of Class B among the three 
classes revealed that there might be some other factors affecting students' ability to 
respond to the feedback during the revision process, as will be explained later. 
Writing Attended % Deleted % Ignored % Feedback 
Classes to points on 
preliminary 
drafts 
A 889 78.12 93 8.17 156 13.71 1138 
B 571 88.94 24 3.74 47 7.32 642 
C 527 85.14 24 3.88 68 10.99 619 
Total 1987 82.83 141 5.88 271 11.30 2399 
Table 7. Text Analysis: Students' response towards teacher feedback on preliminary 
drafts across the 3 writing classes (in figures and percentages) 
4,2.L3 Feedback Attended to and Its Easiness and Difficulties: Student Interviews 
and Questionnaires 
Converging, again, to the results of the text analysis and the questionnaires, 
students were found to have tried their best to attend to the teacher feedback they 
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received on their drafts, whether easy or difficult, during their interviews. Tables 8 
and 10 listed the aspects of feedback, as well as other factors, affecting students' 
perceptions on the easiness and difficulties in responding to teacher feedback. Each 
of the student interviewees was allowed to mention more than one characteristic of 
the feedback they found easy or difficult to deal with, and each factor listed in the 
two tables was mentioned by at least one of the ten informants. The frequency of 
every item was divided into the two classes from which the ten informants were from, 
before showing the total frequency at the farthest right column. Elaborations follow 
each of the two tables in explaining what these figures mean to each category shown 
by following the descending order of the total frequency, 
4.2.1.3.1 Teacher Feedback Students Found Easy to Deal With 
Feedback Students Found Easy to Deal With A B Total 
Frequency 
Clear and specific feedback 2 3 5 
Feedback as direct correction 2 2 4 
Detailed feedback, with explanations 2 2 4 
Feedback with fewer symbols 0 1 1 
Feedback not on Organisation 1 0 1 
Feedback asking for elaboration (Content) 1 0 1 
Feedback on Grammar 1 0 1 
Table 8. Student interviews: Feedback students found easy to deal with 
"Clear and specific feedback" was mentioned most frequently among the 10 
student informants on the kind of feedback they found easy to deal with during 
revisions. By “clear,，，students meant the feedback being unambiguous in terms of 
understanding what teachers wanted them to revise, "obvious" (Angela) and "easy to 
correct" (Cathy). Length of the feedback was also considered as an indication for 
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clarity: Gladys believed that feedback expressed in complete sentences made the 
feedback clearer than that expressed in phrases. However, the level of clarity may 
vary among students: while Bertha mentioned that terms like ‘‘contradiction，，， 
"irrational", or “illogical” were clear and specific enough for her to do revisions for 
the subsequent drafts, similar terms to other students (like Hilda, as will be explained 
later) were inadequate to be counted as "clear and specific" feedback to deal with. 
Feedback expressed in terms of direct correction was also preferred by 
students, as four of them favoured this kind of feedback and saw it as easy to deal 
with. While Gladys and Hilda preferred direct correction with underlined mistakes 
for them to know that exact location of the mistakes, Cathy and Florence were more 
concerned about being provided with the exact word of the mistakes. This shows that 
students may have difficulties in finding an alternative and more appropriate word in 
revisions, which will be further investigated later in this chapter. 
Students also like the “detailed feedback, with explanations", claiming that this 
kind of feedback allowed learning to take place (Bertha). This kind of feedback was 
especially important for feedback on difficult things, claimed Bertha, as explanations 
would make feedback on difficult things easier to deal with. While Gladys believed 
that complete sentences helped in expressing the feedback clearly, Irene reckoned 
that complete sentences also allowed teachers to give explanations in feedback, 
which made the task of revising in accordance with teacher feedback easier. 
"Feedback with fewer symbols" was somehow related to "detailed feedback, 
with explanations," as feedback with lots of symbols took time for students to 
decipher the meaning of every symbol before thinking about how to deal with the 
problem mentioned. On the other hand, “detailed feedback, with explanations" 
helped students to skip the searching and matching process among symbols and their 
corresponding meanings; explanations were already written out for them so that 
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immediate comprehension was allowed, and thus revisions. 
Whereas the above four kinds of feedback were more related to how teacher 
feedback was presented to students, the last three items were related to the aspects of 
feedback students found easy to deal with: "feedback not on organisation", "feedback 
asking for elaboration" - which was related to the content of the essay, and 
"feedback on grammar". Each of them was mentioned by only one of the student 
informants, which may imply either a lower importance students placed on what the 
feedback was about in comparison to how it was presented, or the idiosyncrasy of 
needs of individual students towards teacher feedback. 
Students found great difficulties in revising according to the feedback on 
organisation, which will be further elaborated in the following part. Bertha 
mentioned that “feedback asking for elaboration", though related to content, was 
easy to revise as it was, in Bertha's words, "what the Hong Kong students are good 
at" after the training of writing essays for the two public examinations, with 
minimum, rather than maximum, word limits for the paper of writing, and the ability 
in writing more was considered as one of the traits of a more capable writer. Florence 
considered "feedback on grammar" easy to deal with as she believed that her 
grammar was quite good. 
In sum, the manner of presentation of feedback was more influential than 
aspects of feedback in determining the level of easiness students found in dealing 
with teacher feedback. However, besides what students considered they were good at, 
feedback on form (e.g. grammar) was easier to deal with than feedback on meaning 
(e.g. organisation) in terms of aspects of feedback. This tendency would be shown 
more clearly after considering the kinds of feedback students found difficult to deal 
with in the following part. 
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4,2,13,2 Teacher Feedback Students Found Difficult to Deal With 
While students tried their best to act upon the feedback they received from 
their teachers, they nevertheless found some difficulties in dealing with some of it 
during the process. Figures 14-16 showed that students found feedback on content 
and on organisation were the two most difficult areas of feedback to deal with. 
Students in Classes A and C found these two types of feedback equally difficult, and 
respectively 40% and 36.4% of them ranked it as the most difficult item (Figures 14 
and 16). Students in Class B, in contrast, found feedback on content much more 
difficult to deal with than feedback on organisation (Figure 15). The mean level of 
difficulty, as ranked by student respondents, showed that feedback on content was the 
highest among the five types of feedback, whether for each class separately or for the 
three classes as a whole (see Table 9). Feedback on organisation was ranked the 
second difficult to deal for students of all three classes. Over half of the respondents 
ranked feedback on mechanics as the least difficult to deal with, which was 
consistent across the three classes, (see Figures 14-16, and Table 9). 
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Feedback on Organisation Content / Grammar Vocabulary Mechanics 
Idea 
1.9000 1.8000 3.1000 3.8000 4.4000 
JB 2.4286 1.7143 4.1429 2.7143 4.0000 
2.2727 2.0909 3.0909 3.4545 4.0909 
Mean 2.1786 1.8929 3.3571 3.3929 4.1789 
Table 9. Student questionnaires: Mean level of difficulty students found in 
understanding various aspects of teacher feedback (1 — most difficult, 5 - least 
difficult) 
Interviews with students also showed a similar trend: students found it more 
difficult to deal with feedback on meaning (organisation, content and vocabulary)，as 
Table 10 shows these three aspects of feedback as the first three most frequently 
mentioned items during interviews. Many more students, however, reported 
difficulties in handling feedback on organisation than that on content, which was 
deviant to the results from questionnaires. Such deviance may be resulted from the 
fact that more students from Class A, whose writing instructor put more emphasis on 
organisation of their essays than the other two instructors did, were selected for 
interview; or from the intricate nature between organisation and content of an essay. 
The following two items focused on the manner of presentation of teacher feedback 
which students found difficult to deal with. The last two items, while related to 
feedback on both form and meaning, were more related to the proficiency of 
individual students. 
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Feedback Students Found Difficult to Deal With A B Total 
Frequency 
Feedback on Organisation 5 3 8 
Feedback on Content 2 2 4 
Feedback on Vocabulary 1 1 2 
Vague feedback 2 0 2 
Feedback written in poor handwriting 2 0 2 
Feedback on Grammar 1 0 1 
Feedback asking to cut things while remaining 1 0 1 
clarity 
Table 10. Student interviews: Feedback students found difficult to deal with 
A high of 7 of the 10 student interviewees mentioned that “feedback on 
organisation" was difficult to deal with, with one of them mentioned two different 
types of difficulties related to organisation. This may partly due to the fact that it was 
the first time students had to write this type of genre — academic essay, and also the 
first time for students to handle an essay in the process writing, multiple drafts 
approach. While students largely welcome this process approach to writing, some 
students disagreed with the organisation framework dictated by their instructors on 
writing their essays: 
...because everyone has different ways to approach the same topic. 
[Teacher A] may think that his way is better and easier to follow, while I 
would think that my way is even better and easier to follow. But he is 
not you, and he would not think like you. And in order to gain higher 
marks, you'd better follow his approach, but then the risk is that you 
may not perform very well. . . originally using your own approach was 
so smooth and fluent, but then you had to adopt something new, 
something unusual, which would certainly take time. (Interview with 
Bertha) 
While there was a set approach to follow in writing an academic essay which 
students found difficult to adapt to, some may view this as the difference in writing 
style between the writing instructor and that of the students: 
I wrote one more sentence for [the introduction], but it was still not good 
enough for [Teacher B] to know the overview of my essay. I thought I 
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had written what he wanted; I could not write that in an overtly obvious 
way. Perhaps there is a difference in writing style between me and my 
instructor. . . (Interview with Irene) 
In addition, students also found it difficult to act on the feedback on 
organisation as it was mostly "abstract" and “difficult to understand" (Florence), and 
thus did not know how to revise accordingly (Hilda). Difficulties were also 
mentioned in finding an appropriate thesis statement to the essay they were writing, 
by Dorothy and Erica, and in putting things in the right order, by Erica and Jeff: 
I remember that [Teacher A] wanted me to switch things to various 
places. For example, separate a paragraph and put the ideas originally in 
this paragraph into somewhere else, or to put a whole paragraph into 
some other places. I think this was difficult, and it took time. But I tried 
my best to fulfil the feedback. It also took me time to think about how to 
do it. (Interview with Erica) 
The nature of feedback on organisation itself was also daunting to students, as 
reflected in the following comment: 
Grammar just affects one sentence but organisation affects the whole 
essay. It makes it hard as to where to begin with your revision and 
rearrangement. (Interview with Irene) 
Again, the theme of how to follow feedback of organisation was repeated. In short, 
students found it hard to adapt to the organisation of the academic essay which they 
had to work on，and students had little clue in how to approach the revision when 
changes related to organisation had to be made. 
"Feedback on content" ranked second in terms of number of times being 
mentioned among the feedback students found difficult to deal with. This category 
included asking for more information (e.g. data in verifying the idea) or more ideas 
for insufficient content, and also the concept expressed in the paper. "Feedback on 
vocabulary" involved finding another more suitable word. Both Bertha and Cathy 
expressed difficulty in this area, and blamed their limited vocabulary which made it 
difficult for them to find an alternative word - either for more variety or for more 
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specific word choice 一 for use when asked by their teachers: 
As English is [Teacher A's] first language, while it is only a second 
language to me, I don't have as large a vocabulary as he does. So 
sometimes he would think that it was easy to vary the word choice 
among the 10 or 20 words with similar meanings. . . So he would just 
give minimal comments. . . which made me spent lots of time to find the 
correct way to revise them. . . [and] thus not very helpful. He would not 
list, like, 5 words for me to choose from. . . he would instead let me to 
find out myself, which is kind of difficult. (Interview with Bertha) 
I remembered that I had tried to use a more difficult word before, but 
then I used it wrongly. So I had to change it back to the easier word. 
Another problem is I may use some words that are vague like "good" or 
"better"; [Teacher B] wanted me to use words that are more specific. 
(Interview with Cathy) 
It is clear from these comments of the student interviewees that when compared with 
the vocabulary of their teachers, whether a native speaker of English (Teacher A) or 
not (Teacher B)，students found their vocabulary too limited to express themselves 
clearly in writing. 
Concerning the presentation of the feedback, students found it difficult to deal 
with feedback which was "vague" and written in “poor handwriting". To Dorothy, 
"vague feedback" meant feedback which required her to think by herself; she would 
prefer to have more specific instructions on how to revise: “I think it should be better 
if he would teach us more at the first few drafts on how to revise them" (Interview 
with Dorothy). Hilda seemed to agree with Dorothy, saying phrases like "think 
carefully" or those comments asking her to experience would leave her uncertain of 
the consequences of her revision that she found it hard to follow the feedback. In 
other words, in line with students liking the "clear and specific feedback", students 
disliked “vague feedback" as it made their task of revising their drafts more difficult, 
even not fruitful, as they would not know how to handle the feedback. Two of them 
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also mentioned that perhaps because teachers had to give feedback on lots of student 
papers, sometimes the handwriting became hard to understand. This would slow 
students down in comprehending what was written, and thus the revision process — 
though in the end all of them were able to recognise what was written and thus 
respond to the feedback accordingly. 
The last two items, “feedback on grammar" and "feedback asking to cut things 
while remaining clarity" were mentioned by Bertha, and, to a certain extent, was 
elaborated above. ‘‘Feedback on grammar,’，like ‘‘Feedback on vocabulary", was a 
source of difficulty to Bertha because of the limited proficiency she had compared to 
the native speaker proficiency her instructor had in this area. Similarly, Bertha 
thought that teachers might have overlooked her needs in more detailed feedback in 
things related to grammar, which she was quite weak at. "Feedback asking to cut 
things while remaining clarity", on the other hand, was more related to the washback 
effect the two Hong Kong public examinations, which trained them, as elaborated 
above，to write more, rather than to be concise. Students were thus less skilful in 
summarising than elaborating. However, these two aspects might be, again, the 
specific needs of some individual students only, as there was another student, Hilda, 
who said that it was quite easy for her to follow feedback like “condense”，which 
required her to shorten things into a more concise manner. 
In sum, the aspects of feedback and its manner of presentation determine the 
level of difficulties students encounter during revision. Manner of presentation, when 
clearer and less vague, can overcome the difficult nature of feedback on meaning and 
enable better revision on the part of the students, vice versa. 
4.2,1.3.3 Summary of Feedback Students Attended to 
Students were shown to have attempted to address all the feedback they found. 
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whether they found difficulties in understanding or acting upon it or not. However, 
some feedback was not fully attended to; students chose to partially attend to it — 
probably by deleting the relevant parts of the essay — or to completely ignore it by 
making no changes at all, as if the feedback had never existed. These would be 
further investigated in the following sections. 
4.2.1.4 Feedback Received Positively 
Although students may attend to a particular piece of feedback, it does not 
necessarily mean they received it positively: having positive attitudes towards and 
welcoming the piece of feedback. For instance, Jeff mentioned that he took action to 
revise according to teacher feedback in asking him to provide some examples on his 
quotation of a law. While he thought that he had provided an example before the 
legal quotation, he made changes anyway: by switching the places of the two so that 
the legal quotation appeared before the example, which, Jeff thought, would better fit 
into the logic of his writing instructor. Although he revised according to teacher 
feedback and admitted that the original organisation of the two elements might not be 
"obvious" enough in showing the example as an illustration of the law, the change 
was against his intention of using the example to bring out that piece of law to the 
reader. Besides, he also expressed some pressure in revising according to teacher 
feedback: 
I found it a bit hard to agree with his idea of the order he 
preferred... Well, one of the aspects was that it was him who was going 
to give me a grade on this assignment, and the other was that I don't 
think there was such a big difference to me between the two orders of 
the elements — law first then example or the reverse. But then as I still 
had to revise it for a mark, so I revised it accordingly. (Interview with 
Jeff) 
In examining his preliminary draft and final version, Jeff did make revisions 
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according to teacher feedback. The interview with Jeff, however, revealed that he, or 
other students who revised their drafts according to teacher feedback as Jeff did, 
might not agree with the changes requested by the teacher on their drafts, even 
though students may have acted upon the feedback in the subsequent draft to secure a 
higher mark or better grade. The aim of this section, on the contrary, is to illustrate 
the two kinds of teacher feedback which was welcome by and attended to by student 
interviewees from both Classes A and B during revisions for subsequent drafts: 
critical (negative) feedback, and minimal use of symbols. 
4,2.1.5 Feedback Received Positively: Critical (Negative) Feedback 
Critical feedback, mostly negative in the sense that it pointed out what 
deficiencies students had over their essays, was received positively by almost all 
student interviewees. 
Students interviewed possessed a utilitarian view towards teacher feedback; 
they welcome the kind of feedback which was useful for improving their drafts or 
their writing skills. Unanimous agreement was found among student participants that 
they would try their best to revise according to negative (or critical) feedback so as to 
improve their essays. Although some students might disagree with the critical 
feedback (as exemplified above by Jeff's case, who nevertheless revised accordingly), 
most students acted in line with Ferris' (1995) findings and received it positively, 
seeing it useful for revision in achieving a better version of the essay. For instance, 
Irene argued that she only focused on the mistakes or on those parts which required 
revisions as indicated by her writing instructor, and ignored those "useless" 
comments on the positive things about her essay: "I think I like those comments 
which helped me to revise and make the essay better" (Interview with Irene). 
Not surprisingly, students found critical feedback more memorable, and could 
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recall it in greater detail during interviews when compared with positive feedback. 
When asked about the negative feedback they received, students were able to recall 
at least one problem they had on their essays. In contrast, when asked about positive 
feedback on their essay, it was quite hard for them to recall some concrete examples 
besides some short phrases like “witty,，’ “OK,” or "good introduction." In the case of 
Erica, who felt most negative feedback on her essays was on organisation 
("structure" in her own word) and some on content，she felt that she learned a lot 
from the course because of the negative feedback on organisation: 
I am a bit weak in organisation, and after this course, I paid more 
attention to organisation in writing afterwards, even though I am not 
writing for assignments. (Interview with Erica) 
The effect was long-lasting as she brought what she had learned from the feedback 
from writing the subsequent drafts in the course to writing essays outside the course. 
Critical feedback, in this light, may be more constructive to the development of 
students' writing ability than positive feedback could bring. Perhaps the line uttered 
by Gladys best concludes how students felt towards critical (or negative) feedback: 
I don't think that [the negative comments] were negative; they 
were...how to say...they were unbiased. I don't think they were 
negative, but instead they reminded me that something was unclear here, 
or something was lacking there. (Interview with Gladys) 
4.2.1.6 Feedback Received Positively: Minimal Use of Symbols in Feedback 
Text analysis in the study of the 32 sets of preliminary drafts and final versions 
of the papers indicated that Teacher A, Teacher B, and Teacher C used minimal 
symbols in giving feedback. Besides ticks (“广）which all three of them used in their 
provision of teacher feedback, Teacher A used mainly three other symbols: “t.s.，，for 
“topic sentence", "CP" for "paragraph", and “敏'(a star in a circle) for a very 
important or major mistake that students have to pay special attention to. Teacher B 
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used even fewer symbols; he mainly drew “ • ” (smilies) to indicate something he 
personally felt interesting or funny besides giving ticks. Teacher C used arrows “八” 
to indicate missing words, question marks “？” to indicate something questionable, 
and he circled words if they were mis-spelt. In sum, the three teachers in the study 
did not use symbols to substitute words; symbols used were either easily understood 
or enhanced and highlighted the meaning of the words in teacher feedback. 
Students interviewed demonstrated good understanding of all these symbols by 
clearly pointing out what symbols were used by their teacher and explaining the 
function of every symbols mentioned. One or two of them even commented 
positively about this practice. Erica, for instance, recalled how she would make use 
of the “a star in a circle" symbol for prioritising what to revise first during revision: 
"Usually, when the draft was returned, I look at those places where a star was marked 
first, and I would focus to revise those places. I think it was especially useful" 
(Interview with Erica). Erica was not the only student to look for places where a star 
in a circle were marked immediately after their drafts were returned, Hilda also did 
this in order to evaluate how well her assignment was after it was returned to her: 
"When I got back the final version of the first assignment, I found a star on every 
page of my final draft, and some even got double stars! ... that was so 
nerve-racking!’，(Interview with Hilda) Symbols, when used sparingly and when 
students could comprehend and remember each of them easily, facilitated the 
revisions of drafts as well as evaluation of writing performance on the part of the 
students. 
While the use of symbols by the three writing instructors was received 
positively by students, it was not so with the practice of secondary school teachers. 
As recalled by the majority of students of their experience of writing in secondary 
schools, symbols were heavily used as the major component of the teacher feedback 
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on their compositions; much less feedback was expressed in words. Symbols were so 
overused that they had to use a table to locate the meaning of a particular symbol 
when the composition was returned to the students: 
Teachers in secondary schools would not explain why something is 
wrong in terms of grammar; they would use symbols, like more than 50 
symbols, and we actually had a list for those symbols. Every time we 
had to check the symbols against the list in order to find out what was 
wrong there; there is no way you can understand what the problem is 
just by looking at the symbols. (Interview with Cathy) 
In essence, symbols in teacher feedback for secondary school compositions were the 
substitutes for explanations in words. However, this practice was not effective in 
helping students to revise or to leam from mistakes made as 
...different teachers have different use of the same symbols, even a "T" 
would mean different things by different teachers. It became so difficult 
to comprehend then. So we have to leam a new set of symbols every 
year when we had a new English teacher! (Interview with Cathy) 
Confusions arisen as a result of wrong mapping between symbols and meaning made 
students unable to leam from mistakes — their attention was spent on locating the 
right meaning of the symbols rather than comprehending the problem and finding 
ways to revise the compositions. Symbols, while convenient for teachers in giving 
feedback, were not conducive towards students' revising the paper or developing 
writing skills when overused. Symbols, after all, cannot supersede words in teacher 
feedback. 
4.2.1,7 Feedback Attended to and Received Positively: Summary 
By triangulating the results from student questionnaires, interviews with 
students, and text analysis of student writing, it was found that students attended to 
most of the feedback given, and found easier in responding to feedback on form, 
even more so with feedback clearly and specifically expressed. Feedback was 
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received positively not because it was praising certain aspects of the essay, but 
because it was useful to the revision of the writing drafts or constructive towards the 
development of the students' writing ability. This utilitarian view towards teacher 
feedback was carried over to feedback students chose to partially attend or ignore, as 
will be explained in the following sections. 
4.2.2 Feedback Partially Attended to or Deleted 
In some cases, students may acknowledge teacher feedback not by acting upon 
it through performing the required action as stated in the feedback, but by deleting 
the relevant part in order to avoid making the corresponding changes as requested by 
the feedback. This is called feedback "partially attended to" as the mere action of 
deleting the relevant parts means that students did take into account of the teacher 
feedback made on that particular area; yet, for some reasons, they chose to avoid 
revising the relevant parts in line with the suggestions or directions made in the 
teacher feedback. At the same time, students knew that keeping the original parts in 
the final version was not good enough. While acknowledging the fact that they had 
read the feedback, and knowing that some related changes were expected of them, 
students decided to manifest the changes as deleting the relevant parts on their paper 
as a way of responding to the teacher feedback. Students were, in a sense, ambivalent 
towards the feedback mentioned in this part. 
4.2,2.1 Teacher Feedback Paftially Attended to: Students，Views From 
Questionnaires 
Responding to teacher feedback by deleting the mistakes or the relevant parts 
was, though not commonly found, underestimated by students as a means to deal 
with teacher feedback. Most students were unaware of this strategy they employed 
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during revision, as only one out of the 42 student respondents (i.e. 0.02%) of the 
questionnaires wrote "delete the things that need correction" as a way to deal with 
teacher feedback which was difficult to understand (SQ#4), The underlying reasons 
of employing such a strategy were revealed through interviews with students in the 
following part. 
4,2,2.2 Teacher Feedback Partially A (tended to: Student Interviews and Text 
Analysis 
This part of the section attempts to use some cases from text analysis and 
student interviews to illustrate how students use this strategy in coping with their 
revision process to arrive at a subsequent draft for their assignments. This part is 
significant because Ferris (2001) also indicated that students had deleted some of the 
teacher feedback on their first drafts. However, she was unable to talk to the students 
for elaboration of why they did so. She could only guess for the reasons of their 
deletion behaviour: whether it was a natural consequence of the overall revision 
process or it was exemplifying an avoidance strategy — and she speculated the former 
to be more probable as students did make substantial changes in writing up the final 
version of the writing assignments. The following of my thesis would not only 
provide the text analysis, but also the data from interviews in understanding more of 
such deletion behaviour. 
4.2.2.2.1 “IDelete to Condense，， 
Deletion may be used as a strategy for the feedback "condense". "Condense", 
according to the Oxford Advanced Learner ’s English-Chinese Dictionary, means "to 
put something into fewer words" (Horby, 1994, p. 289), and implies that the relevant 
section is too wordy and students were required to make it more concise. Hilda from 
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Class A revealed that she often had this word as a feedback point in her essay. The 
situation usually involved repetition of her argument: she made an argument in the 
topic sentence of a paragraph, gave an evidence afterwards, and lastly ended the 
paragraph by reiterating her argument in the form of "this proves...” with the topic 
sentence repeated after these two words. The feedback "condense" from her teacher 
would make her “try to put that last sentence a bit ahead, or delete it as a whole, and 
to see whether I [she] can still allow the whole meaning to get across clearly" 
(Interview with Hilda), so that she can achieve the goal of expressing the argument in 
fewer words — to "condense". 
4.2.2.2.2 “IDelete to Clarify，， 
Deletion was also seen as a way to clarify the ideas expressed in an essay. A 
student from Class B writing an essay on opposing the legalisation of prostitution 
mentioned that, “there are many males in Hong Kong think that prostitutes are low 
and degrading, although they are hiring them" (T#23.1). Teacher B responded in the 
feedback by asking for clarification: “In what sense that they are low and degrading? 
Really want to know your explanation of this contradictory situation". However, 
instead of clarifying the contradiction, the student deleted the whole sentence (and 
thus the idea) related to the argument (T#23.1 & 23.2). This deletion might be a 
convenient means to eliminate contradiction, the original idea the student writer 
intended to convey was, however, lost by such deletion. The contradiction was not 
solved; it was only avoided. 
4.2.2.2.3 “1 Delete to Save Myself Trouble，， 
Saving trouble during revision by deleting the relevant problematic, and 
probably difficult to revise, part was not difficult to find from text analysis. Irene 
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from Class B, seeing the comment by her teacher asking her not to go too extreme, 
deleted the phrase “In their eyes there is only profit” so as to avoid phrasing it in a 
milder tone. 
Irene was not alone in practicing deletion strategy in saving trouble; students 
from Class A also employ deletion strategy to save themselves trouble. In responding 
to the feedback: "explain better, in more detail. Maybe get some quotes" on the point 
of the tutorial schools being immoral, aiming at money-making and trying to take 
advantage of students, the student avoided to search for more information on this 
argument and instead cancelled the whole argument in the subsequent draft (T#9.3 & 
9.4). A similar feedback: "example?" triggered another student to delete the whole 
line of “On the contrary, educational world will be encumbered with implementation 
of impractical education reform" so as to avoid finding some "impractical education 
reform" in supporting his argument (T#12.2 & 12.3). 
Deletion to save trouble also occurred for feedback on vocabulary, though a bit 
less common. Being questioned in the feedback on the use of the word “reliable，’，the 
student from Class B deleted the word instead of finding another more suitable word 
to express the intended meaning (T#23.1 & 23.2). The student gave up in attempting 
to express the idea precisely in view of the difficulty (trouble) or inability to find a 
more appropriate word. 
4.2.2.3 Teacher Feedback Paftially Attended to: General Picture From Text 
Analysis 
A total of 141 in-text feedback points was shown to be partially attended to by 
comparing each subsequent version with the preceding version of students' 
assignments, with 8.1%, 3.7%, and 3.8% of the total in-text feedback points found 
deleted among the assignments collected from Classes A, B, and C respectively 
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(please refer to Table 7 on p. 78 for details). Analysis of the data by separating them 
into three classes found that students in Classes A and B had a higher tendency in 
employing the deletion strategy to deal with feedback on content than feedback on 
other aspects, while students in Class C tended to do so in dealing with feedback on 
mechanics (Figure 17). Feedback on vocabulary was found to be the second 
frequently deleted feedback in Classes A and C. 
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Figure 17. Text analysis: Aspects of teacher feedback students partially attended to 
during revision by comparing the subsequent drafts with the feedback on their 
preceding drafts across the 3 writing classes 
Careful investigation into the deletion behaviour on students' writing 
assignments in Classes A and B by comparing the preceding and subsequent versions 
of students' assignments revealed that teacher feedback on content which was 
partially attended to was mostly the kind of feedback asking for further research on 
the topic in finding relevant sources, while students in Class C encountered great 
difficulty in punctuation: they were unsure of how to place a comma or full-stop 
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when the text was computerised, probably because they were Chinese majors and 
were therefore unfamiliar with the convention of typing in English. When their 
teacher circled or even corrected the mistakes for them, students seemed unaware of 
or confused about the correction and thought that a punctuation mark was not needed 
at that particular place. They thus deleted the punctuation mark instead of placing it 
in the right spacing. On the other hand, deleted feedback on vocabulary echoes the 
findings above in stating that feedback on vocabulary was difficult to deal with at 
times, and students may have employed the deletion strategy to avoid the problem. 
4.2.2.4 Feedback Partially Attended to or Deleted: Summary 
This avoidance strategy, though used rather sparingly and underestimated by 
students, helped students to cope with certain teacher feedback whenever deemed 
suitable — such as for dealing with the phrase “condense,, - or not — such as for 
clarifying contradictory arguments or for saving themselves from trouble of doing 
more revision work. Rather than seeing it as a way to escape teacher feedback, 
deletion should be seen as a manifestation of students' inability to fully response to 
teacher feedback while they attempted to do so nevertheless. 
Deletion, after all, was still a way to acknowledge that students had read the 
feedback and attempted to deal with it; ignoring teacher feedback (total inattention of 
teacher feedback), together with feedback received negatively, would be analysed 
and discussed in the following section. 
4.2.3 Feedback Ignored and Received Negatively 
Besides (partially) attending to teacher feedback, students may choose to 
ignore teacher feedback made on their papers by keeping the original texts and taking 
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no action in response to the feedback given, not even a wrong attempt. This section 
also reports on the teacher feedback received negatively, i.e. not valued by students 
as useful for their revisions of the paper or meaningful towards their development of 
writing skills as a whole. While ignored teacher feedback may be shown by the 
revision behaviour of the students on their papers, feedback negatively received may 
not be obvious to others as students may follow the feedback yet feeling discontented 
about having made the corresponding changes (as exemplified by the case of Jeff in 
4.2.1.4). However, negative views towards teacher feedback were implied in both 
cases. 
4.2.3.1 Feedback Ignored: Students, Views From Questionnaires 
Ignoring teacher feedback could be a strategy employed to cope with teacher 
feedback which students found difficult to understand. While there were no questions 
specifically designed to elicit the behaviour of ignoring teacher feedback in the 
student questionnaires, one of the responses to a question in the questionnaires 
asking what students would do if they did not understand the feedback made by their 
teacher was "Do nothing" (SQ#27). This implies that ignoring teacher feedback may 
be a strategy for some students to cope with the difficulties encountered when 
understanding teacher feedback during revision of their papers. 
4.2.3.2 Feedback Ignored: Students，Views From Interviews 
The kinds of teacher feedback ignored by student writers were revealed 
through interviews with student participants and text analysis of their writing 
assignments. Each participant was allowed to give more than one kind of feedback 
they thought they had ignored, and Table 11 below summarises the six kinds of 
teacher feedback which were commonly ignored by students according to descending 
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frequencies mentioned by the ten student participants. These six kinds of teacher 
feedback, interestingly, do not coincide one to one with the four aspects of teacher 
feedback mentioned in Chapter 2. While "Feedback on 'minor' things" and 
"Feedback violating the expression of personal voice" may point to feedback on 
form and feedback on meaning respectively, the other four kinds concern more about 
"how" the feedback was delivered，rather than what was delivered in the feedback, as 
explained below in more details. 
Kinds of Teacher Feedback Ignored A B Total 
Frequency 
Feedback difficult to revise accordingly 4 2 6 
Feedback obscure in letting students know what the 2 2 4 
problem was 
Feedback on earlier drafts 4 0 4 
Feedback on "minor" things 3 0 3 
Feedback not unique to the essay 1 1 2 
Feedback violating the expression of personal voice 1 0 1 
Table 11. Student interviews: Kinds of teacher feedback ignored 
4.2.3,2.1 Feedback Difficult to Revise Accordingly 
The kind of feedback most commonly ignored, as mentioned by the ten student 
participants, was "feedback difficult to revise accordingly" instead of a specific 
aspect of feedback, such as feedback related to content or grammar. This kind of 
feedback, however, did tend to appear more in expressing feedback on meaning. 
Among this kind of ignored feedback, two of the informants (Cathy and Hilda) 
mentioned inability in finding the requested piece of information to support their 
arguments, and another two informants (Jeff and Dorothy) pointed out their inability 
to either find an alternative word or find an alternative approach to express the same 
idea after thinking about the piece of advice given by their teachers. Uncertainties, 
1 0 2 
mentioned by Hilda, in whether to follow a feedback point expressed in a suggestion, 
and the probable complications brought about if the feedback was followed also 
made students ignored, or took no actions in response to, teacher feedback. 
4.2,3.2,2 Feedback Obscure in Letting Students Know What the Problem Was 
"Feedback obscure in letting students know what the problem was", ranked the 
second in the kinds of ignored teacher feedback mentioned by students, demonstrated 
a clear sense of miscommunication from the response of the students. Jeff, one of the 
informants from Class B, mentioned that if he was unable to comprehend the 
feedback and locate the problem, he would ignore the feedback: "...For some of the 
comments, [Teacher B] mentioned the problem, but if I could not sense what it was, I 
would ignore it" (Interview with Jeff). Jeff's tactic was echoed by Erica from Class A 
in dealing with feedback in the form of rhetorical questions, “if I knew how [Teacher 
A] wanted me to revise them, I would do so. But if not, I would just leave it" 
(Interview with Erica). Two other informants felt that if they did not agree with the 
problem mentioned by their teachers, they would just ignore the feedback; one of 
them even put the blame on the comprehension of the teacher towards her paper 
instead of themselves: “I think what I wrote was OK, so I did not make any changes" 
(Interview with Dorothy), “If I think that it was just [my teacher's] understanding 
and not my problem, I would just let it be" (Interview with Irene). While it might be 
possible that teachers misinterpreted the students' papers in some ways, it was more 
likely that miscommunications, or "communication breakdowns" in Ferris' (2001) 
term, or lack of communications occurred between teachers and students in 
communicating their thoughts about the piece of writing with each other. 
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4.2.3,2.3 Feedback on Earlier Drafts 
“Feedback on earlier drafts" was also ranked second among the six kinds of 
feedback students ignored, pointing out the particular timing of feedback that was 
more likely to be neglected in the revision process It should be noted that this factor 
only applies for Class A where the teacher had multiple chances to comment on 
students' preliminary drafts, as opposed to Classes B and C where teachers only had 
one chance to comment on students' preliminary drafts. The remarks made below 
were therefore all from students from Class A in this study. 
Both Bertha and Erica mentioned that feedback might not be so easily 
understood when it appeared the first time might become easier to understand when 
it was repeated in the second or third drafts, especially if the feedback was related to 
content or organisation. It would be a wise strategy for them to ignore some of the 
feedback that they could not comprehend and wait for teachers' clarifications in later 
preliminary drafts. Hilda added that if the same piece of feedback was ignored in 
revising the first draft but appear again in the comments by the teacher on the second 
draft, then that piece of feedback became a must-correct item. Angela shared similar 
feelings, recalling that once she found some problematic areas which she thought she 
was unable to deal with at that time, and “I was avoiding them the whole time until 
the last minute: OK, I would try my best to come up with something" (Interview with 
Angela). In other words, a piece of feedback might only be a suggestion when it first 
appeared on a draft; it then became an obligatory item to follow if it re-appeared in 
the following drafts. The factor of timing, then, implies that the earlier the feedback, 
the less likely it would be followed. This kind of feedback was, however, as 
mentioned before, relevant only to teacher giving feedback more than once on 
multiple preliminary drafts. 
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4.2.3.2.4 Feedback on “Minor，，Things 
While the above item described the timing of feedback, “Feedback on 'minor' 
things" concerns the aspects of feedback most likely to be ignored. In the words of 
the informants, feedback on "minor" things includes feedback on "grammar, 
vocabulary, or sentence structure,，，which was “not practical to go and ask Teacher A 
to clarify such a minor point. So I would just skip it" (Interview with Bertha); or 
things that was not so important, that “...not following that piece of comment was 
not a big deal to him [the instructor]" (Interview with Florence); or things related to 
using an alternative word instead of changing the content or arguments of the essay 
(Interview with Hilda). In sum, students were more likely to ignore feedback on 
form — feedback related to grammar — rather than feedback on meaning — feedback 
related to content or organisation, with the exception of feedback on vocabulary, 
which was related to the meaning of the essay, and which was seen as "minor" in the 
eyes of the student informants. The lower level of attention paid on aspects such as 
grammar and termed it as “minor，’ was in sharp contrast to the findings of Leki's 
(1991) study, which found that students were particularly concerned about accuracy 
in writing. 
4.2.3.2.5 Feedback Not Unique to the Essay 
"Feedback not unique to the essay" and "Feedback violating the expression of 
personal voice" were two kinds of feedback ranked the lowest among the ignored 
teacher feedback. "Feedback not unique to the essay" refers to the feedback that 
appeared in the essays of almost every students, such as the ticks (“广）and positive 
comments in words on the introduction. As elaborated by Irene, 
. . .a t the beginning of the essay, lots of us would use some current issues 
or hot topics to begin the essay, and [Teacher B] would comment that 
1 0 5 
this is good as it attracted people to read your essay. And I think, like, 
everybody knows this, and it is actually not a very unique way to begin 
an essay. (Interview with Irene) 
It seemed that students not only wanted comments highly relevant to their own 
essays, they also welcomed more critical feedback towards their papers rather than 
praises, as Bertha pointed out: 
I will just ignore some parts with “ticks’，and move on to those parts 
where he said that I was not doing well enough, and I would try to 
follow his comments to [revise them]. . . 
Because there is a time limit for revising the drafts. . . It is quite time 
consuming already to deal with the negative comments. . . I would [thus] 
ignore those parts that he already felt that they are OK — unless he found 
something wrong with them in the next draft and ask me to revise 
them — and focus more on those which he thought that there were big 
problems now. (Interview with Bertha) 
Bertha was not the only informant who expressed their preference towards dealing 
with critical comments and ignoring positive feedback like ticks (“广）and praises. 
While students ignoring feedback that was not unique to their essays could be 
interpreted as a need of the teacher to provide more specific - whether positive or 
negative — feedback on their essays and thus to show teachers' appreciation towards 
students' effort in writing the essays, it could also be understood as a call for more 
specific feedback in terms of students being able to follow the feedback to revise 
their own essays in the subsequent drafts. 
4.2,3.2,6 Feedback Violating the Expression of Personal Voice 
Though only one informant expressed ignoring "Feedback violating the 
expression of personal voice", it was, to a certain extent, related to the kind of 
feedback ignored mentioned above: "Feedback not unique to the essay". Florence 
elaborated her idea in the following way: 
Perhaps because I did not agree with his comments, or I had my own 
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ideas about my essay, and I wanted to express in that particular way, 
then I would insist and would not change according to [Teacher A's] 
comments. (Interview with Florence) 
This was exactly what Angela would have done if she was asked to alter her essay in 
a way contrasting to her own style of writing: 
Because my purpose was to make people laugh, and if in the end it 
turned into a very serious article, I would have lost what I wanted to 
achieve all the way. And...if I had a direction, I would persist. And if 
Teacher A told me to put it more seriously, I would insist on doing it in a 
humorous way. (Interview with Angela) 
In short, students may have their own way to approach the essay, either to achieve a 
particular purpose or to express themselves in a particular style. Teachers' job, then, 
was to help students to attain such an expression of personal voice through giving 
feedback on students' writing drafts. Students would follow the feedback given by 
teachers if they found it useful during revision. However, if the feedback violated the 
expression of their personal voice, or did not show the teachers value their piece of 
writing, students may ignore it during revision for the subsequent drafts. 
4,2.3.3 Teacher Feedback Ignored: General Picture From Text Analysis 
Dividing the total of 271 in-text teacher feedback points ignored into the three 
writing classes, Classes A, B, and C had 156 (13%), 47 (7%), and 68 (11%) of in-text 
feedback points ignored respectively (please refer to Table 6 for details). The most 
frequently ignored feedback was feedback on vocabulary for Class A, and feedback 
on grammar for Classes B and C，whereas feedback on content ranked the second for 
all three classes (Figure 18). 
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Figure 18. Text analysis: Ignored teacher feedback on preliminary drafts across 
various aspects divided into the three writing classes 
Feedback on vocabulary ignored in Class A was, as explained above, found to 
be highly related to the inability of students to find an alternative word, which may 
have led to their giving up in dealing with the feedback, leaving the original word on 
the subsequent draft and made no changes. Feedback on grammar ignored in Classes 
B and C also showed a similar phenomenon 一 that students were unable to correct the 
grammar of the text in question, and thus leaving the relevant part intact. These 
aspects of ignored feedback seemed consistent with the specific needs of students in 
individual classes: Teacher A mentioned that students' vocabulary was weak, and 
Teacher B also remarked that the grammatical standard of students in his course was 
weak during interviews. This phenomenon showed that students had different 
individual needs in writing and, more importantly, students' ability in responding to 
teacher feedback may be highly related to their proficiency in English. 
Similar to the feedback on content students partially attended to, students 
ignored teacher feedback on content when it was asking for further research on the 
topic in finding relevant sources or supporting evidence to the topic, as will be 
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exemplified later by the case of Dorothy. Together with feedback on vocabulary, the 
ignored feedback on content implies, again, that students found major difficulties in 
terms of dealing with feedback on content and vocabulary. Besides, students would 
delete or ignore the feedback when they found they were incapable to deal with the 
feedback teachers gave on their papers. 
4.23,4 Feedback Ignored: Two Extreme Cases as Illustrations 
Among the ten student interviewees, the percentage of ignored feedback found 
from the text analysis by comparing the preceding and the subsequent drafts of their 
assignments ranged between 0% and 85%. Two extreme cases found among the ten 
interviewees, Jeff's case and Dorothy's case, were to be analysed below to 
understand more about the phenomenon. 
4.2,3,4.1 Case of Jeff 
Jeff's assignment was one of the extreme cases: he responded to everything 
written by his writing instructor. He took action to revise all the places where 
changes were required or recommended by his teacher. During the interview with 
Jeff, it was found that he followed (and was able to follow) all the feedback during 
revision mainly because of two reasons: clarity of teacher feedback, and desire to 
gain higher marks. While clear feedback from teachers enabled the revision on the 
part of the students, students might be motivated by other factors to revise according 
to teacher feedback: 
Because the comments were quite clear. . . I found it a bit hard to agree 
with [Teacher B’s] idea of the order he preferred. . . I don't think there 
was such a big difference to me between the two orders of the 
elements - law first then example or the reverse. But then as I still had to 
revise it for a mark, so I revised it accordingly. I personally think that 
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whether it was revised or not are the same to me. (Interview with Jeff) 
Jeff 's case illustrated that even though students might not agree with what the teacher 
was suggesting in the feedback, they would still follow the feedback if they wanted 
to gain higher marks, knowing that the same teacher will be grading their final 
version of the assignment. 
4,2.3.4.2 Case of Dorothy 
Dorothy's case was at the other extreme: she ignored much feedback in 
revising her drafts. As seen from Table 12，she ignored a majority of 85% of teacher 
feedback made on her first draft when she wrote her second draft. While she ignored 
smaller and smaller proportion of the teacher feedback, and acting in accordance 
with the factor of ignoring "feedback on earlier drafts" mentioned above, the ignored 
feedback also covered more and more aspects. This can be accounted for by the fact 
that her teacher gave only feedback on content on her first draft. As more and more 
aspects of her drafts were commented upon, she ignored some of each of these 
aspects of feedback given to her. This showed that besides a tendency of ignoring 
feedback on earlier drafts, all aspects of feedback were possible to be ignored. 
Feedback on Draft # 1 2 3 4 (penultimate) 
Feedback ignored (%) 85.71% 55.56% 18.92% 11.11% 
Aspects C, V I C, O | C, 0，V | C, O, G, V，M 一 
Table 12. Text analysis: Ignored teacher feedback in Dorothy's case 
The examination of her preliminary drafts and final version of Dorothy's essay 
also confirmed the reason for ignoring feedback on content as a result of the 
difficulty or trouble in finding the relevant supporting evidence. Among the feedback 
on content she ignored, Dorothy repeatedly avoided responding to one of the 
feedback points: to support her position by making a comparison on a piece of news 
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as reported by the free newspapers and that by the regular paid newspapers. Despite 
the clear and direct instructions given by her teacher, even to the extent of how the 
research could be done in a step-by-step manner, Dorothy seemed unwilling, or 
unable, to follow suit. She cited a comparison done by others on some newspapers in 
a foreign country instead of citing or doing a comparison on her own on local 
newspapers. The reasons for her ignoring this piece of feedback, whether it was her 
unwillingness or her inability 一 or both - were uncertain, 
Dorothy's major difficulty in following teacher feedback, however, was 
revealed to be more related to her inability in comprehending teacher feedback. 
During the interview, Dorothy commented that she found it difficult to locate the 
problems or mistakes with her essay so as to take action and revise accordingly: 
I think most of the feedback required us to think by ourselves. . . For 
example, [Teacher A] asked me to change the thesis statement; but in my 
eyes, the thesis statement was perfectly OK. (Interview with Dorothy) 
While part of the cause might be the clarity of the teacher feedback, and another part 
might be related to the willingness of students in following the suggestions or 
instructions given in teacher feedback, students' proficiency in understanding the 
feedback might also play a role in the process. In Dorothy's case, there might be a 
mismatch between the level of clarity she needed and the level of clarity her teacher 
provided to her, given her proficiency in attending to this particular piece of 
feedback. 
It was not a unique practice of attending to less teacher feedback at the 
beginning and more when the final version was approaching. Text analysis on the 
assignments of two other students (Hilda and T#12) also confirmed the trend of 
paying more attention to feedback nearer to the end of the writing process. 
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4.2.3.5 Feedback Ignored: Teachers，Views 
When asked about this behaviour of ignoring feedback given on the papers, 
teachers gave several related - but probably superficial - reasons to the phenomenon. 
Reasons given by teachers through interviews included: students, especially from 
Classes B and C, did not care about the assignment as it was a piece of homework 
from a required course rather than a course in their major programme or a course 
they were genuinely interested in; students were too busy to have enough time in 
doing revisions according to all the feedback points given on their papers as they had 
other engagements (homework from other courses or duties from extra-curricular 
activities) to handle; students overlooked some of the feedback points as they were 
overwhelmed by the feedback on their papers; and, rather unlikely to be a cause for 
ignoring feedback than a source of difficulty (explained earlier in this chapter), 
students found the handwriting of their teachers illegible. Teacher B also noted that it 
was understandable for a student to ignore the feedback on "content" (here, it means 
"feedback on meaning" as defined in Chapter 2) as it might be more "debatable"; 
however, ignoring feedback on "language" (here, it means "feedback on form,’ as 
defined in Chapter 2) would imply that student took the assignment too lightly, as 
feedback on form was usually more clearly stated and thus entail corresponding 
actions taken during revision (Interview with Teacher B). Even though teachers noted 
elsewhere the needs of their students, they did not see these students' needs as a 
probable cause to the phenomenon of ignoring teacher feedback. 
Reasons given above point out the many factors which may have led to 
students' non-action towards teacher feedback received - factors related to the 
administration of the course, the time element, and the quantity, type, and 
manifestations of the feedback. Factors related to the content or quality of the teacher 
feedback itself, however, seemed to be ignored by teachers in understanding the 
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contributing factors to the phenomenon of students ignoring teacher feedback, as 
shown above by analysing the data collected from student informants. 
4.2.3.6 Feedback Received Negatively 
As one of the functions of teacher feedback on writing to students is to help 
them revise their essays so that they can turn in a better final version for the 
assignment (mentioned above), students do not receive all kinds of comments 
positively. Among the student informants, there was feedback which they thought as 
meaningless or useless — whether for their revisions for subsequent drafts or for their 
development of writing skills - though some of it may provide very short term 
happiness to the students: positive feedback, and feedback without explanations, 
which will be explained below. 
4.2.3.6,1 Positive Feedback 
Positive feedback, expressed as ticks (“产）or compliments such as “Good 
introduction", was — surprisingly — not received positively. Although some students 
(Cathy, Dorothy, and Gladys) expressed happiness over receiving positive feedback 
and even extreme happiness (for Hilda) in receiving positive feedback on certain 
areas like topic sentences and in end-of-essay commentary, others simply took it as a 
signal for "pass" in revision process. This view towards positive feedback was in 
sharp contrast to Ferris' (1995) findings of students being discouraged by having 
never received positive comments and of students remembering positive comments 
received on content and organisation most specifically. 
The general understanding of ticks (“Z，，）was "they mean OK; I don't think I 
would do anything about them" (Interview with Irene), or “[A tick] means I did not 
have to revise that paragraph!" (Interview with Erica). Even though both Bertha and 
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Florence acknowledged that positive feedback like ticks may indicate certain parts of 
the essay were fine, instead of perfect, and further polishing may be needed, 
non-action was still their strategy towards positive feedback because of the time 
constraint in revising the paper: 
Because there is a time limit for revising the drafts. It is quite time 
consuming already to deal with the negative comments, and I am not 
very patient to deal with the same draft for too long a period of time. To 
avoid such boredom or annoyance during revision, I would ignore those 
parts that [Teacher A] already felt that they are OK — unless he found 
something wrong with them in the next draft and ask me to revise 
them — and focus more on those which he thought that there were big 
problems now. (Interview with Bertha) 
Gladys，rhetorical question in response to the reason of the way positive feedback 
was treated perhaps hit the best explanations of all the student interviewees: "What if 
my essay worsened after I made changes there?" (Interview with Gladys) After all, 
students revise for a better, not worse, version of the assignment. If the teacher did 
not express doubts over certain areas, why bother to make changes there when it was 
good enough? Positive feedback was thus received negatively: students either enjoy 
some positive emotions over it, or treat it as a ‘‘pass，，for them to ignore certain parts 
of their essays during revisions. 
4.2,3.6.2 Feedback Without Explanations 
Something obvious to the teacher may not be obvious to the students — this is 
the time when teachers might simply cross out certain words without explaining why 
they did so, while students were mystified by this particular piece of feedback. 
Although there were times students made careless mistakes — on language in 
particular - which they could solve when reminded by their teachers about the place 
of the mistake, students may have made mistakes out of low proficiency of their 
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English language at other times. Feedback without explanations was especially not 
welcome in areas where students were weak and thus unable to revise by a mere hint. 
As explained by Cathy: 
I think it is better not to just cross out something to indicate that there 
was something wrong without explanations — if I had known that it was 
wrong, I would not have written it out there! If you [Teacher B] found 
some problem with that, and you do not explain what that was, I would 
not know what to do with that! (Interview with Cathy) 
Bertha expressed similar idea over whether to give explanations in feedback: 
...grammar is something very easy to Teacher A; he doesn't even need 
to think about it. So he would just underline without providing any 
explanations, while I would not understand what was wrong with it. He 
usually will provide some explanations and information on ideas, but not 
for grammar. That's why it is the most difficult. (Interview with Bertha) 
Feedback without explanations was not only unhelpful for students to leam what was 
problematic about their essay, it was also ambiguous in directing how students 
should revise for subsequent drafts: "But sometimes if [Teacher A] just underlined 
something and then wrote 'think carefully', then I would just not know what to do" 
(Interview with Hilda). 
Besides feedback on grammar, students interviewed preferred feedback with 
explanations, or even direct correction, on vocabulary. Bertha, Gladys, and Jeff, for 
instance, indicated their preference of direct provision of an alternative word on the 
essay instead of asking them to find one — not because they were lazy, they claimed, 
but the vocabulary they knew was too small to find an alternative word to express 
their ideas in the context appropriately. 
While a majority of the student interviewees indicated their preference towards 
feedback with explanations, feedback without explanations may be useful for 
careless mistakes - where mistakes were made not because of proficiency, but 
because of carelessness. The main concern of teachers, then, is the proficiency of that 
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particular student in understanding the feedback made on his or her drafts and in 
performing the revisions afterwards. 
4.2.3.7 Feedback Ignored and Received Negatively: Summary 
Students' negative views towards teacher feedback were shown through 
feedback ignored and feedback received negatively. Feedback ignored was most 
probably found on vocabulary, grammar, and content, and was related more to the 
ways it was expressed: teachers may think they have pointed out the problems while 
students were either unable to comprehend the feedback in locating the problems or 
unable to solve the problems mentioned because of unspecific guidance provided in 
the feedback. It was also found that feedback received negatively was positive 
feedback and feedback without explanations, even though short term positive 
emotions may be generated. In effect, students held a utilitarian view towards 
feedback given by teachers, and did not welcome feedback they found useless for the 
revision of their writing assignments or for the development of their writing skills. 
4.2.4 Students' Response to Teacher Feedback: Summary 
This section provided an overview of what kinds of feedback students attended 
to, deleted, ignored, received positively and received negatively. Students were found 
to read all teacher feedback, while attending to the feedback they found clear, 
specific, and easy to understand — feedback which was useful to their revision of 
subsequent drafts or to improve their writing ability. This utilitarian view was 
repeated in the feedback students chose to delete or to ignore in order to make 
efficient use of the feedback received during revision, and the feedback they received 
positively or negatively. In the following section, the reasons behind their 
preferences would be examined so as to provide a basis for implications of this study 
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in the following chapter. 
4.3 Reasons Behind Students，Preferences 
After depicting the general picture of how students responded to teacher 
feedback on their writing and highlighting what appeared easy and difficult for 
students to revise in response to teacher feedback, this section attempts to answer the 
second part of the second research question: factors affecting students' choice of 
whether to attend to, partially attend to, or ignore teacher feedback. These factors 
were generalisations from the kinds of feedback students attended to, easy or difficult, 
partially attended to, and ignored, and were further classified into personal and 
interpersonal factors. 
4.3.1 Personal Factors 
Personal factors refer to factors affecting students' choice of responding to 
which kinds of teacher feedback over the others as a result of their individual 
capability and choice. These factors include proficiency in English, repertoire in 
revision strategies, and balancing between personal voice and the "standard." The 
first two factors concern the ability of the students, while the last one concerns the 
willingness, or conscious choice, of the individual students. 
4,3.LI Proficiency in English 
Proficiency in English, especially in terms of the grammatical knowledge and 
the size of vocabulary, affects the ability of students in responding to teacher 
feedback. While most student interviewees commented on the difficulties in dealing 
with feedback on organisation. Bertha stood out as she also found feedback on 
grammar and vocabulary difficult to deal with. Whereas other students like Angela or 
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Florence reckoned their grammar in English was quite good and thus did not 
encounter many problems when dealing with feedback on grammar - if any existed 
at all, Bertha pointed out that precisely because her English was not native-like, she 
needed more input than other students: 
Grammar is the most difficult because my grammar is poor. I can 
manage simple present, past and future tenses, but when it comes to 
more complicated tenses like present perfect, etc, I start to get confused. 
But then you still have to use them to make the paper looks better, and 
so grammar is very troublesome to me. However, grammar is something 
very easy to Teacher A, he doesn't even need to think about it. So he 
would just underline without providing any explanations, while I would 
not understand what was wrong with it. . . That's why it is the most 
difficult. (Interview with Bertha) 
While not many of the students had difficulties in dealing with feedback on grammar, 
a majority of them shared the difficulty in dealing with feedback on vocabulary: that 
their vocabulary was limited when compared to that of their instructors that they 
found feedback such as “Any better word?" (on Cathy's preliminary draft) difficult to 
deal with. This was the case for both English majors and non-English majors. While 
Bertha admitted that she had a relatively small vocabulary when, again, compared to 
her writing instructor who was a native speaker of English (explained in last section 
above), Angela, also an English major, reported that she had a small vocabulary so 
she would not “force some vocabulary into my [her] paper" (Interview with Angela). 
Non-English majors like Cathy and Jeff both commented that when asked to use an 
alternative word, they would find it difficult that they had to either seek help from 
other sources in order to respond to the feedback or just gave up and ignore the 
feedback: 
I used the same word again and again, and [Teacher B] wanted me to use 
some different words, this would be quite difficult, because I really 
could not think of another word to use. (Interview with Cathy) 
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I remember, like, the choice of words was not precise enough, but...I 
tried to think about the right word to use, but sometimes I could not 
think of any�and so...sometimes I would use the words from elsewhere 
in the same paper and use it to replace some words that were not so 
precise enough, but the effect may not be that good. (Interview with Jeff) 
Their comments reflected that having a limited vocabulary which was insufficient for 
them to express themselves was a common problem among students in Hong Kong. 
It was not surprising that when they were asked specifically to deal with their 
vocabulary in their writing, they would find it difficult to work on. Cases where 
students found feedback on vocabulary not difficult to deal with were either 
“[Teacher B] would write the more appropriate word for you when he said that the 
word you used was not quite right" (Interview with Gladys) or students who were 
proficient enough to find writing as a process for learning more new words: 
Writing makes you find new words, and so you leam many new words 
through writing. If I do not have to write, it would lower the chance that 
I leam some more words. (Interview with Erica) 
To Erica, even a hint on indicating something wrong with the grammar in her essay 
was enough to lead her to comprehend what the problem was and correct the mistake 
easily. To some other less proficient students, however, more explanations or even 
direct corrections were needed to allow students to locate the mistake and thus the 
problem of the mistake before successful revision was enabled through following 
feedback on grammar. Proficiency level of students, in this light, was crucial in 
determining the level of responsiveness of students to teacher feedback, which 
confirmed Enginarlar's (1993) findings in suggesting that students' proficiency 
should be taken into account when teachers gave feedback to student writing. 
In sum, students who had low proficiency in grammar or vocabulary in English 
would find feedback on the respective aspect difficult to deal with. Proficiency in 
English thus plays a fundamental role in whether students were able to respond to 
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teacher feedback on grammar and vocabulary — no matter how this feedback was 
expressed. 
4.3.1.2 Repertoire of Revision Strategies 
While proficiency of English is related to how well students respond to 
feedback on grammar and vocabulary, repertoire of revision strategies affects more 
on how well students can respond to feedback on content and, especially, on 
organisation. A majority of students indicated that they were unable to revise 
according to teacher feedback because they did not know how to approach the 
revision process, especially when it was related to the organisation of the essay: how 
to find the thesis statement, how to sharpen the topic sentences, how to provide 
enough support to the arguments, how to write a good introduction and conclusion, 
and how to make the whole essay flow smoothly by arranging arguments in a logical 
way. As mentioned above, this may be related to a certain extent to the genre of the 
paper — an academic essay - which students were unfamiliar with when they were 
required to write for the first time in the writing courses taken. 
Qualitative results from Question 11 of student questionnaires indicated that a 
majority of students relied solely on teacher feedback when revising for the 
subsequent drafts (see Table 13). Those who reported consulting other sources, such 
as the student from Class A � m a y have consulted more than one sources, including 
asking opinions from their peers, and seeking help for more information online or 
from other reference books such as grammar books and dictionary. Such lack of 
revision strategies echoed findings of studies by Cohen (1987) and Cohen and 
Cavalcanti (1990) in suggesting that students had limited strategies in responding to 
teacher feedback, mostly just made a mental note. 
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Revision strategies Class A Class B Class C 
Based solely on teacher feedback given 10 8 8 
Consult teacher 1 2 0 
Consult other sources 1 4 7 
- F r i e n d s 1 0 1 
- S e a r c h for more information (e.g. online) 1 2 1 
- G r a m m a r books 0 3 2 
- D i c t i o n a r y 1 2 3 
Missing 0 0 1 
Total 14 16 
Table 13. Student questionnaires: Strategies students used during revision process 
Dorothy, who had serious difficulty in revising her essay, commented that she 
had the most difficulty in comprehending feedback on organisation, and she wished 
her teacher had shown her more examples or given her more instructions in how to 
deal with the organisation of her essay: 
I think he may give some examples as to how to revise, as it was still my 
first few times to have contact with this type of essays, I was still not so 
sure about how to work on it. . . I think it should be better if he would 
teach us more at the first few drafts on how to revise them. (Interview 
with Dorothy) 
Hilda, one of the student interviewees, mentioned that once her teacher 
...bracketed something and used some arrows to point, and wrote “see� 
how arrange different ideas into sentences can be!" (Interview with 
Hilda) 
In this comment, it was not difficult to find that Hilda was amazed by the way her 
instructor could rearrange a part of her essay in such a manner, which she probably 
had never thought of. Both Dorothy and Hilda showed that they lacked the skills in 
revising their essays as far as the organisation was concerned. 
Among the revision strategies, students' research skills might be related to 
their success in finding appropriate data in supporting their arguments, making the 
essay more convincing to readers. Text analysis showed that quite a number of 
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students avoided responding to feedback on content asking them to find more 
concrete information or statistical data in supporting their arguments (T#26, 28, 30, 
31, to name a few). Among the student interviewees, Cathy, Dorothy and Irene 
encountered difficulties in finding the data to support their arguments; Cathy was 
unable to find the enrolment figures of undergraduates 20 years ago online, Dorothy 
was unable to find suitable comparison made locally by others between the free 
newspapers and the regular newspapers, while Irene contradicted herself in the sales 
figures of a magazine without quoting exact numbers. When questioned by their 
writing instructors, none of them were able to give a direct response: Cathy chose to 
ignore the feedback by revising nothing related to this problem, while Dorothy 
partially responded to the feedback by quoting some examples based on some 
non-local newspapers, and Irene partially attended to it by deleting and adding some 
sentences. While some of them might be unaware of where or how — besides going to 
the Internet 一 to locate the relevant data, which was the case of Cathy and Irene, 
some might be unable to conduct some first-hand analysis in supporting their 
arguments, which was the case of Dorothy. 
In sum, students found feedback on organisation and content difficult to deal 
with and act upon because of not knowing how to deal with it. Students' revision 
strategies in terms of polishing the organisation of their essays and finding the 
appropriate support for the arguments in their essays were not wide-ranging enough. 
Wider repertoire of revision strategies would imply better capabilities of students in 
responding to teacher feedback on organisation and content. 
4.3.1.3 Balancing Between Personal Voice and the “Standard，， 
Students might deliberately not follow what was said in teacher feedback 
because, after balancing their personal voice and the "standard", students found it 
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more important to express themselves than to conform to the "standard", vice versa. 
Personal voice refers to the content students want to express and the style of how 
some ideas may be expressed, while the "standard" was a term from one of the 
informants, which refers to the quality of things like organisation framework and 
tone or style of the essay which were considered to be approved by the teachers and 
helpful in gaining higher marks — items listed on a piece of feedback sheet used by 
the writing instructor to grade the essays and useful in "let[ting] the students know 
what the standard is. . . and it [the feedback sheet]. . . shows clearly the grade you 
have for each of the item" (Interview with Je办 During the interviews with students, 
it was found that while some of them were quite conscious in letting their personal 
voice communicated, most others concerned a great deal about conforming to the 
"standard" in order to gain higher marks. 
Pursuit of personal voice might be the reason for not following teacher 
feedback. As expressed by Florence and Angela, they might ignore the feedback if it 
would hinder their expression of what they want to say and how they want to say it: 
Perhaps because I did not agree with [Teacher A's] comments, or if I had 
my own ideas about my essay, and I wanted to express in that particular 
way, then I would insist and would not change according his comments. 
(Interview with Florence) 
Because my purpose was to make people laugh, and if in the end it 
turned into a very serious article, I would have lost what I wanted to 
achieve all the way. And...if I had a direction, I would persist. And if 
Teacher A told me to put it more seriously, I would insist on doing it in a 
humorous way. . . because right at the beginning I had set this as my 
goal in this paper. (Interview with Angela) 
It might sound like they were taking lots of risks in insisting to present their essays in 
their own ways. Angela, however, revealed that this was not the case: 
I knew that my classmates were working on things that were serious, and 
I should not be working on the same serious and boring thing as they 
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were doing. And also I think humour is, at this level, something that 
would make me stand out from my classmates, and so I insist. (Interview 
with Angela) 
By sticking to her own style of presenting her ideas, she might have an “outstanding” 
essay which gained higher marks than the essays of other students could gain; it was, 
after all, a strategy well-balanced in considering the expression of personal voice and 
conforming to the "standard." 
The majority of the student interviewees were more direct in expressing their 
hope in getting higher marks: they aimed to achieve this by following the 
"standard" — through following the feedback — set by the course and their teachers: 
I think I am one of those students who are being suppressed by the 
examination and education system for so long that I find it natural to 
follow every thing teachers have said to me, so that one will get high 
marks. In the end, marks are very important for one's studies. (Interview 
with Bertha) 
The following draft was also marked by [Teacher B], and if he found 
problems with my essay, I would feel very strongly that I should follow 
his advice. You knew that it is him who will be marking the following 
draft, and if you did not follow his advice, it would be problematic. 
(Interview with Irene) 
...one of the aspects was that it was [Teacher B] who was going to give 
me grades on this assignment. . . I still had to revise it for a mark, so I 
revised it accordingly. (Interview with Jeff) 
The public examinations, which were considered predominantly in terms of 
how many marks students can get with reference to a standard, played an important 
role in the studies of the undergraduates before they could enter the university. They 
had spent four years to pass two public examinations, and during the four years of 
senior secondary school education, students were taught to evaluate their studies with 
reference to the standard of the public examinations. It was thus predictable that 
students found it "natural" (in Bertha's term) to follow teacher feedback, and to place 
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heavy weight in gaining high marks even after they had finished their public 
examinations and entered the university. 
However, following teacher feedback blindly may be risky, as Bertha 
recounted her experience: 
Sometimes, even though you followed [Teacher A's] comments to revise, 
you would find that what he thinks and what you think are not the same. 
And in the end it turned out that he may dislike this new draft more than 
the last one; it happened. (Interview with Bertha) 
Whereas insisting on expressing personal voice might involve risks, following all 
teacher feedback 一 the “standard，，— might not be completely safe either. Following 
teacher feedback was� therefore , a balancing game between personal voice and the 
"standard." Whether to follow teacher feedback or not was a decision, a choice, made 
after balancing the two competing considerations. 
4.3.2 Interpersonal Factors 
Interpersonal factors refer to those factors which affect the preference of 
students in how to respond (or not to respond) to teacher feedback as a result of their 
network with other people or resources around them. These factors include 
communication between teachers and students, and sources for support or advice. 
While personal factors may each be related to different aspects of feedback, 
interpersonal factors affect all aspects of feedback given on students' drafts. 
4.3.2.1 Communication Between Teachers and Students 
Teachers were the givers of the feedback on the students' essays; they were the 
best candidate to go to if students found questions or difficulties in understanding the 
feedback on their essays. Qualitative responses gathered for Question 13 on student 
questionnaires also showed a high percentage of students who would seek help from 
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their teachers if they found feedback difficult to understand (see Table 14). 
Strategies Reported to Deal Class A Class B Class C Total 
With Difficulties 
Ask teacher 6 (60%) 7 (77.8%) 7 (58.3%) 20 (64.5%) 
Ask peers 1 (10%) 2 (22.2%) 2(16.7%) 5 (16.1%) 
Think about it 2 (20%) _0 0 2 (6.5%) 
Find other sources to consult 0 0 2(16.7%) 2 (6.5%) 
(e.g. notes, grammar books) 
Delete it 1 (10%) 0 0 1 (3.2%) 
Ignore it 0 _0 1 (8.3%) 1 (3.2%) 
Table 14. Student questionnaires: Qualitative response on how to deal with 
difficulties in understanding teacher feedback 
Most of the students found the chance to talk to their teachers about their 
essays a way to clarify teacher feedback written on their essays, which was helpful 
for them in knowing how to revise afterwards: 
Perhaps we were not very clear about the feedback [Teacher A] gave us 
in the beginning. But after meeting with him, his feedback was much 
clearer, and I was more certain of what I should do. (Interview with 
Erica) 
Others might find it a chance to communicate the intentions of both parties so that 
teachers would understand why students wrote in that way, and students would 
understand why teachers gave such feedback: 
If I just read [Teacher B's] comments, I may not know why he would 
give such a piece of comment, or I would not know what he wanted 
from my revision. If I did not ask him directly, I might not be able to 
improve my essay. (Interview with Irene) 
Some may even see it an opportunity for teachers to convince them to follow teacher 
feedback: 
At the beginning, though I did make changes following [Teacher B's] 
comments, I thought to myself at times: why did I have to change that? 
But then after listening to his explanations, I understand that I should not 
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Stick to my old way of writing. (Interview with Cathy) 
And some others might find it a chance to ask for more specific advice as to how to 
revise if their initial attempt failed. As Hilda explained during the interview, she once 
had difficulty in finding a particular piece of evidence requested by her writing 
instructor, so she talked to him, and her teacher let her go without finding it in the 
end. This showed that communication between teachers and students allowed more 
understanding between the two parties; difficulties could be solved by attaining more 
concrete advice from teacher-student conferencing. 
While most of the students valued teacher-student conferencing on their essays, 
some students found teachers as the first and foremost problem-solver and met with 
their teachers whenever problems a rose�and others, such as Cathy and Hilda, saw 
teachers as the last resort and find them only when their peers were unable to solve 
the problem found in teacher feedback. Whether being the first or last resort, 
communication between teachers and students concerning their essays in general and 
the feedback given in particular affects the degree to which students respond to 
teacher feedback. Quality of the communication between teachers and students was 
more important than the timing of it. The better the communication between teachers 
and students, the better the students were able to revise according to the feedback, as 
the chance for clarification emerged with teacher-student conferencing over the 
writing drafts. 
4,3.2.2 Sources for Support or Advice 
Whereas teachers were the best resource for most students to go to when they 
had problems with understanding teacher feedback, some others might not agree�and 
thought that other alternatives like their peers, some reference books like thesaurus, 
or the Internet were even more helpful. 
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During the process of writing their assignment, students were given the chance 
to talk to their classmates and gained their first taste of giving and receiving peer 
review. Most of the students found it useful, though some may question the authority 
of their fellow classmates in giving feedback to their drafts. Peer review was 
especially helpful in helping students to clarify their ideas and to make their content 
more abundant: 
I think [peer review is] about ideas, because a person's mind is limited, 
but if there are one or two more people, they will give you more new 
ideas. (Interview with Florence) 
Sometimes peer feedback was useful because peers, having the same background and 
similar proficiency of Engl ish�spoke the same language — in terms of their native 
language, Cantonese, or in terms of the choice of words to express the comments - as 
the student did, which helped the student in understanding what problems he or she 
had over the draft: 
Peer review is good for knowing, besides Teacher A's ideas, what the 
other classmates think about my paper. Sometimes the ideas from 
classmates are more useful than those from Teacher A's, because they are 
easier to understand in comparison. . . and they understand my situation 
more than the teacher does — why you are writing this but not that, and 
what the difficulties you are facing. (Interview with Bertha) 
However, when it came to the organisation of the essay�students lost confidence in 
relying on peer feedback: 
I did not care too much about what the comments were from my peers. I 
mean the useful comments from peers were mostly related to ideas, but 
not on the structure of my essay, which was mostly reviewed by Teacher 
A. But...I think peer review is useful, but not very helpful. (Interview 
with Erica) 
Comments from peers are...they are just your peers, and the ways they 
express their opinions vary from person to person. (Interview with 
Gladys) 
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I think it's better to find Teacher A then, because I think peers usually 
give advice that is a bit rough, and it is also Teacher A who has read his / 
her essay, Teacher A would be very clear about what problems he / she 
has with his/her essay. So it is safer to ask Teacher A for advice. 
(Interview with Hilda) 
I think the help was not so great. . . I think the comments given by peers 
were very similar. . . because we were not knowledgeable either. 
(Interview with Irene) 
Because we are just peers, we are on the same level. . . and so we may 
not have full understanding of something. . . I think the comments by the 
instructor are more trustworthy. (Interview with Je^^) 
There was also the problem of how good the relationship among peers was, as it 
would affect the attitude of the peers in conducting the peer review: 
I think if you have a good peer, then it is useful as he / she can point out 
problems with your essay. But then if your peer was lazy and did not 
read your essay very carefully, it [peer review] would be less helpful. 
(Interview with Dorothy) 
Cathy further elaborated that because she had to do the peer review with someone 
not only she did not know well, but also who was working on a different topic, 
problems arose during peer review as they did not have good communication with 
each other. In the end, she turned to one of her groupmates whom she knew well and 
was working on the same topic as she did: 
My classmate [assigned for peer review of my essay] was not very 
serious in giving comments on my paper, so I just ignored his 
comments. . . I had a partner who wrote on the same topic. . . So I 
mainly asked for opinions from this [another] classmate. . . I think it is 
because we were in the same group for a semester, and we know each 
other more, so we would be more willing to help each other. Otherwise, 
I guess, because people from different groups do not know each other 
quite well, they would not be so serious about how to help you in your 
assignment. (Interview with Cathy) 
In sum, peer review might be helpful if the relationships among peers were good, and 
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they were willing to help each other on the content of the papers. Teacher feedback, 
however, was still the authoritative and most reliable source for revising for a better 
subsequent draft when major changes, such as those related to the organisation of the 
essay, were involved. 
Besides peer review, few students referred to other resources for help. For 
example, Erica would go online to find words, and Hilda would use thesaurus for 
more varieties in vocabulary for her essays. Others claimed that they consulted no 
extra materials besides teacher feedback on their drafts during revision. Whereas the 
use of other resources showed that students lack the vocabulary they wanted to use in 
academic essays� the fact that only one or two of the student interviewees used these 
resources showed that students were not very familiar in finding other sources for 
help in writing; they relied on their own knowledge most of the time in composing 
their essays. 
4.3.3 Reasons Behind Students' Preferences: Summary 
Five factors held accountable for the response of students towards teacher 
feedback were listed in this section. Teacher feedback was seen as the primary source 
for students to revise their papers, which made personal factors such as students' 
proficiency of English, repertoire of revision strategies, and balancing between 
personal voice and the "standard" most influential in determining to what extent 
students would be able and willing to follow teacher feedback in writing their 
subsequent drafts. More teacher feedback — presented verbally in teacher-student 
conferencing - was also seen as favourable in motivating students to follow teacher 
feedback. Other sources like peer feedback, thesaurus and the Internet, while useful, 
were not seen as obligatory in helping students revise their drafts according to 
teacher feedback. Teacher feedback, after all, was seen as the ultimate authority. 
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After investigating the reasons for students' preferences in responding to 
teacher feedback, the following section will focus on the strategies used by the 
students to revise in general and to overcome these difficulties in particular. 
4.4 Students' Views and Teachers' Views 
This section attempts to respond to the third research question by comparing 
the actual revision process gone through by students and the ideal revision process 
expected by their writing instructors. Strategies used in their revision process are 
brought to light in this section through student questionnaires, interview with student 
informants, and text analysis in comparing their final versions against the 
corresponding preliminary drafts. These revision strategies were discussed from the 
most common to the less common ones, highlighting the reasons of using certain 
strategies in particular occasions. Recommendations from teachers about revision 
strategies are also reported. It is hoped that through such comparisons over revision 
processes and strategies as viewed by teacher and students, match and mismatch 
between the two parties concerning teacher feedback on writing would be revealed, 
so that some conclusions and implications could be drawn in the next chapter. 
4.4.1 Students' Use of Teacher Feedback During Revision Process 
In order to investigate how students responded to teacher feedback, students 
were asked to recall how they went through their revision process from their first 
drafts, peer review, teacher -student conferencing (if any), other preliminary drafts, 
to the final version of their papers. This practice aimed to help students to locate 
what they had done during the whole writing process so as to give some hints on how 
some students succeeded while some others failed in improving their drafts for a 
final version of their papers. 
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4.4.1.1 A Brief Overview of the Revision Process Undertaken by Students 
In the following, generalisations of the revision process undertaken by students 
in Class A (English majors) and Classes B and C (non-English majors) were made to 
highlight what and how changes were made during the process. Students were found 
to be highly reliant on teacher feedback, as will be shown below. 
4.4.1.1.1 Revision Process Undertaken by English Majors (Class A) 
English majors wrote and handed in an outline, three preliminary drafts^' and 
a final version for the assignment, on which feedback was given by their writing 
instructor, Teacher A, so that students had multiple chances of receiving teacher 
feedback and revise their papers accordingly. Most of the students made major 
changes on the second draft, as their first draft was much shorter than the required 
length for the assignment; the aim of the first draft was to set the theme of the paper, 
while more ideas would be added into the second draft - students took a more serious 
attitude in writing the second draft as well. Minor things were also revised in this 
draft: things related to word choice and grammar. Better organisation (in terms of 
more focused thesis statement and topic sentences) would be seen on the third draft, 
where students would also revise continually for their ideas of the paper. As their 
writing instructor put great emphasis on organisation, students seized the chance to 
polish up their essay after receiving feedback on the third draft, in which they took a 
final look at the organisation and made necessary changes for the final version of the 
assignment. 
Their teacher was available for answering their questions throughout the 
writing and revision process. They could ask him questions when he returned the 
11 Some students, as mentioned before, wrote more than three drafts before handing in the final 
versions of the assignment depending on their individual needs and the conversation between them 
and their teacher. 
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commented drafts to them in class, or made an appointment with him to discuss the 
essay. 
Peer review was built into the revision process: by teaming up in groups of 
three, every student received feedback from two of their classmates after writing up 
their second drafts. As they had to discuss their peer's work and also turn in the peer 
review forms in their portfolios, students were able to get some feedback from their 
peers. 
Besides the support from their peers, students also had the chance to seek help 
from other sources. For example, Angela reflected that apart from asking her friends 
for opinions, she also went online to research some more information on her topic 
during the revisions for her second and third drafts. Though she could not find what 
she was looking for in the end, she found something else useful for her essay. 
However, some students, like Dorothy and Florence, still found it a lonesome process 
when revising their essays: Dorothy repeatedly pointed out that it was up to her to 
figure out the meaning of teacher feedback and how to work on them, and Florence 
believed that although peers may be helpful during the revision process, it was her 
own job to go through the actual revision process in the end: 
I would try to think of another way to approach it [when faced with 
difficulties during revision process]. . . Usually I just read the comments 
by myself. . . I mainly work on my own. If I had to consult some 
materials, it would be before writing the drafts. (Interview with Dorothy) 
To me, I think it was quite a lonesome work — you are the one to revise 
the draft, facing the computer screen, based on the comments given by 
Teacher A. I think that person [faced with difficulties during revision] 
should talk to his / her teacher, or peer review is also useful, like, talk to 
your groupmates and ask them for more ideas. (Interview with Florence) 
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4.4.1.1.2 Revision Process Undertaken by Non-English Majors (Classes B and C) 
Although they still had to write an outline, two preliminary drafts and a final 
version for their writing project, non-English majors only received teacher feedback 
on the outline and once on their preliminary drafts: the first draft was for peer review, 
and it was only after revising their first draft according to peer feedback that students 
turned in the subsequent draft (called a "second draft" in Class B and a "first draft" 
in Class C) for teacher feedback, for which they revised accordingly to arrive at the 
final version of the paper. Peer review, though built into the whole writing process, 
was less successfully implemented. As reflected by Jeff, he did not receive any peer 
feedback from his peer, and so "the 'second' draft that I handed in to the instructor 
was the same as my first draft; I did not change anything" (Interview with Jef¥). For 
those having received peer feedback, they revised little with reference to it; their 
major revision took place after receiving teacher feedback on their second draft. The 
changes made were mainly in accordance with what was asked in teacher feedback, 
including changes on organisation (in linking up ideas), content (refining ideas for 
clarity), grammar, and mechanics (e.g. style of reference list and citation). 
During the revision process, non-English majors usually made the changes 
alone: their main reference was the teacher feedback made on their drafts, and as 
they came from different major programmes, they were not very familiar with each 
other. Cathy, who had someone from the same major programme studying the same 
writing course, found it better to ask for advice from this student than the assigned 
peer for peer review, while others, like Jeff, chose to face the revision on his own. 
Jeff actually produced a high quality preliminary draft, so he did not have to do much 
revisions; he was also able to follow all the feedback in his revision for the final 
version of his paper. Others, who may not have such high proficiency in English, 
especially in English writing skills, may find it hard to face teacher feedback alone; 
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having a peer around for support as in the case of Cathy would help a lot during the 
revision process. 
4.4. LL3 Common Feature of Revision Process Shared by the Two Groups of 
Students 
Self initiated changes were rarely seen for the two groups of students. The 
reason, as explained by Irene, was that the essay was checked once before handing in, 
which meant that it would be the best version as seen from the student's point of 
view. So it would be fine if the revision only focused on the changes required by the 
teachers. Others thought that they would initiate changes on minor things, like 
grammar, or vocabulary, or to initiate changes only because revision on one point led 
to the next in order to make the essay as a coherent whole: 
Like grammar or vocabulary...if I changed a sentence here, I would not 
like to use the same sentence structure in the following sentence, so I 
would make some changes to the next sentence as well. (Interview with 
Cathy) 
For example, he [Teacher A] found it OK for a sentence, but I found it 
not so good, as the sentence preceding it was changed because he had 
asked for i t � a n d I found it better to change the following sentence after 
revising the previous one. (Interview with Dorothy) 
Major changes, such as changes to organisation or replace an idea with another, 
were rarely self-initiated. As explained by Hilda: 
R (Researcher): So you would not initiate major changes like changing 
an idea...? 
Hilda: I did not dare to! 
R: So it's better for him to ask you to do so before you really changed 
them? 
Hilda: Yes, because I did not know what the consequences would be 
after such changes. 
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This showed that students heavily relied on teacher feedback during their revision, 
especially on things related to the organisation and content - the meaning — of their 
essays. Such heavy reliance on teacher feedback echoed the implications of the call 
for teachers in Amdt's (1993) study in asking students to be more in control of their 
own writing instead of being too dependent on teachers. 
4,4.1.2 Strategies Used in the Revision Process 
Strategies used during the revision process could be generalised from the 
above recall of the students' revision process for their assignments. Students mainly 
faced the revision process on their own, with occasional consultation with their 
teachers and even less with their peers. Other resources were rarely used. The main 
references they had were the teacher feedback they received on their paper, and the 
knowledge they already possessed. 
4.4,1,2,1 Contemplating on Their Own 
Contemplating on their own was the most frequently used strategy during the 
revision process. The common use of this strategy echoed Cohen's (1987) and Cohen 
and Cavalcanti's (1990) findings of students lacking strategies in responding to 
teacher feedback; they only made a mental note of what was mentioned in the 
feedback. Students based their understanding of the teacher feedback on what they 
had already known: information on the topic as a result of researching online before 
writing the assignment, knowledge of grammar and vocabulary possessed so far, and 
on how to organise an essay learnt in the writing course. They would read and 
re-read the feedback in order to make sense of what was written by their teachers, so 
as to carry out the revision on their papers, hopefully without any outside help, 
successfully. The revision process may not be a difficult task for proficient students, 
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such as Angela and Jeff, but may prove more difficult to students who were less 
proficient, such as Dorothy (who recalled difficulties in revising the organisation of 
her paper) and Bertha (who may found her grammar and vocabulary weak while 
teacher feedback did not provide enough input to enable easy revision). 
4.4.1.2.2 Consulting Their Peers 
Peers came to the rescue when difficulties arose during the revision process: 
either because of the built-in peer review or because of the network students had with 
their classmates. There was a tendency that students would go to their peers first 
before consulting their instructors, especially on minor issues such as grammar and 
vocabulary which they did not want to bother their teachers. Peers were also helpful 
in suggesting more ideas to the content of the essay, making it more abundant. 
4.4.1.2.3 Consulting Their Teachers 
It was after self contemplation and probably after peer feedback that teachers 
were resorted to if they found some important issues which they could not address. 
These would usually be some major issues, such as things related to the organisation 
of their essays, since minor problems would have been addressed by themselves or 
solved with the help of their peers already. 
4.4.1.2.4 Consulting Other Resources 
The last reference point would be some non-human resources, such as 
thesaurus for vocabulary, some grammar books for grammar, or the Internet for 
additional information on the content of their writing topic. These resources were 
sometimes not helpful. Angela, for example, could not found the information on her 
topic she needed online, so she found some alternative information to include into 
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her topic. Dorothy also could not found the evidence she needed for supporting her 
argument, and thus put in some information which might be relevant to the essay. 
Consulting other resources, thus, was the last strategy adopted by the students and 
was seen to be the least effective strategy for revising their papers among students. 
4.4.2 Teachers' Expectations on the Use of Teacher feedback in Revision Process 
Teacher feedback was given by the writing instructors on students' papers; 
however, it was rarely asked how the teachers would like their students to deal with 
the feedback they wrote. Do teachers expect their students to follow the feedback as 
directions or suggestions? Are there ways teachers found helpful for their students in 
responding to the feedback effectively? How should students take teacher feedback 
so that students would write better subsequent drafts for the assignment and improve 
their writing ability as a whole? These questions were addressed through interviews 
with the three teachers involved in this s tudy�which may give some ideas on how 
students should respond to teacher feedback more effectively. 
4,4.2.1 Summary of Teachers，Recommendations of the Revision Process 
Although the three writing classes involved all focused on academic essays, 
the three writing instructors had different focuses in giving feedback, and thus 
different expectations on how students revise their papers. 
4.4.2.LI Teacher A，s Recommendations 
Teacher A focused a lot on organisation, and paid the least attention to 
grammar. He showed his focus by giving lots of feedback on organisation and 
minimal (if any) feedback on grammar for preliminary drafts, and only gave 
extensive feedback on grammar on final version of the assignment. Teacher A 
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believed that improving the organisation of the essay was the paramount 
consideration, which could be realised by better organising materials to avoid 
repetition and better connecting ideas in terms of paragraph transitions and moving 
from general to specific. 
Teacher A expected students to "read every single thing that I [he] wrote, with 
great care" (Interview with Teacher A) and, ideally, a chance for teacher-student 
conference would be perfect, in which students ask questions on unclear feedback, 
and let the teacher know what they plan to do with the feedback in the revision for a 
subsequent draft. But in practice, he did not set teacher-student conference as a 
routine in the revision process; students were expected to focus on his feedback "and 
to try to make [the essay] better to the best of their ability", and asked him questions 
only if they wanted to (Interview with Teacher A). 
Instead, peers were recommended as the most useful source of help by Teacher 
A; even grammar books, dictionary, or thesaurus would not do much help during 
revision. In line with Teacher A's rationale, peer review was built into the revision 
process. The main aim of peer review, according to Teacher A, was not to offer too 
complicated advice, but to check if your peers understood what was expressed in the 
paper, as "if you're not easily understood, you're not a good writer" (Interview with 
Teacher A). So simple comments like “I don't understand you" or "What are you 
talking about? This isn't clear to me" were good enough in helping the revision 
process. Grammar books and thesaurus would not be helpful, in Teacher A's eyes, as 
In reality, you can't improve your writing by checking up grammar 
books. . . I think checking a grammar book for 5 hours trying to figure 
out what the use offered him incorrectly is a waste of your time. 
And 
the words in most of the thesauruses are, you know, they can be very old, 
and out of fashion, used wrongly. I can almost always can tell when the 
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students use the thesaurus for the vocabulary. (Interview with Teacher A) 
Checking the part of speech with dictionary might be helpful in avoiding the wrong 
use of part of speech, but students did not even double check or proof-read their 
work, which would be helpful enough in spotting these mistakes. 
4.4.2. L2 Teacher B，s Recommendations 
Teacher B took a more balanced approach between emphasising organisation 
and content and taking care of the grammar of the students, as he found that his 
students were weak in both aspects. 
Teacher B expected students to take his feedback carefully and slowly. Teacher 
B believed that students should “read all the things I have written on their paper very 
carefully, then think. . . and make judgement on whether corrections are needed at 
different places" (Interview with Teacher B). In accordance with his belief that his 
feedback was suggestive rather than directive, he allowed students to judge whether 
to revise according to his feedback or not. He believed that suggestive feedback 
would be more appropriate because the genre of the essay was argumentative, and he 
might not be an expert on the topic students were writing either. Arguments were 
thus less absolute in terms of right or wrong; how the arguments were explained or 
presented was more crucial to the essay. 
Besides corrections, Teacher B also suggested that students should do some 
follow-up work according to his feedback, such as to find more supporting evidence 
when they were asked to provide further explanations. 
4.4.2.1,3 Teacher C，s Recommendations 
Similar to Teacher B, Teacher C also focused on both the meaning (e.g. 
organisation and content) and form (grammar and mechanics) of students' essays, 
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though he put a little bit more emphasis on the later aspects. Teacher C also tended to 
give more directive feedback: "there are some suggestions but a little bit more 
directive" (Interview with Teacher C). 
Teacher C expected his students to revise things related to grammar and 
(especially) mechanics after receiving his feedback: 
I 'd like them to correct their grammar mistakes�correct heir spelling 
mistakes, improve their use of sources, references; I think that's 
necessary, have the right format for the references, which I think 
students made small errors even though they've been told how to do it. 
(Interview with Teacher C) 
This does not imply that Teacher C only focused on grammar and mechanics, as he 
believed that students should have developed a good essay which was based on an 
outline, with sound structure, and with good ideas substantiated with evidence by the 
end of the course. However, it might be more important, in Teacher C's opinion, for 
students to get their grammar and mechanics correct after the revision process before 
turning in the final version of their papers. 
Social strategies were encouraged, by which Teacher C meant that students 
were encouraged to seek help from their peers first before they placed their queries 
on their essays back to the writing instructor: 
The first point of call for any help I encourage the students, is for them 
to talk to their team members - to help each other in that. And then I say 
if you still have any comments or simply not clear about, that your group 
members can't help you with, or you're still not sure about that, ask me, 
come and see me, make appointments, or ask me after class. Or 
sometimes in class, we have some time to talk about the drafts. 
(Interview with Teacher C) 
4,4.2.2 Strategies Recommended in the Revision Process 
Generalisations could be drawn on how students can best revise their essays 
and improve their writing skills from the recommendations of the three writing 
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instructors. Students were recommended to read all the teacher feedback carefully 
and think about how they should go about the revision before actually acting upon 
the feedback. Their primary reference point, besides the written teacher feedback, 
was their peers. Students should aim at improving the writing as a whole, not only 
work on the organisation and content of the essay, but also take care of the grammar 
and mechanics of it. Other resources, such as the grammar books, dictionary and 
thesaurus, may be useful, but in terms of improving a specific essay, these resources 
might not be very useful in providing specific advice. 
4.4.3 Students' Views and Teachers' Views: A Comparison 
Students' views seemed to match quite well with teachers' views at first glance: 
both of them named similar strategies like contemplating on their own, consulting 
teachers, peers and other sources in going through the revision process; the order of 
the strategies was also matching with each other in which both parties suggested 
students' contemplation first, before going to ask the peers, and going to the teachers 
if the problem was still unresolved, and other resources were least helpful during the 
revision process. 
The main difference between the views of students and those of teachers was 
the degree of involvement of each strategy during the revision process: students were 
relying more on themselves — and thus counting less on their peers — in 
understanding and dealing with teacher feedback than it was expected by their 
teachers. Students thus found it harder to face the teacher feedback during the 
revision process than it should be if they also ask for peers' opinion and help more 
often. 
Over-relying on their own contemplation also implies over-reliance on 
teachers' written feedback on their writing, and thus the quality of the feedback and 
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the proficiency of the students became keys to successful (or failed) revision of the 
essay. Students were also relying to a large degree on their teachers, as they preferred 
to ask for help from their teachers than discussing the problems with their peers and 
try out what was suggested by their peers. 
In view of the above mismatching views between teachers and students, the 
following chapter will try to pose some recommendations in how to improve the 




Conclusions and Implications 
The final chapter of this research thesis will first summarise the main findings 
and discussions from the previous chapters, followed by the contributions this study 
has towards the literature in this area and the pedagogical implications drawn from 
the findings. The limitations of this study will then be highlighted, which will point 
to the recommendations for future studies in related areas. 
5.1 Conclusions 
The previous chapter answered the three research questions through drawing 
data from student questionnaires, student interviews, teacher in terviews�and text 
analysis of preliminary drafts and final versions of student assignments. 
Teachers were found to give the kind of feedback on students' writing largely 
in line with their rationale as what the focuses were for the preliminary drafts and the 
final versions of essays, leading to a slightly different pattern between the feedback 
given on the two versions of essays. In the class (Class A) where more than one 
preliminary draft were given feedback to by the teacher, comparatively more 
feedback on meaning (especially on organisation and content) was found on earlier 
drafts and more feedback on form on later drafts. On the contrary, in classes (Classes 
B and C) where only one preliminary draft was given feedback by teachers�a balance 
between feedback on form and feedback on meaning was found. Feedback on form, 
especially on grammar, was even more emphasised on final versions, while feedback 
on vocabulary also stood out as the other most frequently found feedback on final 
versions of essays. The difference in focus between the feedback given on the 
preliminary drafts and that on the final version answers the first research question: 
What aspect(s) (e.g. organisation, content / ideas, grammar, vocabulary, mechanics) 
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of Student writing do teachers focus on in their feedback? 
Students were found to have tried their best in responding to all the feedback 
given on their preliminary drafts and final versions of assignments, whether easy or 
difficult, positive or negative. Students paid attention to more aspects of feedback 
given on the final versions than on the preliminary drafts, and students mainly 
focused on feedback on content and organisation during their revision for a 
subsequent draft. As a whole, students partially attended to and completely ignored 
around 6% and 11 % of the feedback when the preceding and subsequent drafts were 
compared. Feedback on content and on vocabulary were the most likely candidate for 
students in Class A, and feedback on content, grammar and mechanics for students in 
Classes B and C, to pay less than full attention to. Further analysis showed that 
aspects of feedback, though highly relevant, were not the main factor in affecting the 
level of attention; the main influential factor was the quality of the feedback, 
especially the clarity and specificity in indicating what the problem was and the 
actions required of the students. 
In addition to the aspects of feedback students attended (or not attended) to, 
students were also found to have different attitudes towards different types of 
feedback. Students liked critical (negative) feedback and feedback with minimal use 
of symbols, and students disliked feedback without explanations (though acceptable 
for careless mistakes) and positive feedback (though it provided short-term happiness 
to the students). A strong utilitarian view was expressed here as students, even 
though may try their best to follow all the feedback, received some feedback less 
positively because it was not so useful towards their revision of essays or 
development of their writing skills. 
This utilitarian view gave hints to answer the second half of the second 
research question: the reasons for students' preferences in responding to certain 
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teacher feedback and not to certain other feedback. Students were found to be more 
able to follow teacher feedback if the student writers had a higher proficiency in 
English, possessed wider repertoire of revision strategies, and were more able to 
strike a balance between the expression of personal voice and the "standard." Having 
abundant communication with their writing instructors and owning a larger pool of 
sources for support or advice were also found to be helpful. After all, students' main 
goals were to develop a better essay and better writing skills. 
While students and teachers were naming the same strategies conducive to the 
revision process, a slight mismatch was found in the proportion of strategies viewed 
as useful and thus used during the process. Students mainly relied on themselves 
(their own proficiency and knowledge) and their writing instructors, while teachers 
encouraged students to find their first and major point of support from their peers. 
Mismatch was thus found between the strategies used for revising the essays in terms 
of students' heavy reliance on teacher feedback and of teachers' unawareness of 
certain difficulties students may face during the revision process in applying the 
revision strategies. Support from other resources and especially their peers were 
under-utilised. 
5.2 Significance 
This study was significant in confirming some of the research findings in past 
studies, contributing some additional information to some not yet fully explored 
areas, and also providing some findings contrary to what has been found in the past, 
which might point to some areas for future studies. 
This study found, not surprisingly, that students liked critical feedback and 
received it positively, which confirmed to a certain extent to Ferris' (1995) study in 
finding some students took critical feedback as positive comments. "Communication 
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breakdown", in Ferris' (2001) term, was also seen in this study as exemplified by 
lack of communications between teachers and students, leading to difficulty in 
responding to teacher feedback effectively. In addition, this study confirmed the 
findings by Cohen (1987) and Cohen and Cavalcanti (1990) that students in general 
rely on contemplating on their own (in their terms: making a mental note) in dealing 
with teacher feedback, and that they lack revision strategies during the process. The 
findings of this study also confirmed Enginarlar's (1993) suggestion of proficiency 
level of students as a factor related to the success students may have in responding to 
feedback during revision. Moreover, students in this study were found dare not to 
initiate changes on their own; their heavy reliance on teacher feedback made Amdt's 
(1993) call for greater independence of students towards controlling their papers still 
valid and sound. 
In terms of deletion as a way to partially attending to teacher feedback, this 
study expanded on the speculations by Ferris (2001) and found that students may 
employ this strategy to respond to feedback by condensing the essay as requested, to 
clarify themselves through deleting some contradicting materials, or to avoid dealing 
with difficult feedback in order to save trouble, even though the suggestion by Ferris 
(2001) of deletion as a natural consequence of revision may also be a probable case. 
Ferris' (1995) study showed that students paid more attention to feedback 
given on preliminary drafts than that on the final version of writing, and that students 
wanted and remembered positive feedback. This study, however, showed that 
students paid attention to both feedback on preliminary drafts and the final version of 
the assignment, if not more attention to the latter. The attention paid to feedback on 
different versions of writing was different in quality rather than quantity: students 
attended to feedback on drafts for revisions, and feedback on final versions for 
improvement of their writing skills in benefiting their future assignments. The 
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current study also found that students might not remember positive feedback as vivid 
as negative feedback as a result of their utilitarian views towards teacher feedback. 
It was also encouraging to see that concerns over form of writing by both 
teachers and students were not so overriding in this study, in contrast to findings by 
Cohen (1987)，Lee (1998), and Leki (1991). Only one of the three teachers had made 
over half of his feedback on form, whereas the other two teachers focused more on 
the meaning of the writing. Students in Class A � t h e focus of the study, were also 
more concerned with feedback on meaning (especially on content and organisation) 
on earlier drafts, and only turned their attention to things like grammar and 
mechanics as a final check before handing in the final version of their assignments. 
After reviewing the major findings and some contributions of this study, some 
pedagogical implications are to be drawn in the following section in order to improve 
the situation, so that teachers can give more useful feedback to students, while 
students can become more responsive towards the teacher feedback received. 
5.3 Pedagogical Implications 
Findings of this study point to some actions to improving 
the situation of how to better give and understand teacher feedback on the part of 
teachers and students respectively. These actions will be classified into short-term 
and long-term initiatives; the short-term actions will be helpful to the writing for the 
immediate subsequent drafts, while the long-term actions will be beneficial for 
students' development of writing ability as a whole. 
5.3.1 Short-term Implications 
Short-term implications, as the name suggests, are about what can be done in a 
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foreseeable future, which will also have a more immediate effect. Actions mentioned 
under short-term implications are more about improving the immediate subsequent 
drafts within an assignment student write rather than their overall writing ability; 
these recommendations are more practical, and, to a large extent, require more effort 
from the writing instructors than student writers. 
5.3.1.1 Make Teacher Feedback More Comprehensible and Specific 
The most fundamental action teachers can take is to make their feedback on 
writing more comprehensible and specific, which helps eliminate misunderstanding 
on the part of students. Teacher feedback, being the first point in contact students 
have in evaluating and improving their writing, students will have a better starting 
point in improving their drafts if they find it easy to locate the problem of their 
papers by only reading the feedback on their papers. 
Students' English proficiency, especially on grammar and vocabulary, is 
closely related to how to make a piece of teacher feedback comprehensible and 
specific. As shown in the previous chapter, some feedback (such as "condense") may 
appear to some students easy to deal with while to others difficult (e.g. the ease 
found by Hilda and the difficulty found by Bertha towards this phrase). It may be 
crucial for teachers to understand the specific needs of individual students so as to 
give appropriate feedback to cater to their individual needs. This compromise 
between teachers and students was also recommended by Enginarlar (1993) so as to 
allow better feedback practice on the part of teachers. More explanations on grammar 
may be given to students with weaker grammatical knowledge, and more direct 
corrections may be required for students with limited vocabulary. If teachers were to 
give feedback on several preliminary drafts, more indirect feedback may be used in 
the beginning so as to let students think more by themselves. If they were found to be 
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less capable in revising in accordance with the indirect feedback, more direct 
feedback may be needed in the subsequent drafts so as to facilitate students' revision 
and learning processes. In this way, teachers are able to balance between the 
intention of letting students leam from mistakes and the goal of correcting the 
mistakes. 
Apart from knowing the proficiency of individual students, teachers may 
provide more comprehensible and specific feedback by using fewer symbols and 
writing more legibly. The three instructors in this study all used minimal symbols; 
they used symbols to highlight rather than to substitute the written commentary. 
Symbols thus became signals, directing students to pay different level of attention to 
the many words teacher wrote on their papers. Writing legibly saves students time in 
deciphering the feedback, making the revision process more efficient. 
Besides the actual words (and symbols) used, teacher feedback will have 
greater chance of being followed by students if it caters for the emotional needs of 
students. Short-term happiness can be generated with some positive feedback, which 
showed teachers appreciate students' efforts in writing the assignments. Negative 
feedback, which students value more as it helps to improve their essays for a better 
grade, should be presented in a mitigating tone. By mitigating tone, it means not only 
to include some positive feedback, but also to present the negative feedback in a 
persuasive yet non-threatening tone: 
I think he tried his best to discover the good sides of us, but he would 
also use a very positive and sincere manner to present to you what he 
thinks you have to improve. . . he would present them in a way that 
really make you willing to change according to his comments. . . his 
comments are unbiased. (Interview with Gladys) 
Once he thought that my draft was a bit problematic, and he wrote 
nearly a page of comments to me! There were comments saying what I 
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had done well, but also a lot on things that I still had to improve. I think 
he made his comments easy for others to accept. (Interview with Irene) 
A mitigating tone allows students to see teachers' sincerity in helping them to 
improve their writing, instead of being a judge, criticising where they have put a 
wrong step. 
In sum, to make feedback more comprehensible and specific, teachers may 
first understand students' individual needs�especially in terms of English proficiency. 
Teachers may use fewer symbols and write more legibly, and lastly, to take students' 
emotional needs into account by giving feedback in a mitigating tone. Students will 
follow more closely to more comprehensible and specific teacher feedback. 
5.3.1.2 Hold Teacher-student Conferences 
In addition to what is written on students' paper, teachers may provide verbal 
feedback by holding conferences with students. Teacher-student writing conferences 
may be helpful in further clarifying the feedback on students' papers and allowing 
better communications between teachers and students. In teacher-student conferences, 
students have a chance to ask for clarifications on certain feedback points they find 
confusing or uncertain of. They may ask for specific steps to be taken during revision 
if necessary. Teachers thus have a better idea of the specific needs of individual 
students on writing, which was seen as crucial in providing effective and useful 
feedback for students (Ferris, 1995; Hyland, 1998, 2003). 
The writing conferences will also be an opportunity for both parties to 
communicate their expectations on the paper: what students want to express in terms 
of content and achieve in terms of the reaction of the audience, and what writing 
skills teachers want students to leam from that particular piece of writing, such as 
organisation skills. Teachers may then be better able to aid students in achieving their 
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writing goals and catering for students' individual needs, while students will 
understand what they are supposed to do and the reasons behind. Teacher C in this 
study, for example, used verbal feedback to make sure his students understood what 
he had written on the papers. The improved communication provides an extra 
motivation for students to follow teacher feedback, and to write a better, more 
satisfying subsequent draft: both to the teacher and the student. 
5.3.1.3 Introduce Peer Review 
Another verbal means of helping students to better comprehend written 
feedback and write better subsequent drafts is to have peer review built into the 
writing process. To a certain extent, peers are helpful in the revision process. Peers 
are helpful in deciphering teacher feedback if it was illegible to one but legible to 
another, providing more ideas and extra resources for input to the assignment, and 
proof-reading the essay in terms of grammar and vocabulary before handing it in. 
Peer reviews are the first point of help (Teachers A), and a social strategy conducive 
to writing (Teacher C), provided that it was properly implemented so that students 
have good rapport with their peers and thus willing to help each other, and know 
what they are supposed to give feedback on and how by means of certain guidelines 
to ensure concrete suggestions can be made among peers. Peer reviews will therefore 
aid the teacher feedback in helping students improve their writing. 
5.3.1.4 Teach Revision Strategies 
In the end, however, students have to take charge of their own papers, and this 
is where revision strategies are important. Teacher feedback can give advice as to 
what has to be improved with the essay, teachers may help to clarify how the 
improvement can be done� fe l low classmates may help to suggest alternatives to the 
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paper; but the student writer himself or herself is the one who, in Florence's (one of 
the student informants) words, sits in front of the computer and faces the monitor to 
do the actual revision of the paper. Teachers may then better help students in 
following the advice in the feedback and also performing the revision on the 
preliminary drafts by giving instructions on revision strategies to students: how to 
better organise the essay by having topic sentences, supporting evidence, logical flow 
of paragraphs, eye-catching introduction, and convincing conclusions through 
cohesive devices, well-chosen and specific vocabulary, sharpened arguments, adding 
and / or moving paragraphs around, to name a few. 
These revision strategies may be new to these fresh undergraduate students 
since they have no or minimal experience in process writing during their secondary 
school education. They were not required to revise for their papers; the main focus 
for them is to get the grammar correct instead of having tight organisation and 
substantiated arguments. Moving from writing as a grammar practice from secondary 
schools to writing as a writing practice in universities may have caught them 
off-handed in terms of the different requirement of writing skills; teaching revision 
strategies will thus help students to have an idea of how writing can be approached 
under process writing. 
5.3.2 Long-term Implications 
Long-term implications, in contrast, are more conducive to the overall 
development of students' writing ability. The effects of the actions mentioned in this 
section are less apparent; it takes longer period of time, even years, before the 
benefits surface. The benefits may be shown by looking at students' different 
assignments over a period of time, which accumulate to the improved writing ability 
of students. These actions, on the contrary, require more effort from student writers 
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than writing instructors; writing instructors can help students by creating the suitable 
environment for students to take the relevant actions and / or to remind students to 
work on certain areas (e.g. vocabulary) of weaknesses on writing by mentioning 
them in the feedback on final versions of assignments; but in the end, it is up to the 
students to undertake these actions in order to improve writing skills in the long run. 
After all, “contemplating on their own" was listed as the most common strategy 
during students' revision of assignments, and the long-term measures proposed 
below will help students gain higher proficiency in English and also in English 
writing, which will be conducive in cultivating their autonomy towards writing in 
English as well. 
5.3.2,1 Read More! 
Reading was recommended by all three teachers as conducive to improving 
writing skills. Teacher A focused on developing a reading habit - to read more in 
English and to read carefully: ' T m [he's] not talking about skimming or careless 
reading; Fm [he's] talking about careful reading and trying to imitate that" 
(Interview with Teacher A). Teacher B � o n the other hand, preferred to see reading as 
a way to show the differences of writing in different genres, as he thought that "it is 
useful. . . to let [students] read what they are going to write" (Interview with Teacher 
B). Besides acknowledging the importance of reading in the same genre which 
students were going to write on, Teacher C also believed that reading is a chance for 
students to have more exposure to English, and to leam more vocabulary in particular. 
Some students (such as Bertha and Hilda) also echoed the importance of reading as 
an opportunity for learning some English features and imitating them in their writing 
through incorporating the vocabulary and sentence structures they encountered 
during reading into their writing. 
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Reading is thus an implicit learning process to prepare one to write better — 
whether by imitating the word choice, sentence structure, or by imitating the 
organisation framework of essays from the same genre as what they are going to 
write. While grammar books and thesaurus may not be very useful tools as noted by 
teachers and student informants, reading may prove a better resource for students to 
develop the grammatical knowledge and vocabulary they need in the writing and 
revision process, especially in terms of the academic vocabulary students need for 
writing academic essays. Perhaps Teacher C's comment best described the 
inevitability involved between reading and writing: "if [students] are reading in 
English and writing in Engl i sh� i t ' s the two sides of the research and production 
match together" (Interview with Teacher C). It may take time for students to 
assimilate what is required of writing well, but it is a good beginning for them to 
have some examples to follow by reading in English in general and in a certain genre 
in particular. 
5.3.2.2 Think More! 
Teacher B highlighted the importance of training students' thinking skills in 
achieving better writing standard, especially with academic essays which students are 
required to write very often during their undergraduate studies. He thought that his 
students were still thinking in a "very naive, and very chaotic" way (Interview with 
Teacher B); they lacked the training of taking a standpoint and providing supportive 
evidence in discussing controversial issues. Teacher A also expressed a similar 
concern, saying that students should be aware of the organisation an essay could take; 
even a simple one would help to develop a clear essay. Students are thus encouraged 
to think more by having a position over controversial issues and finding supporting 
arguments by researching and organising these arguments in a logical manner. By 
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training their thinking skills in securing their stance, students would write better 
(academic) essays with improved presentation skills. 
5.3.2.3 Write More! 
Besides to read more and to think more, to write more is the most direct 
method to improve writing skills. Practice makes perfect. Precisely because students 
are "are not used to writing academically; they are more used to writing in English 
on email or letters," inappropriate tone was being used in their academic writing 
(Interview with Teacher C). To write more and experience more, students will 
familiarise themselves with how to approach writing an essay, both in terms of 
vocabulary and of organisation, and thus leam from the writing process. 
Teacher feedback adds to the benefits of the repeated writing practices. As 
discussed in the previous chapter, students took feedback on final version as an 
evaluation of the writing as well as some suggestions for their long-term 
development of their writing skills. Teacher A also made a similar comment�saying 
that students should try to leam from teacher feedback by putting the suggestions in 
the feedback into practice by "trying to assimilate the very complex problems related 
to grammar and expression so that eventually. . . it does become second nature and 
you [student writers] become good at it" (Interview with Teacher A). 
To write more is therefore both a learning and self-learning process: if there is 
teacher feedback available, students will be able to leam from it; if there is no 
teacher feedback, students can also write for fun and leam by themselves what works 
and what not in writing an essay. Both ways are conducive to students' development 
of writing skills, and thus improved writing. 
To write more may also provide higher intrinsic motivation by involving 
students into the English language so that in the end, "it can be a gateway into that 
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language and see that's fun" (Interview with Teacher C). In addition, writing can be a 
means to involve students in English if the topic is highly relevant to students' life 
and concerns, and that they leam that writing can help them clarify their thoughts and 
express their personal voice. Writing then not only helps them practice the writing 
skills, but also help them to improve their English proficiency as a whole. 
5.4 Limitations 
The research undertaken was not without flaws. In the following, some 
limitations regarding the pilot study and the main study carried out with relation to 
this thesis will be mentioned. The limitation with the pilot study mainly concerns the 
testing, and thus the design, of instruments. Limitations of the main study cover the 
sampling, the timing, and the scope of research of this study, some of which were 
mentioned in Chapter 3. Recommendations with respect to these limitations will also 
be outlined as reference for future studies in this area in the following section. 
5.4.1 Insufficient Testing of the Instruments (Pilot Study) 
The pilot study was carried out in order to test the instruments to be used in the 
main study. However, only one of the four instruments was tested in the pilot study: 
the text analysis guide, as it was not readily available in the literature partly because 
direct investigation into the actual teacher feedback given on students' papers was 
not a common strategy in triangulating with the results from questionnaires and 
interviews for understanding students' views of teacher feedback in totality, and 
partly because some knowledge of the course at hand was essential for the text 
analysis guide to be effective. The researcher found later during the main study, 
however, that it was also essential to test the other instruments, especially the student 
questionnaires, so as to tailor them to best fit the situation of the particular writing 
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classes in question to avoid misunderstanding on some terms. For instance, students 
from Classes B and C not only received a grade for their final version of assignments, 
but also a grade for one of their preliminary drafts (the one handed in for teacher 
feedback), which was called the “second draft" in Class B and the “first draft" in 
Class C. As a result, the phrase used in student questionnaires such as "Final Drafts 
(the one that receives a grade/score)" might be confusing to some students. 
Nevertheless, students had not received their graded final draft by the time they filled 
in the questionnaires, so the effect of such confusion on the results was minimised. 
5.4.2 Uneven Distribution of Student Interviewees Among the Three Writing 
Classes (Main Study) 
The ideal plan for the main study was to have some student informants — 
preferably three - from each of the three writing classes, providing a balanced view 
among the first-year English, Chinese, and non-language majors over process writing. 
The reality, however, granted unsuccessful access to students in Class C, and thus no 
student informants from this writing class. 
The researcher contacted the student informants firstly by emails. However, 
this means was proved to be ineffective as students, even showing some willingness 
to help by returning the email, turned silent once the researcher tried to confirm a 
date and time with him or her. The researcher then turned to contacting student 
informants by phone calls, which were proved to be a more viable method. However, 
email contact was the only means to reach students from Writing Class C as no 
phone contact information was available for this class. Student informants 
successfully recruited in the end were contacted by phone, which were all from 
Writing Classes A and B. Valuable data concerning Chinese majors' views of teacher 
feedback was lost as a result. In an attempt to minimise the bias towards English 
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majors' views, the researcher decided to analyse and report the results by specifying 
the views of individual informants, separating data into the three classes for analysis 
wherever possible, and focusing on the views of English majors, as presented in the 
previous chapter. 
5.4.3 Inconsistent Proportion of Writing Gathered From the Three Writing 
Classes (Main Study) 
Different sets of preliminary drafts and final versions of writing assignments 
were collected from each writing class in this study. The number of assignments 
collected from Class A was 15, and it was 9 from Class B, and 8 from Class C, which 
means the proportion of assignments collected from Classes A, B, and C were 100%, 
45%, and 44.44% respectively. Since not all of the writing assignments were 
collected for the study, the randomly selected few might contain some distortion over 
the whole picture of the practice of teacher feedback in the later two classes. In 
addition, the unevenly distributed numbers of assignments collected from the three 
writing classes might have biased the result when it came to a comparison made on 
the absolute count of different aspects of feedback points among the three classes. To 
eliminate of the heavier weight Class A has over the result of feedback count in text 
analysis, the researcher tried to look at the results by the percentages of the total 
count, and also separating the results into the three writing classes. 
5.4.4 Inconsistent Timing Between the Three Writing Classes (Main Study) 
As the study involved two writing courses� the situational differences among 
the three writing classes led to different amount of data collectable in the designated 
period of time. As indicated in Chapter 3, students in Class A had finished their 
second assignments and had the final versions returned by the time they completed 
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the questionnaires. However, students in Classes B and C only had their preliminary 
drafts returned when they filled in the questionnaires. Data on questions related to 
the teacher feedback on final versions were therefore not collectable from students in 
Classes B and C. 
Another factor concerning timing is the different assignments collected from 
the two courses. The researcher collected the second assignment from Class A, and 
the first and only assignment from Classes B and C. As students in Class A had 
already tried once for process writing for their first assignment, they might be 
slightly mis-labelled as being new to process writing. Nevertheless, all students were 
first year students in their first semester attending a course which adopted process 
approach thoroughly in teaching and learning writing, they were still qualified as 
fresh to the approach mentioned. 
5.4.5 The Scope of Teacher Feedback on Students' Writing (Main Study) 
In this study, only the written teacher feedback on students' writing was 
investigated. The process approach to writing, however, allows teacher feedback to 
be presented verbally as well. The study also showed that the three writing 
instructors — though not including teacher-student conferences as an obligatory 
item — tried to include verbal feedback when necessary: students may set an 
appointment with them to meet and talk about the writing assignment, or teachers 
tried to talk to students when returning the papers back to their students. As the focus 
of the study was on the written teacher feedback only, a tiny portion of the teacher 
feedback expressed verbally may be lost. However, as noted by Teacher C, most of 
the verbal feedback might be a repetition of the written one so as to emphasize what 
students had to pay attention to when revising for the subsequent draft, the lost 
teacher feedback might not be as significant as far as this study is concerned. 
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5.5 Recommendations for Future Studies 
In view of the above limitations, some recommendations are available in this 
section in order to have more insights for future studies. These recommendations are, 
again, divided into instruments, sampling, time, and the scope of research. 
5.5.1 Comprehensive Testing of Instruments With Tailored Design 
In view of the confusion arising from students' probable misunderstanding of 
the terms used, a more comprehensive pilot study — aiming at testing most 
instruments to be used in the main study, probably altering the key terms and phrases 
which might prove misleading to some students — was thus recommended to ensure 
higher validity of data. Apart from eliminating as many confusing terms as possible 
from the pilot study, a more tailor-made questionnaire would be preferable. In the 
case of this study, only students in Class A had received their final versions of papers 
when they completed the questionnaires; students in Classes B and C had not 
received the final versions of papers yet. It was recommendable for the researcher to 
slightly change the questionnaire by eliminating the questions related to final 
versions for students in Classes B and C to fill in, which would also help eliminating 
the confusion without distorting the results. 
5.5.2 More Even Distribution of Student Interviewees With Different 
Characteristics 
To prevent the bias created in only interviewing the students from two of the 
three writing classes, a more even distribution of student informants among the three 
writing classes was recommended in order to allow a fair comparison among the 
three writing classes. More importantly, if future studies were to have students with 
different characteristics which might have a significant influence to the findings, the 
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researcher should ensure that some students of groups with different characteristics 
were interviewed so as to have a more balanced view over the issue. Measures such 
as personal contact with the student interviewees were recommended, as these build 
rapport between the researcher and the interviewee, which will not only help the 
researcher to elicit help in recruiting students into the study, but also to ensure higher 
level of openness during the interviews. 
5.5.3 More Consistent Number of Papers Collected From Different Writing 
Classes 
To allow better comparison, future studies are suggested to recruit the same 
number of assignments from different writing classes, which would hold the number 
of assignments across classes constant. This practice would allow fair comparison on 
the number of feedback count. An alternative way is to have the same proportion of 
the students' assignments collected from different classes, which would ensure a fair 
comparison among the writing classes in terms of how many percentage of the 
student writing was involved in each class. The ideal way is of course to have all the 
assignments collected from every class involved, as this would eliminate bias as to 
which assignments are chosen to be involved and which not, and how many of them 
should be chosen from each class. 
5.5.4 More Consistent Schedule Among Writing Classes 
To facilitate the research process, writing classes should have a compatible 
schedule with that of the time allowed for the researcher to collect data, so that a 
more complete data set can be collected instead of losing, for example, data related 
to views and uses of teacher feedback on final versions of assignments. As the 
research also requires quite a number of tasks to be done after the writing 
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assignments were collected, having classes with writing assignments due one or two 
weeks before the end of the semester is better than those which set deadlines at the 
end of the semester. The researcher will then have more time in conducting a 
preliminary analysis to the students' papers, disseminating the questionnaires in class, 
and selecting the student informants for the interviews before the semester is finished 
and students no means to be contacted. Higher response rate with the student 
questionnaires and also more fruitful interviews with the student informants will be 
better ensured. 
It is also advisable to use the same assignment — the first assignment, for 
instance — as the point of data collection. Such practice will eliminate the mismatch 
among students' experience with process writing across different writing classes, and 
more reliable data may thus be secured. 
5.5.5 Wider Scope of Enquiry of Teacher Feedback 
To view a comprehensive picture of the issue, the verbal teacher feedback may 
also be included to complement the written one in the investigation. Although the 
focus of this study was on the written feedback, and the verbal feedback might 
largely involve repetition of what was expressed on pen and paper, the case would be 
quite different if the verbal feedback was expressed in a writing conference between 
teachers and students. More discussions on the paper will be viable through a 
systematic and purposeful teacher-student writing conference, in which teachers may 
not only reiterate what has been mentioned in the written feedback, but also be 
prompted by questions from students in giving more substantiate feedback or 
feedback not present in the written form. Therefore, in addition to text analysis, 
observations over teacher-student conferences should also be included so that teacher 
feedback might better be investigated in totality by taking both the written and verbal 
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Appendix A: Student Questionnaire 
The purpose of this questionnaire is to improve the teaching of composition so as to 
benefit the development of students' writing competence. The aim is NOT to 
evaluate your instructor(s). All responses will be kept confidential, and will be 
destroyed after being analysed for research purpose. 
A. Feedback on writing 
In answering the following questions, please think of the last essay(s) that your 
instructor corrected and returned to you. You will be asked questions about what you 
did with this feedback from your teacher. Please answer as honestly as you can. 
1. How much of each composition do you read over again when your instructor 
returns it to you? 
Drafts 
all of it most of it some of it none of it 
Final Drafts (the one that receives a grade/score) 
all of it most of it some of it none of it 
2. How many of the instructor's comments and corrections do you think about 
carefully? 
ist/2nd Drafts 
all of them most of them some of them none of them 
Final Drafts 
all of them most of them some of them none of them 
3. What percentage of the instructor's comments and corrections that you think about 
carefully but still do not understand? % 
4. What do these comments or corrections usually involve? 
5. How many of the comments and corrections involve: 







(e.g. punctuation, spelling) 






(e.g. punctuation, spelling) 
Please refer to the following scale to respond to question 6-7. 
6 = Strongly Agree 5 = Agree 4 = Somewhat Agree 
3 = Somewhat Disagree 2 = Disagree 1 二 Strongly Disagree 
6. In a first draft (that is, an essay you will rewrite at least one time), I think the 
instructor should always 
Comment on my ideas and how they are developed. 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Evaluate the way I have organised the ideas in my essay. 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Evaluate the way I express my thoughts an arguments (that 6 5 4 3 2 1 
is, my writing style). 
Evaluate my use of vocabulary and make corrections. 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Correct my grammatical errors. 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Correct punctuation, capitalisation, spelling, indentation, 6 5 4 3 2 1 
etc. 
Use a set of correction, or proof-reading, symbols. 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Use a red-coloured pen. 6 5 4 3 2 1 
7. In a final draft (that i s � a n essay you will rewrite at least one time), I think the 
instructor should always 
Comment on my ideas and how they are developed. 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Evaluate the way I have organised the ideas in my essay. 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Evaluate the way I express my thoughts an arguments (that 6 5 4 3 2 1 
is, my writing style). 
Evaluate my use of vocabulary and make corrections. 6 5 4 3 2 1 
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Correct my grammatical errors. 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Correct punctuation, capitalisation, spelling, indentation, 6 5 4 3 2 1 
etc. 
Use a set of correction, or proof-reading, symbols. 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Use a red-coloured pen. 6 5 4 3 2 1 
8. If you pay attention to what your instructor wrote, how much attention do you pay 
to the comments and corrections involving: 






(e.g. punctuation, spelling) 






(e.g. punctuation, spelling) 
9.1 usually find it difficult to understand the comments and corrections made by my 






Please refer to the following scale to respond to question 10. 
6 = Strongly Agree 5 二 A.gree 4 = Somewhat Agree 
3 = Somewhat Disagree 2 二 Disagree 1 = Strongly Disagree 
10. Generally, I leam the most when my instructor 
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Comment on my ideas and how they are developed. 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Evaluate the way I have organised the ideas in my essay. 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Evaluate the way I express my thoughts an arguments (that 6 5 4 3 2 1 
is, my writing style). 
Evaluate my use of vocabulary and make corrections. 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Correct my grammatical errors. 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Correct punctuation, capitalisation, spelling, indentation, 6 5 4 3 2 1 
etc. 
Use a set of correction, or proof-reading, symbols. 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Use a red-coloured pen. 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Please be specific in answering the following open-ended questions 11-17. 
11. Describe what you do after you read your instructor's comments and corrections 




12. Are there ever any comments or corrections that you do not understand? If so, 
can you give any examples? 
13. What do you do about those comments or corrections that you do not understand? 
14. Are any of your instructor's comments positive? If so, can you give an example? 
15. Do you feel that your instructor's comments and corrections help you to improve 
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your composition writing skills? Why or why not? 
16. When you are asked to revise an essay in your English language class, what kind 
of comments from your instructor do you find most helpful? Least helpful? 
Most helpful: 
Least helpful: 
17. Please complete the following statement by listing as many specific suggestions 
as you can. 
“I think my writing would show greater improvements if my instructor's feedback 
and comments 
18. How would you rate yourself as a learner? 
Excellent Good Fair Poor 
19. How would you rate your writing skills in writing compositions? 
Excellent Good Fair Poor 
B. Background information 
1. Course Code & Name: 
2. Teacher: 
3. What is your major? 
4. What is your mother tongue / native language? 
5. How long have you been studying English? 
6. Your Name (optional) 
7. Please list your email address if you want to be selected for an interview: 
***Thank you for your help!*** 
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Appendix B: Student Interview Guide 
1. What do you think is the function of writing? OR Why do you take this writing 
course? What is writing to you? 
2. Why do you think the process approach (multi-drafts) is adopted? 
3. How important do you feel it is to acquire writing skills in the target language 
(English)? Why? 
4. What specific skills do you feel you are learning successfully? What specific 
skills do you feel you would still like to improve? Why? 
5. What do you feel you gain from writing the essays or compositions assigned in 
this writing course? 
6. What do you expect from the feedback by your teacher on your writing? 
7. To what extent do you make changes in the revision according to the feedback 
given by your teacher? What you tend to find to be easy to follow and what 
difficult? 
8. What difficulties do you encounter when understanding the feedback your 
instructors gave you? Please give examples. 
9. Do you find ways to overcome these difficulties? How? (e.g. look up 
dictionaries, ask the instructor or others for clarification / help) 
10. What are the feedback points that you tend to ignore (if any) or find it hard to 
revise accordingly? Why? 
11. What, in your opinion� is the most important aspect of a piece of successful 
writing? OR What are the elements of a successful piece of writing? (e.g. good 
organisation, correct spelling, able to convey your messages..,) Why? 
12. Why do you think your instructor assigns the compositions and essays for you 
to write in the target language (English)? What do you feel s/he expects you to 
learn from this kind of assignment? 
13. Does your instructor tell you, directly or indirectly, what s/he expects you to 
accomplish through writing practice? For example, does s/he clarify any of 
these goals in class discussions, in a syllabus, or in her/his feedback on your 
writing? 
14. Does your instructor require you to submit more than one draft of any writing 
assignments? If so, how many versions of each assignment do you submit? 
What kinds of changes do you make in your writing when you are asked to 
revise? Why? 
15. What do you think are the benefits / uses of feedback sheets? 
16. Would you prefer to have teacher feedback on the preliminary drafts only or to 
have teacher feedback on both preliminary and final drafts (in which no further 
revision is required)? Why? 
17. What kind of advice might you give to a student who is just beginning to study 
writing in the target language (English)? 
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Appendix C: Teacher Interview Guide 
1. What is the importance of learning writing in the target language? 
2. Why do you adopt a process approach to writing? 
3. How important do you feel it is to acquire writing skills in the target language 
(English)? Why? 
4. What do you want your students to gain from writing the essays or compositions 
assigned in this writing course, especially writing in multiple drafts? (i.e. course 
objectives) 
5. What kind of feedback do you usually give on the preliminary drafts of student 
writing? (e.g. content, organisation, choice of words, grammar...) Please 
indicate percent if possible. Why? 
6. What kind of feedback do you usually give on the final drafts of student writing? 
(e.g. content, organisation, choice of words�grammar. . . ) Please indicate percent 
if possible. Why? 
7. What do you think a successful piece of writing should include? (e.g. good 
spelling, appropriate tone...) 
8. What do you think are the main difficulties students have in writing in English 
(a SL/FL/TL)? Why? 
9. Do you have any strategies / techniques to make sure that students understand 
your written feedback on their paper? What are they? 
10. When do you directly give the correct form of a word / directly supply 
information to the students (direct correction) and when do you ask students to 
think for themselves with some written hints? Why? 
11. Do you use hedges in your written feedback? Why? 
12. What would you suggest students to do when they receive your feedback? (e.g. 
read it over, find you to discuss...) 
13. Do you have any suggestions for them to improve their writing skills? 
14. In the multiple drafts students hand in, what kinds of changes do you expect 
them to make in their revision? 
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Appendix D: Text Analysis Guide 
Overall Impression: 
1. Are there lots of markings on the paper (ticks, crosses, underlines or marginal 
comments)? 
Specifics: 
2. How many feedback points were given by the teacher? 
3. How many of the feedback points involve grammar, vocabulary, content, 
organisation, and mechanics respectively on preliminary drafts? If there was 
feedback given on final drafts, how does it differ from that on the preliminary 
drafts? 
4. How are the feedback presented (as questions, imperatives, statements, or 
exclamations)? When are hedges* used? 
5. How are positive and negative feedback presented? 
6. When corrections were provided and when were not? 
7. How many feedback points are utilised in the revised version of writing? 
8. How do students make changes according to the feedback provided by teachers? 
Do they change a word only / the whole sentence / organisation of the whole 
paper / the idea? 
9. What kind(s) of teacher feedback tend to be ignored (that is, no changes made 
even teacher feedback was given)? 
*Note: Hedges include (Ferris�2003, p. 138): 
Lexical hedges: "Maybe", “Please，，，“Might’，，etc. 
Syntactic hedges: e.g. “Can you add an example here?" 
“Positive softeners": "You've raised some good points�but . . . " 
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Appendix E: CONSENT LETTER 
(to students) 
Department of English 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong 
Room 310, 3/F 
Fung King Hey Building 
Shatin, Hong Kong 




I am a Master of Philosophy candidate in Applied English Linguistics at the Chinese 
University of Hong Kong. I am conducting a thesis research in writing in English and 
would like to invite you to be a participant. The following paragraphs will briefly 
describe my thesis research as well as the possible involvement you may have in this 
research. 
My thesis research is about students' attitude towards writing as accomplished 
through multiple drafts. Specifically, I would like to understand how students find 
this approach to writing; what difficulties they face in the whole writing process, and 
what strategies they use to overcome the difficulties. It is hoped that this research 
will have implications to pedagogical practices so that students will benefit in future 
English writing class. 
In order to see a better picture of writing as administered in writing courses, I would 
be grateful if you agree to be an informant in this research, which means allowing 
analysis on the marked preliminary and final drafts of your composition as written in 
the writing course you have and conducting interviews with you. I hereby guarantee 
that your identity will not be disclosed and that all data collected will be kept 
confidential and be used for research purpose only. 
Kindly indicate your willingness in taking part in this research by returning the reply 
slip at the end. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to email me through 
the above email address. Thank you for your consideration and help in advance. 
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Yours sincerely, 
Emily LUI Nga Kwan 
Reply Slip 
I have read and understand the above 
information and hereby agree to be an informant in the research study conducted by 
Miss Emily LUI Nga Kwan for her Master of Philosophy thesis. 
Signature 
Name in Block Letters 
Date 
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Appendix F: CONSENT LETTER 
(to instructors) 
Department of English 
The Chinese University of Hong Kong 
Room 310, 3/F 
Fung King Hey Building 
Shatin, Hong Kong 




I am a Master of Philosophy candidate in Applied English Linguistics at the Chinese 
University of Hong Kong. I am conducting a thesis research in writing in English and 
would like to invite you to be a participant. The following paragraphs will briefly 
describe my thesis research as well as the possible involvement you may have in this 
research. 
My thesis research is about students' attitude towards writing as accomplished 
through multiple drafts. Specifically, I would like to understand how students find 
this approach to writing; what difficulties they face in the whole writing process, and 
what strategies they use to overcome the difficulties. It is hoped that this research 
will have implications to pedagogical practices so that students will benefit in future 
English writing class. 
In order to see a better picture of writing as administered in writing courses, I would 
be grateful if you agree to be an informant in this research, which means allowing 
analysis on the marked preliminary and final drafts in one of the writing class you 
teach and conducting interviews with you. I hereby guarantee that your identity will 
not be disclosed and that all data collected will be kept confidential and be used for 
research purpose only. 
Kindly indicate your willingness in taking part in this research by returning the reply 
slip at the end. If you have any questions, please do not hesitate to email me through 
the above email address. Thank you for your consideration and help in advance. 
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Yours sincerely, 
Emily LUI Nga Kwan 
Reply Slip 
I have read and understand the above 
information and hereby agree to be an informant in the research study conducted by 
Miss Emily LUI Nga Kwan for her Master of Philosophy thesis. 
Signature 
Name in Block Letters 
Date 
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Appendix G: Response Rate and Characteristics of Student Respondents of 
Student Questionnaires 
Class A Class B Class C T ^ 
Total number of 15 20 18 53 
Students 
Returned 12(28.6%) 14(33.3%) 16(38.1%) 42 (100%) 
Questionnaires 
Response Rate 80% i m 88.89% 79.25% 
Major: English 12 _0 0 12(28.6%) 
Major: Chinese 16 _0 \6 16(38.1%) 
Major: Others 0 0 14(33.3%) 
Mother tongue: 11 12 12 35 (83.3%) 
Cantonese 
Mother Tongue: 0 1 3 4 (9.5%) 
Chinese 
Mother Tongue: 0 1 1 2 (4.8%) 
Putonghua 
Mother Tongue: 1 0 0 1(2.4%) 
English 
*Specific major programmes of students in Class B: 
Cumulative 
Frequency Percent Valid Percent Percent 
Valid Social Work 3 21.4 21.4 21.4 
Economics 2 14.3 14.3 35.7 
Journalism 1 7.1 7.1 42.9 
Geography & Resource 
1 7.1 7.1 50.0 
Management 
Computer Science 2 14.3 14.3 64.3 
Integrated BBA 
1 7.1 7.1 71.4 
Programme 
Cultural and Religious 
1 7.1 7.1 78.6 
Studies 
Cultural Studies 1 7.1 7.1 85.7 
Sociology 2 14.3 14.3 100.0 
Total 14 100.0 丨 00.0 
t. . 
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